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Fight
central

80 HOURS
Hawkeye
Hollywood
With the première of Resist
Evil Part One: Dropping Evil at
the Englert, this week’s 80
Hours front wonders if Iowa
City is the new Hollywood. 1C

Fights on
Hollywood
Boulevard are
“spiraling out
of control,”
authorities said.

SPORTS

By REGINA ZILBERMINTS
regina-zilbermints@uiowa.edu

Brands repeats as
top coach
For the second year in a row,
Tom Brands walks away with the
DI’s Coach of the Year honor. 1B

‘He’s going to have
to beat me’
Senior John Hickey gears up for
the Big Ten outdoor
championships. 1B

NEWS
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Wes Sommerfledt, an inspector for the Iowa Weights and Measures Bureau, inspects a gas pump in Coralville on April 9. Each pump and
nozzle is checked to determine if pumps are cheating customers. If a pump is found faulty, the station has up to 30 days to fix the problem.

Global, medical
UI senior Rachel Bender
cofounded the UI Global Health
Club. Now she looks toward a
career in international
medicine. 2A

Pork industry
stiken by flu

Insufficient funds and a small staff are
affecting the number of gas pumps
being inspected in Johnson County.

See how the H1N1 hype has
caused a stir in the Iowa pork
industry. 4A

Sally Mason Q&A

By KURT CUNNINGHAM

See what the UI president has
to say about Hancher, night
classes. 5A

kurt-cunningham@uiowa.edu

OPINIONS
Bike City
Iowa City would be a great location for a public bike program —
it’s environmentally friendly
and would save money for
many. Other cities have done it;
could we be next? 6A

ASK THE DI
Have a question or a curiosity?
Want to know the fastest way to
get to the newly opened
Theatre Building? Wondering
what’s going on with that
construction in the Iowa River
or why dining halls don’t stay
open later? Send a
question to us at
daily-iowan@uiowa.edu, we’ll
find the answer, and then we’ll
publish it for you, right here
on the front rail.

DAILYIOWAN.COM
For photos, videos, audio, blogs,
daily updates, and more,
check us out online.

DAILY IOWAN TV
To watch Daily Iowan TV, go
online at dailyiowan.com or tune
into UITV. The 15-minute
newscast is on Sunday through
Thursday at 9:30 and 10:30 p.m.,
with reruns at 12:30 and 1:30
a.m. and 7:45 and 8:45 a.m.
the following day.

Today’s webcast
Check out what we voted the
No. 2 sports story of the year:
Tom Brands and the men’s
wrestling team.

WEATHER
68

20

52C

11C

Mostly sunny, breezy; turning cloudy late, with a 20%
chance of rain/T-storms.
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The mismeasure of gas

6A
1B

Most people worry more
about the price of gas than the
pump it’s coming out of.
But if it’s a pump in Johnson County: Consumers
beware.
The Iowa Weights and Measures Bureau does not complete its job of inspecting gas
pumps annually. And frequently, the bureau is failing
to follow its own regulations,
as discovered by a four-month
examination by The Daily
Iowan. This leaves consumers
in the dark about how much
gas they actually receive for
the price they pay.
In Johnson County, not a
single gas pump was tested
in 2007.
In the years of 2005, 2006,

and 2008, approximately onethird of the county’s 65 gas
stations had a pump that did
not pass an inspection.
And the required follow-up
inspections — for gas pumps
that failed an initial test —
were rare.
The bureau’s mandatory
inspections are meant to
ensure consumers and gasstation owners they aren’t losing money. Checking for leaky
parts, pumps that over- or
under-charge consumers, and
the performance of the
machinery helps to keep consumers safe from spending
more money on gas.
But because of the sheer
number of tasks, Iowa’s
inspectors simply can’t keep
up — in Johnson County, at
least. Only seven of the

department’s 11 inspectors
are assigned to check the
35,000 gas pumps in Iowa.
And while the number of
gasoline stations continues to
grow across the state, the
number of inspectors, in the

last decade, has declined, leaving some gas pumps untested
each year, according to the
bureau records.
SEE GAS, 7A

One Iowa City woman has
pulled her children from school
and said she is leaving the city
following a series of riots outside her home.
Iowa City police responded to
fight Wednesday at City High,
1900 Morningside Drive, which
they say is related to a slew of
massive fights in the area. Two
juveniles were arrested at the
scene, authorities said.
The incident was the fourth
related confrontation since Sunday involving a series of events
police say are unprecedented.
“It’s spiraling out of control,”
said Iowa City police Sgt. Troy
Kelsay. “We haven’t dealt with
this on this scale. This has
blown up very quickly.”
The confrontations apparently started Sunday following an
altercation over a neighborhood
football game, Kelsay said.
That evening, officers
responded to the 2300 block of
Hollywood Boulevard for a
report of a fight involving 50 to
60 people, police said. Several
people fled the area before officers could detain them. Police
arrested Samuel Lockett, 21,
address unknown, on Monday
in connection with the brawl.
According to police reports,
Lockett was one of 10 to 15 people who confronted residents
and guests at a Hollywood
Boulevard residence. He was
allegedly wielding a baseball
bat, which he was hitting on the
ground, and yelled at residents
in an attempt to provoke a
physical confrontation.
Lockett allegedly confronted a 15-year-old female resident and struck her in the
face with his hand. She suffered scratches on her face
and chest as a result.
SEE FIGHT, 3A

ON DAILY IOWAN TV
To watch a feature on Daily
Iowan TV on this story, go to
dailyiowan.com.

Speed bumps for Local-option tax
same-sex marriage estimates revised down
Despite last month’s same-sex marriage
decision, newlyweds in and out of state
face legal issues.
By SHAWN GUDE
shawn-gude@uiowa.edu

For Lindsey Quinn-Wriedt,
a UI graduate student who
recently married her wife, the
out-of-state legal issues facing her nascent same-sex
marriage are daunting.
“It’s scary — if we were in a
car accident, my not being
able to see her or her not
being able to see me,” QuinnWriedt said.
Her fear is understandable.
The federal government
doesn’t recognize same-sex
marriages and bars states
from being forced to recognize
other states’ same-sex
marriages.
Five states allow couples of
the same sex to marry — Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, Iowa, and Maine. And

Estimates of funds raised by the local-option sales tax have
changed significantly because Coralville and North Liberty
voted against the measure.

on Wednesday, the New York
State Assembly passed a bill
that would legalize gay marriage. The legislation now
goes to the Senate.
Because many states have
statutes or constitutional
amendments banning gay
marriage, however, the current patchwork of state laws
guar ant ees m yr i ad l egal
c onundr um s for c oupl es,
moral and religious questions aside.
Discrepancies in tax laws
— both federal and between
states — are among the least
of couples’ worries.
“There’s a huge array of
problems,” said Andrew Koppelman, a professor of law
and political science at Northwestern University.

The local-option sales tax
would have garnered millions
of dollars more for flood mitigation if it had passed in
Coralville, but some of the
area’s business owners say
they’re glad customers will not
have to pay extra taxes.
A 1-cent tax increase will be
assessed to nine Johnson County areas that voted for it, starting July 1 and in effect until
June 30, 2013. Coralville, North
Liberty, and unincorporated
Johnson County voted against
the measure.
The tax funds will be distributed among the communities in
which it passed, based on a formula that includes the various

SEE MARRIAGE, 3A

SEE TAX, 3A

By SHANE ERSLAND
shane-ersland@uiowa.edu

REBECCA MNUK/THE DAILY IOWAN

Adam Hawkins (left) and Chris Ferguson work behind the counter at
Hawkeye Audio/Video in Coralville on Wednesday. Had the 1 cent sales
tax increase passed in Coralville, the price of larger ticket items such as
electronics would have increased substantially.
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UI senior Rachel Bender cannot picture where she will be living 10 years from now — and
the uncertainty excites her.
Bender, 22, is an international-studies major with an emphasis in global health and Latin
American studies. She plans to
attend medical school at the UI
this fall.
She began her UI career as a
biology major, but the sciences
alone didn’t spark any real passion in her.
Following a trip to Ecuador at
the end of her freshman year,
she started to find ways to mix
her love of traveling with her
biology major. Martha Greer, a
program associate in the International Studies Program, suggested global-health studies to
Bender, and she hasn’t looked
back since.
“With international medicine,
I feel like going into it with a primary care background is most
helpful because then you have
the most broad basis,” the Bellevue, Iowa native said. “Mostly,
you just want to be able to help
where you’re needed.”
After her first global-health
class, Bender said, she felt she
needed to do more at the UI to

Subscription rates:
Iowa City and Coralville: $20 for one
semester, $40 for two semesters, $10
for summer se ssion, $50 for full year.
Out of town: $40 for one semester,
$80 for two semesters, $15 for summer session, $95 all year.
Send address changes to: The Daily
Iowan, 100 Adler Journalism Building,
Iowa City, Iowa 52242-2004.
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UI senior Rachel Bender stands in the Free Medical Clinic, where she volunteers, on Tuesday. Bender, who cofounded the
UI Global Health Club, plans to become a doctor and go into international medicine.
raise awareness and funds for
international health issues.
So in April 2007, she cofounded the UI Global Health Club.
She wanted to have a way to
meet with other students on a
regular basis to discuss topics
and have the opportunity to hold
fundraisers, she said.
“The highlights of my past
four years, I think, are Global
Health Club meetings, where
new students come who have
never learned about this stuff,”
Bender said.
She is interested in Latin
American culture, she said, not
only because of its prevalence
in Iowa City but because she
loves how family-oriented the
culture is.
But she is not limiting herself
to helping one area of the world.
“I’m really open, the more
unknown the area, the better
right now,” Bender said.

After medical school, she said,
she wants to work in other countries, identifying the needs of
towns, training local doctors,
and providing technology to
under-developed communities.
She also said she realizes
global-health issues don’t only
occur in other nations — she can
make a difference locally, too.
“It’s super exciting and fun to
travel, but I’m trying to be more
realistic and find ways here that
I can help,” Bender said.
She volunteers at the Iowa
City Free Medical Clinic, 2440
Towncrest Drive. She works
with both English- and Spanishspeaking patients who have
many different complaints,
ranging from diabetes to high
blood pressure.
The clinic volunteer coordinator Jonathan Wiese, 26, said she
has volunteered consistently
over the past year.

Rachel Bender
• Age: 22
• Hometown: Bellevue, Iowa
• Major: International studies with
an emphasis in global health and
Latin American studies
• Plans: Medical school at the UI

ON THE WEB
To see video of this graduating
senior, visit dailyiowan.com.

“Not only does she do a good
job volunteering, she’s got a
great personality,” he said.
Greer also marveled at Bender’s dedication to global health.
“I have been blown away by
her spirit, her scholarship, and
her inclusive nature,” Greer
said. “Rachel has given as much
to this institution as she will
take away from it.”

Mayor wants to tax college students
By ERIC TUCKER
Associated Press

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — The
mayor of Providence wants to
slap a $150-per-semester tax
on the 25,000 full-time students at Brown University
and three other private colleges in the city, saying they
use resources and should
help ease the burden on
struggling taxpayers.
Mayor David Cicilline said
the fee would raise between $6
million and $8 million a year
for the city, which is facing a
$17 million deficit.
If enacted, it would apparently be the first time a U.S.
city has directly taxed students
just for being enrolled.
The proposal is still in its
early stages. But it has riled
some students, who say it
would unfairly saddle them
with the city’s financial woes
and overlook their volunteer
work and other contributions,
including money spent in
restaurants, bars and stores.
“We want to support the city
as best we can, but financially
is not really what we can
afford to give,” said Heather
Lee, president of the Brown
Graduate Student Council.
“We’re more able to provide
labor, we’re more able to apply
the things that we’re learning
in the classroom, than we are

to write a $300 check.”
Cities often look for revenue
from universities to compensate for their tax-exempt status, and many schools already
make voluntary payments to
local governments. Providence’s four private schools —
Brown, Providence College,
Johnson & Wales University,
and the Rhode Island School of
Design — agreed in 2003 to pay
the city nearly $50 million over
20 years.
The idea of a student head
tax has been floated before in
other cities, generally to start
discussions about collecting
money from universities in lieu
of taxes.
But Tony Pals, spokesman
for the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, said he knows of no
city that charges students a
direct fee.
“The bottom line is, a tax
like this has never gone into
effect,” Pals said. “The timing
is also unfortunate, given the
significant amount of budgetcutting that institutions have
had to go through because of
the recession.”
The four schools generate
more than $1 billion a year in
economic activity, said Daniel
Egan, president of the Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities of Rhode
Island. They employ nearly

9,000 peopl e i n a c i t y of
roughly 172,000.
“We think the indirect and
direct benefit of students within the community would outweigh any costs,” Egan said.
Cicilline’s office said there
is no study showing how much
students cost Providence for
the use of police and fire protection and other services. The
city points out that the private schools’ property, valued
at more than $1.7 billion, is
tax-exempt.
Many college students are
already involved in tutoring,
arts education and mentoring
for public school students.
Providence College, for
instance, offers student volunteers to staff after-school programs, and Brown is raising
money for a $10 million
endowment to help the city
school system.
Even so, Cicilline said everyone should be expected to help
the city through this economic
crisis. He said he wants students to have a vested interest
in their city instead of seeing
themselves as visitors just
passing through.
“It’s really about a shared
commitment to the well-being
of your community that
you’re a part of,” the mayor
said. “Everyone should be
doing their part and coming
to the table.”

Students at Rhode Island
College, a state school in the
city, and the Providence campus of the University of Rhode
Island would be exempt.
A city head tax on students
would need approval from both
the City Council and state lawmakers. However, a similar
measure failed in the state
Legislature in 2005, and Rhode
Island’s colleges are likely to
fight this proposal, too.
Josephine Nash, a Brown
junior from New York City, said
the idea seems reasonable, provided it doesn’t overly burden
students on financial aid. “I do
spend the majority of my year
here, and I do use the services
of the city,” she said.
But Susette Holman, a
Johnson & Wales freshman
also from New York, said her
mother works seven days a
week, sometimes 14 hours a
day, to put her through school.
“I have three sisters at home,
so how’s she going to be able
to provide an extra tuition
fee?” she asked.
University administrators
also object, saying students
and their families spend
years saving for college and
shouldn’t have to bear more
costs. Tuition at Brown costs
nearly $40,000 a year, with
about 40 percent of undergraduates receiving financial aid.

other schools, such as Horn.
The issue has drawn intense interest
and debate from the community. It
raised some uncomfortable questions,
such as what some see as a socioeconomic divide created by current enrollment boundaries.
Superintendent Lane Plugge has
proposed building a new $11.5 million
school near West High rather than ren-

ovating Roosevelt, built nearly 80
years ago.
At the May 12 school board meeting,
several students and parents stayed
late to discuss the issue further. They
were generally against plans to close
Roosevelt.
School Board member Michael Shaw
said his decision hinges on one main
factor: whether evidence shows stu-

dents could achieve at a higher level at
Roosevelt in its current state.
“We haven’t gotten all the information that we’d like to receive,” he said.
Shaw added he seeks input from
anyone with objective information —
whether school administrators, community members or other organizations.
— by Zhi Xiong

Samantha Moody, 18, Muscatine,
was charged Tuesday with driving with
a suspended/canceled license.

Nancy Squires, 52, 537 Terrace
Road, was charged Tuesday with fifthdegree theft.

Doran Wallace, 28, 461 Westwinds
Drive, was charged Monday with driving with a suspended/canceled license.

METRO
Roosevelt fate could be
decided in June
The local School Board could vote on
the fate of Roosevelt Elementary at its
June 9 meeting.
Iowa City School District officials are hashing out several
options, some of which would close
Roosevelt and funnel students into

POLICE BLOTTER
Tabitha Fofana, 36, 2103 Davis St.,
was charged Tuesday with assault
causing injury.
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TOP STORIES
Most-read stories on dailyiowan.com for Wednesday, May 13
1. Basketball wants the fans back
2. Some in UISG no strangers to tickets
3. Flood-tax vote now official
4. Art school remains upbeat
5. Best of the Essential Mighty Shop II

STATE
FEMA trailers for sale
in Iowa
CEDAR RAPIDS (AP) — Hundreds of
trailers brought to Iowa to shelter
residents affected by last year’s tornadoes and floods are for sale.
Federal Emergency Management
Agency spokeswoman Lori Maach
says the mobile homes will be sold
as is, where it is, with no warranty,
only to eligible disaster victims who
are already living in them.
FEMA says the trailers will be sold
at an adjusted fair market value
established by the agency. Prices
will vary, but none will cost more
than $17,000.
There are 337 FEMA trailers in
Iowa. Linn County has the most, at
243. Others are in Louisa County and
Black Hawk County.
Notices were sent out this month
to potential buyers, and they have
30 days to decide.
FEMA will not provide loans to
purchase the trailers.

Black prison
population in Iowa
could grow
DES MOINES (AP) — The number of
blacks incarcerated in Iowa prisons
is far out of proportion to their population in the state and state officials say that disparity is expected
to grow over the next 10 years.
The state began studying the
racial breakdown of its prison
under former Gov. Tom Vilsack.
That study found that 24 percent of

the beds in the state’s prisons are
occupied by blacks. By comparison,
blacks account for only 2 percent
of Iowa’s population.
A researcher with the Iowa
Department of Corrections, Lettie
Prell, told the Iowa Board of
Corrections on Wednesday that that
disparity is expected to grow.
Prell also says there is a disparity in sentencing practices with
blacks being sentenced to prison
more frequently than whites for
similar crimes.

Iowa bar owners drop
suit over smoking
ban
DES MOINES (AP) — A coalition of
Iowa bar owners has decided to drop
its lawsuit over the state’s smoking
ban, but a spokesman said Tuesday
that the fight is not over.
“There are other people now that
are personally involved in trying to
save and protect their business,” said
Brian Froehlich, spokesman for the
Iowa Bar Owners Coalition.
“We don’t all need to be having a
court date, so we’re shifting efforts
and support to those who are going to
get this into court just on the basis of
protecting their business from being
shut down and closed,” he said.
After the bar owners’ decision, Polk
County Judge Glenn Pille last week dismissed the lawsuit that challenged the
constitutionality of the smoking ban. It
was filed by several bar owners groups
on July 1, 2008, the same day the Iowa
Smokefree Air Act went into effect.
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Numbers revised for tax
TAX
CONTINUED FROM 1A
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Robin Sanders of Waterloo sits on the back of a pickup truck in a Hollywood Boulevard driveway on Wednesday.
Sanders is the grandmother of Necey Patterson, the homeowner at the residence where two large fights
occurred on Sunday and Tuesday.

Fights worry police
FIGHT
CONTINUED FROM 1A
Police received a report Tuesday about a related incident
Sunday on Coneflower Court.
Just before 6 p.m. Tuesday,
officers were again called to the
Hollywood Boulevard home. As
many as 20 people were reportedly fighting in the street, and
officers charged six juveniles
with rioting and one with
assault.
Witnesses said the group
walked into the yard, where
they began yelling and screaming taunts. When the home’s
residents left the house, a fight
broke out, authorities said.
Witnesses reported guns and
knives have been involved, but
police have only confirmed combatants used baseball bats and
2-by-4s.
“This has got to stop — if my
kids can’t be safe at home,
where are they safe?” said
Necey Patterson, the owner of
the Hollywood Boulevard residence, a one-story, green house

‘You would be hard-pressed to spend more than 15 minutes in the area without seeing a patrol car. It’s a very
deliberate effort to maintain a visible presence.’
— Sgt. Troy Kelsay, Iowa City Police
with walls adorned with her
children’s academic awards and
sports medals.
Patterson said her kids — a
16-year-old son and 15-year-old
daughter who were both injured
in the confrontations — would
not return to City High.
“I can replace my stuff,” she
said about the damage done to
her home. “But I can’t replace
my kids.”
Kelsay said police were
increasing patrols in the area. If
the cars assigned to southeastern Iowa City are not actively
responding to calls, they will
patrol streets in that neighborhood. Police are also assigning
extra patrols specifically for
after-school hours.
“You would be hard-pressed
to spend more than 15 minutes

in the area without seeing a
patrol car,” Kelsay said. “It’s a
very deliberate effort to maintain a visible presence.”
There is no indication this is a
result of gang activity, police said.
Authorities and residents
agree it’s not only juveniles
involved in the fighting. Though
it started among high-school
students, parents and other
adults became involved in the
altercations. Both sides of the
fight are at fault, Kelsay said.
Police expect more related
incidents in the coming days
and more charges to come, he
said.
“The whole thing is just so
foreign to me,” he said. “A group
of 50. Kids and parents. It’s
ridiculous.”

in the last five or 10 years, just as the
Cuban-Americans have done, so there’s
more of a reason to come.”

because of pageant owner Donald
Trump’s decision to let the state’s controversial title holder keep her crown.
After Miss California USA Carrie
Prejean created a stir with her
response to a question about gay marriage at last month’s Miss USA pageant, questions about her work with
gay-marriage opponents and nearly
nude photos taken of her when she was
a teenager put her title in jeopardy.

NATION
Overloaded boat sinks,
9 dead
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) — A boat
overloaded with around 30 people,
possibly Haitians being smuggled to
the U.S. from their desperately poor
country, sank off the Florida coast
early Wednesday, dropping the occupants into the sea. The Coast Guard
rescued 16 and was searching for others but at least nine died, including one
infant, said Petty Officer Nick Ameen.
The search was expected to last
overnight, and although the Coast Guard
hadn’t figured out exactly how many people were aboard or how many might still
be lost at sea, it appeared certain that it
fit the profile of migrant smuggling.
“The boat was obviously overloaded,”
Coast Guard Capt. James Fitton said.
“It’s a tragedy that someone would be
so callous with human life.”
For those familiar with the plight of
Haitians, the escape attempt was no
surprise.
“The economic conditions in Haiti
are deplorable, and I don’t see them
getting any better any time soon,” said
Andy Gomez, a University of Miami
expert on Caribbean migration. “And
the Haitian-American community has
developed a pretty good network here

More Prejean fallout
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former Miss USA
Shanna Moakler resigned as co-executive director of the Miss California USA
pageant on Wednesday, saying she no
longer believes in the organization

jurisdictions’ population and
amount their citizens pay in
property taxes.
Jurisdictions that voted
against the measure won’t
receive any funds.
If Coralville residents had
voted to implement the tax,
the city would have received
around $6.25 million to spend
on flood-related projects, said
Johnson County Auditor Tom
Slockett.
Scott Cray, owner of Hawkeye Audio Video in Coralville,
said the 1-cent sales tax would
have increased his customers’
costs, especially when buying
larger items.
“We’re pleased with the outcome,” Cray said. “It’s not really a penny when you’re selling
items for $1,000.”
Officials had estimated that
the sales tax would collect
around $17.4 million, assuming it passed in all 13 Johnson
County areas. With Coralville
and North Liberty voting

‘We think supporting flood relief is a good thing, but
we’re pleased our customers don’t have to be the
ones paying for it.’
— Scott Cray, owner of Hawkeye Audio Video
against the measure, new estimates by the Iowa Department
of Revenue are around $9.9
million. Iowa City, Coralville,
and North Liberty were the
highest earning Johnson
County areas in sales last year,
with Coralville bringing in
$625 million, and North Liberty accumulating around $61
million, said Slockett.
Mary Sundblad, owner of
Stuff, Etc. in Coralville, said if
the sales tax would have been
implemented in her city, it
would have driven consumers
to shop outside of Johnson
County.
“We want to keep our people
shopping local, and the only
way to do that is to keep sales
tax low,” said Sundblad, noting
she voted against the tax.
The sales-tax funds will pay

Sales tax revenue
• $17.4 million — estimate for
local-option sales tax funds
including all 13 areas voting for it
• $ 9.9 million — estimate for
local-option sales tax funds without Coralville, North Liberty, unincorporated Johnson County, and
the Johnson County portion of
West Branch
Source: Iowa Department of Revenue

for flood relief in Iowa City and
community projects in other
Johnson County areas that
voted in favor of it.
“We think supporting flood
relief is a good thing, but we’re
pleased our customers don’t
have to be the ones paying for
it,” Cray said.

Different states, different
fates for same-sex marriages
MARRIAGE
CONTINUED FROM 1A
Koppelman, the author of
Same Sex, Different States:
When Same-Sex Marriages
Cross State Lines, pointed
specifically to property and
inheritance issues that
could arise if a spouse either
fled with the couples’ assets
or got into an out-of-state
car accident.
The problems haven’t skirted the minds of officials at
Lambda Legal — a gay-rights
advocacy group that recently
represented same-sex couples
in Iowa — who have prepared
a question-and-answer packet
on the legal issues.
“While some states now
respect same-sex couples’ legal
relationships, the federal government and many other states
are unlikely to respect your
marriage,” the document reads,
further advocating for couples
to consult with an attorney to
arrange legal precautions.
In addition, couples venturing to Iowa to tie the knot will
return to their home states
without the legal protections of
a married couple.
Citing the legal issues that
arise with blanket “non-recog-

‘In American law, states are supposed to recognize,
out of courtesy for other jurisdictions, marriages
in the other states.’
— Peggy Pascoe, University of Oregon Professor
nition” laws in states, Koppelman argued states should
eschew such laws.
University of Oregon Professor Peggy Pascoe, who has
written extensively on samesex marriage and its historical
parallels, echoed Koppelman.
“In American law, states are
supposed to recognize, out of
courtesy for other jurisdictions, marriages in the other
states,” Pascoe said.
Both experts compared the
current legal limbo to legal precedents set by disparate cross-state
laws on interracial marriage, also
termed miscegenation.
Indeed, putting aside the
divisive, ideologically charged
debate over moral equivalency, there are clear legal, historical parallels between the
patchwork of state laws concerning interracial marriage
and the current fight over
same-sex marriage.
Interracial-marriage opponents never succeeded in passing federal legislation — a distinct difference between the two.

Still, “the issue of cross-state
recognition often came up,
with state courts puzzling over
when and in which situations
they might need to acknowledge relationships made in
other states,” Pascoe wrote in
an e-mail.
Koppelman noted additional
cross-state marriage discrepancies, including legal ages and
cases of marital incest. But the
“most revealing” and the one
that sparked the “deepest disagreement among the states”
was interracial marriage.
Iowa had a “good record” on
the miscegenation issue, Pascoe
said. While the state passed a
law in 1840 prohibiting whites
from marrying “Negroes or
mulattos,” the law was removed
from state code in 1851.
Anti-miscegenation laws were
at their height from the 1890s
until the 1940s, Pascoe said. In
1967, the Supreme Court unanimously struck down laws banning marriages between blacks
and whites in its landmark Loving v. Virgini decision.
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White House moves
on health-care plan
By ERICA WERNER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The
White House scrambled
Wednesday to get Democrats
behind a unified message of
affordability and choice on
health legislation amid concerns that Republicans could
scare the public with images of
a health-care system run by
bureaucrats.
President Obama used his
bully pulpit for the third
straight day to reinforce his
commitment to reshaping the
nation’s health-care system to
bring down costs and extend
coverage to 50 million uninsured people.
At his side, House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi reiterated her
pledge to bring a health-care
overhaul bill to the House floor
before August.
The White House dispatched top political adviser
David Axelrod to Capitol Hill
to meet behind closed doors
with Senate Democrats on
selling health-care reform to
voters.
Senators emerged from the
meeting in agreement that
messaging was key. Affordability and choice would be
emphasized. The issue of coverage for the uninsured would
be tied to affordability for all.
The message, for example,
would be that uninsured people drive up costs when they
go to emergency rooms for routine care.
“Message is important,” Sen.
Ben Nelson, D-Neb., told
reporters after the Axelrod
meeting. “How you express
things. Whether it’s ‘universal’
or ‘everybody gets coverage.’ ”
Last week political strategist Frank Luntz gave Republicans detailed advice on how
to attack the Democrats’
health plan, even though it
doesn’t yet exist in anything
approaching final form.
Luntz’s advice included the
use of lines such as “a committee of Washington bureaucrats
will establish the standard of
care for all Americans.”
Luntz’s memo to Republicans served as “an interesting
catalyst for us,” said Sen. Dick
Durbin, D-Ill., the No. 2 Senate
Democrat.
“This is an effort to coordinate our messaging so we

RON EDMONDS/ASSOCIATED PRESS

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi of California speaks as President Obama and Rep.
George Miller, D-Calif., watch after the president made remarks on health care
on Wednesday outside the Oval Office.
present a health-care reform
effort that the American people trust,” Durbin said.
Sen. Evan Bayh, D-Ind.,
said, “There was some unease
that we didn’t have a strategy
so (Axelrod) was coming up to
reassure senators that they do
have a strategy.”
As part of that strategy the
White House has streamlined
its health reform goals,
repackaging eight principles
Obama outlined in February
into three that he touts now:
lowering costs, giving people
more choices in health coverage and providing affordable
care for all.
Obama and his congressional supporters want to avoid
the mistakes that President
Bill Clinton and his wife,
Hillary Rodham Clinton, made
during the 1990s when their
health-care bill failed after
opponents defined it in a way
that caused voters to fear they
might lose the health coverage
they already had.
Obama appeared at the
White House on Monday with
health industry officials who
once opposed an overhaul to
proclaim their commitment to
reining in their own costs. On
Tuesday, it was a meeting with
business leaders to hear their
health strategies for their
employees.
But Tuesday also saw the
release of a report showing
looming deficits in the
Medicare government health
insurance program for the elderly — providing Republicans
fresh ammunition to attack
Obama’s health-care goals as

too costly amid ballooning government spending and deficits.
Obama was quick to address
such criticism Wednesday.
“We’ve had a lot of discussions in this town about
deficits, and people across the
political spectrum like to
throw barbs back and forth
about debt and deficits,” the
president said.
“The fact of the matter is the
most significant driver by far
of our long-term debt and our
long-term deficits is ever-escalating health-care costs,” he
said. “And if we don’t reform
how health care is delivered in
this country, then we are not
going to be able to get a handle
on that.”
Pelosi voiced the same message.
“Health-care reform is entitlement reform, and this is
about cost — taking down the
cost of health care to the
Americans, to our economy
and to our budget,” she said
after she met with Obama
along with the chairmen of the
three House committees with
jurisdiction over health care.
But Democrats are also confronting divisions in their own
party. Hundreds of nurses
swarmed Capitol Hill on
Wednesday to call for “single
payer” — or government-run
— health care, and demand
“no” votes from liberal lawmakers on anything falling
short. Congressional leaders
on health care have taken single payer off the table as politically impractical.
AP writer Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar contributed to this report.
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A customer buys pork inside a market in Beijing on Wednesday. Health officials on Wednesday confirmed mainland China’s
second swine-flu case in a week. Worries about swine flu were also contributing to a collapse in pork prices, which fell
28.6 percent in April from the same month last year, the China Daily reported.

Pork farmers look
ahead after flu scare
Despite taking a financial hit after the
influenza scare, pork farmers can begin
to look ahead to better times.
By ANNA LOTHSON
anna-lothson@uiowa.edu

As the weather heats up, the
grills come out and people are
ready to barbecue.
And though the pork industry took a big hit after the
term “swine flu” scared some
people away from the meat,
prices are back on the rise,
said John Lawrence, an agricultural economic professor at
Iowa State University.
“The meat business is a ‘sell it
or smell it’ businesses,” he said,
noting he suspects the price
drop resulted after retailers didn’t want to risk buying pork.
Despite national health
experts emphasizing that eating
the meat will not cause the illness, he said, the psychological
attitudes of consumers may have
played a role in the price dip.
Pork markets, which affect
both the current cash and
future prices — acting like the
stock market — caused a drop
in price from around $61 per
hundred pounds of meat to a

low point of roughly $50.
Lawrence said this reduced the
value of an individual hog by $20.
But as of Wednesday morning, the price had jumped back
to between $62 and $65.
During late April, traditionally
a time for picnics and barbecues,
Lawrence said prices typically
see a needed boost in the market.
And while profitable conditions may have been in the
works, he said farmers were able
to “see the light at the end of the
tunnel, and it just went out.”
Though a dip in the market
is never good timing for farmers, the scare associated with
pork hit at a rapid pace,
Lawrence said.
The Iowa pork industry —
which a 2004 state report valued at $12 billion a year — was
already suffering, said Ron
Birkenholz, communications
director for the Iowa Pork Producers Association.
“The blood bath just got
worse,” he said, noting pork
farmers are lucky to see the
downturn was short lived.

Birkenholz said the price
drop showed how little it takes
to hinder an industry — in this
case a name like “swine flu”
meant a lot.
Last week, Gov. Chet Culver,
called on China to reverse the
Iowa Pork Import Ban.
Chinese officials had
announced the country would
no longer accept pork exports
from Iowa because of concerns
about the H1N1 influenza,
despite officials saying there
was no link to diseases.
“Now is our opportunity to
remedy this situation before
any more undue damage is
done to the producers and
processors of Iowa and the food
supply for the people of China,”
the governor said in his letter
to China’s ambassador to the
United States, Zhou Wenzhong.
Lawrence, who is also the
director of the Iowa Beef Center, said a similar scenario happened when fear of mad cow
disease hit, but said influenza
was not a legitimate reason for
pulling out of the contract.
But as prices rise, Birkenholz said pork producers may
have something to look forward to again.
“We’re just happy it’s on the
rebound,” he said.

Oh la la, French pawning wines
By SCOTT SAYARE
Associated Press

PARIS — The French have
c o n f ronted th e i r w o r s t
economic outlook in 30 years
by locking up their bosses,
marching on the capital, and
barricading oil terminals.
Now the cruelest cut of all:
T hey ’re pawn i n g o f f th e i r
wine.
Over the past year, cashs t ra pped Par i s i an s h av e
handed over thousands of bott l es of grand c r u s to th e
Crédit Municipal de Paris in
exchange for cash or loans.
The city-run lender and
pawnbroker of sorts has seen
demand for new loans soar in
recent months. To help meet
t ha t growing n e e d , i t
auctioned off about 2,500 bott l es T uesday, br i n g i n g i n
nearly ¤200,000 ($273,000) in
fresh funds.
“ I n the wi n e c e l l ar s o f
Paris, and even in the wine
cellars of the provinces, there
are veritable treasures,” said

R o b e r t Go r r e t e a u , wi ne
expert at Crédit Municipal.
As the financial downturn
d e e p e n s, m o re a n d m or e
Pa ri s i a n s a r e c o n v e r t i ng
those treasures to cash.
Crédit Municipal — founded by Louis XVI in 1777, it
proclaims itself Paris’ oldest
financial institution — has
seen loan requests climb to an
average of 520 per day, up 30
percent since April 2008. Last
year, the lender gave out ¤ 7 5
million, ¤10 million more
than in 2007. And they’re on
track for an even bigger 2009,
based on what they’ve seen so
far this year.
More and more borrowers
are opting to trade their bottles for quick cash instead of
loans that accumulate interest and need to be paid off,
Gorreteau said. The wines
s o l d a t T u e s d ay ’s a u ct i on
were traded in by Parisians
who agreed to part permanently with the bottles.
Crédit Municipal paid

half-price for the wines, but
sold them at market rates or
better.
The auction saw a single
bottle of 1982 Chateau Petrus
go for ¤1,950 ($2,660), a fivebottle box of 1990 Chateaux
M ar gaux
fet ch
¤2,400
($3,270) and six bottles of
2000 Chateau Lafite Rothschild sell for almost ¤ 4 ,000
($5,450) — prices that might
c onvi nc e m or e t han a few
wine-hoarders that now is the
right time to sell.
“During this sale, we heard
people say, ‘Oh la la, I’m going
to give my entire wine cellar
to the Crédit Municipal,’ ”
said Gorreteau.
Despite his own love for
fruit of the vine, Gorreteau is
not saddened that some are
t r adi ng t he pl eas ur e of
uncorking a closely guarded
bottle for the satisfaction of a
full wallet.
“ Wi n e, i t ’s a c o n v i v i a l
pleasure,” he said. “It has to
be shared.”

will curb the practice.
“I’m not going to take their word for
it. We want to see action,” said Dan
Gallagher, an attorney representing
Cook County Sheriff Tom Dart, who
sued Craigslist in March, accusing it of
being the nation’s biggest source of
prostitution.
The announcement marked a significant policy change for Craigslist,
which in the past has never prescreened ads, choosing instead to
remove them only after receiving complaints. The new adult services ads will
also carry a fee.

Skeptical authorities said the Web
site had broken previous promises to
monitor erotic ads.
New York Attorney General Andrew
Cuomo had even harsher words, saying that Wednesday’s announcement
came only after his office informed
Craigslist a criminal probe had implicated the site.
“Rather than work with this office
to prevent further abuses, in the
middle of the night, Craigslist took
unilateral action which we suspect
will prove to be half-baked,” he said
in a statement.

NATION
Craigslist to can
‘erotic services’
CHICAGO (AP) — A month after the
killing of a masseuse who advertised
on Craigslist, the classified ad site
announced plans Wednesday to eliminate its “erotic services” category
and screen all submissions to a new
“adult services” section before they
are posted.
Law enforcement officials praised
the move as a victory against online
prostitution, but they acknowledged
doubts about whether the changes

www.icgov.org/transit
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Mason talks about arts
facilities, night classes
Q&A with

MASON
By ANNA LOTHSON
anna-lothson@uiowa.edu

DI: The first question on
everyone’s mind right now concerns Hancher and the Arts
Campus. What is the next step
with those buildings? What
does the future look like for art
students?
Mason: The next step is site
selection. People are hard at
work trying to determine where
the best possible location is for
these new facilities. And I hope
by the August Board [of
Regents] meeting we will have
that well in hand. We can take
it to the board and ask for its
approval of the site for those
new buildings. So it should be
an exciting summer. I’m looking
forward to it. Much more exciting than last year. Less drama,
I hope … The Studio Arts
Building, I think, is a good temporary facility for the fine-arts
students. For the music students, I hope by fall we will
have a number of temporary
facilities for them, including a
space out of the Old Capital
mall. I think that is a good
place for many of our music students. They are already in the
Art Museum … And there will
be some other facilities because
we will have to move the mobile
units in front of the Theatre
Building before very long. So
we want to make sure we have
good temporary space while
they plan new facilities. And
the planning process, I hope,
will keep everyone energized
and excited as we go along.
DI: The UI is planning to
offer more night classes next
year. What can you tell me
about this change? Is this effort
being made to prevent students
from going out during the week?

In its monthly series, the DI sits down
with UI President Sally Mason to discuss
campus matters.
Mason: You know that’s [the
students’] faults. Students
have said they like these classes. And we’ve got faculty willing to teach them. I think it’s a
great opportunity to both meet
the student demand and also
do something that both faculty
and students think is a wise
thing to do. I’m pleased that
we’re moving in that direction.
It will give us more options to
continue using our facilities
efficiently and as frequently as
possible. You really don’t want
all these buildings sitting
around empty part of the time
when you could be using them
… When I was a student, I was
a night owl. I used to like to
stay up late, whether it was to
study or to enjoy myself. And I
liked to get up late. The later in
the afternoon the classes were,
the happier I was. And I think
students aren’t that different
today. I think they really do
find that energy starting late
morning, into the afternoon,
and well into the night. So we’ll
teach when they’re at their
peak in energy.
DI: There has been a lot of
discussion with Iowa City city
councilors about controlling the
downtown bar atmosphere.
How is the UI going to continue
to be involved with decisions?
Mason: We’ve been with
them all through this. We are
partnered with them; we want
to be partnered with them. I
think the city has shown
tremendous energy and creativity. In fact, it was some experts
from our College of Public
Health and other places around
the UI who helped make the
case for some of the changes
they are now considering. So we
are going to be side-by-side
with them through all the steps
they feel they need to take.

ON THE WEB
Listen to the question-andanswer session with UI President
Sally Mason online at
dailyiowan.com.

They will have our support.
DI: The fiscal budget has to
be completed by June. What
does the next month of budget
planning look like at the UI?
Mason: We are in the
troughs of planning, obviously,
now that we have a sense of
what next year looks like, and
what we have to plan for the
future beyond that. So it’s going
to take a lot of effort on the part
of all our administrators, deans,
and department heads in
particular who manage portions of the budget. They have a
lot of work ahead of them. But
at least now we have some idea
of the dollar targets we are
heading towards. We’ll have at
least a good plan that we can
outline for the Board of Regents
in June.
DI: What is your advice to
graduating seniors entering
this tough job market?
Mason: If you’ve got a job,
terrific. Congratulations. Best
wishes. Good luck. We wish you
all the best. Remember you are
Hawkeyes forever. If you don’t
have a job, my advice is be persistent. This, too, will pass, and
my crystal ball tells me that
better times are ahead for all of
us. The job market will
improve, and you probably will
get that dream job you’ve been
waiting for. But just hang in
there. The good thing about
young people who are bright
and energetic is that nearly all
the time they got the opportunities that will lead to something
great. You just have to stick
with it. Be persistent.

NATION
Killers of family of 4 on
Fla. Turnpike get state’s
first federal death
sentences in decades
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Two
men were sentenced to death
Wednesday for the drug-debt slaying of
a family of four on the side of a Florida
highway, including two young boys who
died in their mother’s arms.
Daniel Troya, 26, and co-defendant
Ricardo Sanchez Jr., 25, both received
two death sentences, for the two child
victims, and five life terms each at separate hearings. District Judge Daniel
T.K. Hurley called Troya “enormously
dangerous” and gave each man additional years in prison on lesser counts.
The sentencings marked the first

imposition of a federal death penalty in
Florida since the federal government
reinstated capital punishment in 1988.
“I must confess I have no confidence that Mr. Troya would not do this
again if the opportunity presented
itself,” the judge said before reading
Troya’s sentence.
Troya, who like
Sanchez was shackled at the waist and
guarded by four bailiffs, offered an
apology during his court session.

Atlantis’ astronauts
grab the Hubble Space
Telescope
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Atlantis’ astronauts grabbed the Hubble
Space Telescope on Wednesday, then
quickly set their sights on the difficult,

dangerous and unprecedented spacewalking repairs they will attempt over
the next five days.
Hubble and Atlantis are flying in a 350mile-high orbit littered with space junk.
The shuttle already has an ugly stretch of
nicks from Monday’s launch, but the damage is considered minor and poses no
safety threat. NASA continued to prep
another shuttle, though, just in case
Atlantis is hit by orbital debris and the
crew needs to be rescued.
After seven years of orbital solitude,
Hubble looked surprisingly well. Flight
controllers gasped when the telescope
first came into view.
“It’s an unbelievably beautiful sight,”
reported John Grunsfeld, the telescope’s
chief repairman. “Amazingly, the exterior
of Hubble, an old man of 19 years in space,
still looks in fantastic shape.”
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Low oil prices hurt Iraq army
By CHELSEA J. CARTER
Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Lower oil
prices are threatening Iraq’s
efforts to build a military capable of defending the country,
raising the possibility that the
Iraqis will need substantial
U.S. help for years after the
Americans leave by 2012.
The budget crunch not only
affects ground forces that bear
the brunt of the fight against
Sunni and Shiite extremists — it
also slows development of an air
force capable of defending the
skies and a navy able to protect
vital oil exporting facilities in the
Persian Gulf from terror attacks.
All that is forcing U.S. and
Iraqi planners to make tough
choices during the countdown
to the withdrawal of all American troops by the end of 2011.

With the Obama administration shifting resources to
Afghanistan, the U.S. is not in
a position to finance the Iraqi
budget shortfall.
“Realistically, as we look out
to 2011, this year’s budget will
not keep them on track they
need to be on,” said Army Lt.
Gen. Frank Helmick, the American officer in charge of training the Iraqi security force.
“These
ministers
in
Defense and Interior are having to make very, very difficult decisions, having to prioritize their requirements.”
Iraq’s security plans have
gone off course because of the
slump in oil prices, which now
stand around $60 a barrel
after hitting highs last summer of nearly $150 a barrel.
Oil sales account for more
than 90 percent of government

revenue. When prices were
soaring last summer, the U.S.
Government Accountability
Office predicted Iraq could end
the year with as much as a $79
billion budget surplus.
Instead, Iraq’s government
had to slash its 2009 budget to
$58.6 billion from an initial figure of $79 billion. The higher
figure was based on the
assumption that oil prices
would average $80 a barrel
this year.
Instead of wallowing in a
surplus, Iraq is tightening its
belt. There’s little chance of a
windfall unless oil prices
rebound or the government
can boost production substantially — which would require a
deal with the Kurds over control of fields in their self-ruled
northern region.
AP writer Sinan Salaheddin contributed to
this report.
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Editorial

Public bike system would unclutter
downtown and be eco-friendly
What if there were a way to get around Iowa City without
having to wage battle with thousands of vehicles all vying
for the one spot? What if the UI decided to follow through on
its promise to improve local ecology and our (humans’) constant effect on it? What if it were free of charge?
Well, there is. And the solution really is one of those lightgoes-on ideas, so simple and so obvious it hasn’t occurred to
anyone: bicycle hubs.
The idea’s been implemented in parts of Europe for some
time, in various forms. Paris has a successful fleet of bikes
for rent — just feed a few coins, ride around all day, deposit
it at another kiosk across town. Even some American cities
(Washington, D.C., and Portland, Ore., for instance) have
tried to copy this system, but they have come up against
what seems to be a fundamental miscalculation: We’re
Americans. Hundreds of bikes lent in good faith to the public suddenly became property of the private. Thefts left and
right, most likely because of that singularly American ailment, our massive sense of entitlement. You pay a quarter
for the damn thing, hell, you just take it home with you,
sidestepping all the other bank-breaking quarters you
might have had to pay in the future (gotta watch them
simoleons, ya know). Unfortunately, in cities the size of
Portland, a few hundred free bikes would find new homes all
the faster. Fortunately, we don’t live in a city the size of
Portland.
Iowa City’s population hovers around 80,000, a good portion (say, half?) of whom are students, faculty, and staff at
the university who need easy and available modes of transportation. If there were around 3,000 free bikes at hubs distributed around mostly downtown — some placed near the
farther facilities and dormitories — all provided for the
day’s use completely free of charge, what’s the point in stealing one? There’s another just up the street. We are perfectly

sized for an operation like this, and beyond its plain convenience, there are other benefits.
One of the most prevalent topics of idle conversation
(beyond smokers’ rights, binge drinking, and violence) is the
parking situation downtown. It’s awful, we all know this,
and with wheels turning toward complicating the alreadyawkward Dubuque and Washington Street intersection, the
traffic patterns will suffer that much more. Bicycle hubs
would significantly reduce both traffic and parking … and
all the crap we pump into the air every time we circle the
block yet again in case we can grab a spot right out front.
It would be cheap to initiate, too. First off, the roads are
already there. No further infrastructure necessary beyond
purchasing aluminum bike racks. Perhaps the public-transit network could have a tie-in — ride the bus from UI
Hospitals and Clinics, grab a bike from the adjacent hub, go
about your business, etc. The only real cost would be the initial purchase of the fleet, and at around $300 for a decent,
sturdy street bike, we’re looking at a flat $1 million, if that,
which is basically a one-time buy. The only money spent
afterward would be upkeep, the occasional replacement, and
there are plenty of local bicycle retailers and repair shops to
which that could be contracted. The university and Iowa
City can arrange a collaborative committee to oversee such
budgeting, with input from both city officials and our ecofriendly student government.
But the best part is what the idea can do for our sense of
community. Iowa City does pride itself on its unity (even if
there are many circles who often disagree with one another), and a system of bicycle hubs is a perfect way of cinching
us tighter. A clean, fast, citywide honor system: We could
certainly be proud of that. So the only question left is, must
be, when can we get this rolling?
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Living the
Dream
DEAN TREFTZ
dean-treftz@uiowa.edu

“You’re graduating?
Congratulations!”
Ouch — hey, what’d I do to
you?
“So what’re you doing afterwards?”
Jesus, that one was below the
belt. Wouldja lay off already?
“Got a job lined up yet?”
What the hell, man? You get
some sort of sick pleasure outta
this? I think I see an orphan
over there, why don’t you go
wish him a happy Mother’s
Day?
So it goes.
The Catholics were wrong;
life begins at graduation,
which is terrifying. You’ve got
to go out there and be something.
After long, nervous nights of
gin and frantically scribbled
games of one-person MASH,
I’ve found my calling. But it’s
not a job you can tell your
Aunt Regina about, and that
might be more necessary at
the moment.
Like me, a good chunk of you
taking your final final this
week have rehearsed your
postgraduation fable so much
that you’re probably mumbling
in your sleep.
“ … mmm, yeah, I … eace
Corps … [snore] … anish, so
I’ll probably get South Ame …”
I’ve played mine back to 40somethings so many times, I’m
afraid that during one of these
queries I’m going to get interested in the intriguing future
life I’m hearing and start asking myself questions about
how much economists make.
Not that I can really blame
these inquisitors. Small talk
sucks, and impending graduation is a great way to delay the
awkward silence that follows
commenting on how
cold/hot/nice it is.
Anyway, the line of questioning is valid. If we’re not what
we do, who are we?
I have been defined by my
grade level for as long as I can
remember, and self-identifying
as anything that’s more than
four words is rude. They didn’t
ask for your life story.
Well ever since our Wile E.
Coyote of an economy stopped
running and looked down, I’ve
been kicking around an idea.
I want to be a freelance boxcar hobo à la the Great
Depression.
You know, jumping trains
from town to town, looking for
work, stealing apples from

orchards and eating them at
an encampment down by the
river bluffs, riding in the back
of a flatbed truck with a bunch
of fellow stoic migrant workers,
that sort of thing. The simple
adventure and majesty of earning your own living day-to-day
without the distractions is too
beautiful to pass up.
Also, if Iowa City has taught
me anything, it’s that my generation is filled with relatively
sheltered kids who want to
write about themselves (narcissistic pricks, aren’t they?). They
can all write — their problem
is that they haven’t gone out
and experienced anything jarring enough to get their stories
read, and that’s where I come
in.
Writers need stories, and I’ll
get ’em, and at my prices,
they’ll go fast.
Ever stared out a car window at a beautiful full Moon
hanging over a silent river
thinking that it’d add some
awesome perspective to your
short story if you’d only witnessed that scene because you
didn’t trust the other guy
under the bridge enough to go
to sleep? I may be of service.
Have a good start on a book
about your descent from antidepressants into slightly harder drugs and back out again,
but your best cringe-inducing
anecdote is just you doing lines
in a Gumby’s Pizza bathroom?
Step right this way.
You’ve heard of ghostwriting? Same thing, it’s just ghostliving.
And while there may be the
occasional guard dog, rock-salt
shotgun shell, and stabbing,
the benefits are better than
most other jobs these days (no
medical or dental, but you get
to be the coolest guy in every
student-patronized pseudo dive
bar), it’s self-employment, and
it’s better than a desk job.
After a couple years of
trolling coffeehouses in Iowa
City, Austin, the East Village,
Cambrige, Madison, etc., I’ll
establish enough of a reputation to get contract work, and
then the money will start
rolling in.
I’ll be penciling in begging
grape farmers for work
between nearly drowning
while running away from the
cops and stumbling upon a
dehumanizing switchyard
fighting ring. Within a decade,
I’ll be able to have an agent,
negotiate over movie rights,
and scream at a stewardess
when my headphones cut out
halfway through The
Happening while traveling in
between jobs.
Because, god dammit, I’ve
worked too hard to put up
with this.

Commentary

Of numerous health-care plans, none gets it quite right
JUSTIN SUGG
justin-sugg@uiowa.edu

Leaders from the pantheon of America’s healthcare industry sent President
Obama a two-page letter
Monday, pledging a series of
reforms to reduce America’s
health-care costs by —
insert raised pinky in corner
of maniacal smirk — $2 trillion! These paragons of special interest provided a few
statistics and percentages
that they said would lead to
the promised land of fiscal
restraint, but because these
leaders represent special
interests and not specific
companies, they provided no
detail on how or even if the
health-care industry will

actual carry out cost cutting
measures.
The Obama administration fleshed the proposal
with a few statistics but left
out the meaty details of how
to carry out the reforms.
That is very telling. This
letter wasn’t so much a proposal about what the healthcare industry could do to
help the Obama agenda as
much as it was a reaction to
the rumblings and mumblings going on in the
nation’s capital about health
care. Right now, there are at
least two to three different
bills up for debate calling for
a change in the way government provides health care.
Obama prefers a plan which
would call for a tax-funded
reserve to pay insurance
claims. I don’t like the idea of
a single fund, paid for by
everyone’s taxes and managed
by the Department of Health.
Here’s why: Most

insurance companies we see
today employ some form of
the mutual insurance model.
Grinnell Mutual, Mutual of
Omaha, and Nationwide
Mutual Insurance — all
those names mean something. They refer to how they
pool premiums and payout
claims. A mutual company
collects the premiums you
pay and lumps them together
with other policyholder premiums in a fund called a
Loss Reserve. When the time
comes to file a claim, the
insurance company takes
money from that reserve and
pays it to the claimant.
Sound familiar? It’s a similar
model the government uses
to fund Social Security,
Medicare, and Medicaid —
the same programs that government officials say will
eventually become insolvent.
In my experience in the
insurance industry (I’m a
licensed broker and experi-

enced underwriter), I’ve
noticed two things wrong
with this model: It puts
immense inflationary pressure on whatever market it
interacts with, and it must
have the right combination of
low-risk and high-risk policyholders for it to not become
insolvent.
Obama said on the campaign trail he wants to make
sure everyone in America
had health care. That’s an
admirable goal; however he
also said that he would provide coverage for those who
couldn’t afford coverage
while letting the rest of the
population stay on their own
plan. But people who tend
not to be able to afford coverage are people who are
usually too expensive of a
risk for companies to insure.
If this plan were to only
attract those people, that
could lead to an imbalance
in the loss reserve. Another

problem with the program is
that even if the government
successfully maintains the
loss reserve, it would still
create massive inflationary
pressure in the market. A
loss reserve fund is like one
big hand pressing down on
the market, and the federal
government would be the
biggest hand of all.
I want to point out that I’m
not against a national healthcare plan. While I don’t
believe the current private
system is broken just yet, it
still has the same impact as I
predict the federal government’s plan will. There’s still
one fund paying for all risk.
The risk must be spread out,
and that is possible to do. The
mutual model is not the only
insurance model in the world.
In fact, the ideal model for
this nation’s health-care plan
lies in Britain’s private sector.
It’s called Lloyd’s of London.
Lloyd’s of London issues

insurance policies, usually for
high-risk and expensive items
and collects a premium.
Instead of lumping that premium into one loss reserve
account, Lloyd’s of London
issue securities to various
parties with the promise of
premium payment in
exchange for the party paying
a share of the claim based on
the amount of premium they
collect. The federal government could adopt this model
by issuing similar securities
either through the Federal
Reserve or through the U.S.
Treasury. Health-insurance
companies could be a valuable customer in this, so they
wouldn’t be left out of the
program. The federal government could even stagger the
rates based on income since
it’s not lumping risks together. It’s a nice thought, but the
odds of it happening are
about as good as a
Clash reunion.
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Gas-pump woes locally
GAS
CONTINUED FROM 1A
The DI traced the inspection
process by following along on
inspections and reviewing the
regulations required by the
state. During the examinations,
the DI also interviewed gas-station employees, consumers, and
staff members from the Weights
and Measures Bureau and compiled the inspection reports for
the last four years. Results
show:
• Despite testing 59 gas stations in 2008, the department
could only reinspect four of
those 22 stations that failed the
first test.
• Inspectors allow pumps
that fail inspections to remain
in service as long as a station
agrees to fix the pump in a “reasonable” time. The regulation
requires them to be fixed before
they can be used again.
• In 2006, no pumps were
retested by inspectors to ensure
they had been properly fixed. In
2005 and 2007, one station
failed numerous inspections.
• In one test, an inspector
passed a pump with a broken
screen, even though he knew
state regulations require all
pumps to display prices. Additionally, this was at a station
that failed several tests the previous year.
Officials blame the inconsistencies on the budget and an
insufficient number of staff
members.
“It’s hard to meet our mandate with the way the budget is
now,” said Ivan Hankins, the
technical coordinator of the
Weights and Measures Bureau.
“We have to do more work will
fewer resources.”
The state operated with five
inspectors during 2005, 2006,
and part of 2007 — a number
not sufficient to properly get the
job done.
Other states have decided to
change regulations, such as
testing only after consumer
complaints, but Iowa tests
annually because, Hankins
said, it’s necessary to keep businesses honest and consumers
safe. This is a sentiment echoed
by other officials.
Yet, not all the inspections are
getting done, as shown by records
received from the bureau.
At least one Iowa City gas
station had not been tested for
three-years straight — it was
finally tested in late 2008.

Inspecting the inspection
process
The testing is tedious at times,
admits Wes Sommerfledt, the
inspector for Johnson County.
To determine if pumps are
cheating consumers or gas stations, each nozzle is checked for
leaks, cracks, and the flow of gas
from a pump to a tank.
“Most of the time, it is just normal wear and tear on the pumps,”
Sommerfledt said. “But that is
why we need to test and inform
gas stations of the problems; they
don’t do it on their own.”
Maintenance problems can
occur on a regular basis, but fixing the problem depends on a
station’s willingness to spend
money. A station has up to 30
days to fix a faulty pump, at
which point an inspector should
retest the station.
But according to records, this
is not happening.
The bureau only reinspected
four of the 22 stations in Johnson
County that failed to meet the
required regulations in 2008.
Time plays a major factor in
what he can get done in one
year, Sommerfledt said: Only 12
half-days annually are allotted
for rechecks.
“So it is extremely hard to
make it back — especially
because we aren’t allowed overtime,” he said.
It is not just last year the bureau
has been facing this problem.

More than 6
on justice list
By BEN FELLER
Associated Press

AMY ANDREWS/THE DAILY IOWAN

Wes Sommerfledt, an inspector for the Iowa Weights and Measures Bureau, checks a local gas pump on April
9. There are only seven inspectors assigned to check 35,000 gas pumps in Iowa.
In 2006, only 35 of the 65 stations in Johnson County were tested, and 18 failed to clear inspections. Not one station received a
recheck. In 2007, testing didn’t
occur in Johnson County.
The state has made a few
amendments to the regulations
that ensure consumers get what
they’re paying for. In fact, it has
made the regulations tougher
on gas stations. The state
requires gas pumps that are off
by 5 cubic inches per gallon —
instead of the previous mandate
of 6 cubic inches per gallon — to
be serviced and reinspected.
Even companies hired to fix
pumps said individual stations
must make the decision to routinely fix problems.
Art Wenworth, the vice president of Pipeco Inc., a service
company, said, “Some stations
are better than others at keeping their pumps up to date and
in proper working order.”
It costs stations to fix their
pumps on a routine basis, and
“it’s just not feasible for them to
do it all the time,” he said.
State law requires a station to
fix a pump if it’s open to the public.

Inspection shortcuts
Because of the amount of
work and limited staff, the
Weights and Measures Bureau
can’t check everything, said
Sommerfledt and Hankins.
The agency doesn’t have the
time to check gas tanks on
delivery trucks transporting gas
to privately owned storage
tanks or propane tanks or, for
that matter, packaged meat to
ensure the weight is correct,
Sommerfledt said.
“It is a shame,” he said. “We
should be checking these products.”
With lack of time and manpower, the bureau is finding ways
around its own laws. One way
the agency has managed to cut
down on the number of rejected
pumps is by “operating by the
rule of thumb,” Hankins said.
“I don’t shut a pump down
unless it is two times the accepted
tolerance,” he said. He does inform
gas stations of any problem.
Iowa regulations state a
pump cannot give out or short a
customer more than 5 cubic
inches per gallon. If the pump
skewed to 7 or 8 cubic inches, it
would add up to approximately
one-fourth a can of soda pop in a
standard 16-gallon gas tank.
Over time these small figures
add up to “astronomical
amounts,” said Hankins.
“For one individual, it is not a
lot of money,” he said. “But how
many cars go to a single station
in a day, or a year — it adds up.”
According to the Energy
Information Administration,
the official provider of energy
statistics in the United States,
the average price for a gallon of
gas in the Midwest is slightly
more than $2, which means that

What do consumers
know

if a fuel pump is off by only 2
cubic inches per gallon, the consumers and or gas station could
stand to lose up to 96 cents for
every 16-gallons of gas pumped.
The bureau has taken advantage of other ways around the
code, too.
In one inspection the DI
shadowed, Sommerfledt knowingly passed a pump, even
though the LCD light that displays the price for customers
wasn’t working.
“I know I shouldn’t pass this
pump,” he said. “But I had a lot
problems at this station last year,
and I am not sure I want to get
into it with them this time.”
Instead of rejecting the pump
for violating a state code, he
approved the pump for consumer
use. Sommerfledt said he would
inform the gas station of the
problem, and if he had time, come
back to make sure it was fixed.
The manger of that station said
it had had some problems with
flood-damaged pumps in the past
but said Sommerfledt never
informed the station about screen
problems during the last test.
On May 9, the DI found that
the screen was still out of service.
Though a broken screen may
not cost customers, the shortcut
violates Iowa code. However,
hedging on gas outflow leaves
consumers at risk of either losing money or gas.
Hankins and Sommerfledt
said the current system in place
for testing gas pumps is the
fastest and most efficient way to
get testing done — they cannot
get to everything on their list
before the end of the year, they
said. On top of checking pumps,
inspectors must test grain moisture meters and small retail

While consumers across Johnson
County can see the price of gas rise
and fall, they have no way of telling
whether a gas pump is giving them
all the fuel they pay for.
Ivan Hankins, the technical coordinator for Iowa Weights and
Measures Bureau, said consumers
have to just trust that the job is getting done.
“We are the Santa Claus department,” he said. “People often times
don’t know what we do, but they
trust that we are protecting them.”
But due to the lack of funding and
a small staff the bureau is not capable
of testing all that is required of them.
During the four-month DI examination, most consumers said they
had no idea of regulation or the testing period gas pumps are supposed
to undergo.
UI student Michelle Quinn
acknowledged she rarely thought
about the regulations gas pumps
were suppose to adhere to.
“I know that like other machinery
they needed to be tested once every
year or two,” she said. “But I haven’t
really every thought about it.”
During one of the inspections that
DI followed, one customer — who drove
off before giving his name — asked
Wes Sommerfledt, Johnson County’s
inspector, what he was doing.
The customer yelled from across
the station, “Are you making sure I
don’t get ripped off?”
Sommerfledt said this type of
thing happens every day.
“People don’t know what we do,
but that doesn’t stop them from asking,” he said.
But gas station employees this
reporter talked with said though
they didn’t know all that happened
during an inspection, they were sure
no one was trying to cheat them.
“People need to realize that not
all machinery is perfect,” Brian
Frees an employee at Casey General
Store said. “We are inspected.”
More information on Iowa’s general
inspection laws read our PDF at
dailyiowan.com

scales, such as those used in
grocery stores.
“We hope that they get the
pumps fixed so that they are
working right,” Hankins said.
“But sometimes, we have to
wait until next year in order to
inspect a station or reinspect a
station that failed — that’s just
the way numbers work out.”

WASHINGTON — President Obama is considering a
list of more than six contenders for the Supreme
Court that is dominated by
women and Latinos, one that
includes judges and leaders
from own his administration
who have never donned a
judicial robe.
Among those under consideration are Solicitor General
Elena Kagan, Michigan Gov.
Jennifer Granholm, Homeland Security Secretary
Janet Napolitano, and U.S.
Appeals Court judges Sonia
Sotomayor, and Diane
Pamela Wood. California
Supreme Court Justice Carlos Moreno is also under
review by Obama.
Sources familiar with
Obama’s deliberations confirmed the names to the
Associated Press on condition
of anonymity because no candidates have been revealed
by the White House. The confirmation amounts to the
first time any name has been
directly tied to Obama.
One official cautioned that
Obama is considering other
people who have not been
publicly mentioned. And
more names may be added as
the administration considers
a replacement for retiring
Justice David Souter.
The disclosure came as the
president met privately at
the White House with four
leading senators likely to
play a key role in confirmation proceedings. Separately,
top aides invited the leaders
of several liberal-leaning outside groups to a meeting.
Most of the people confirmed as under consideration have been mentioned
frequently as potential candidates. Moreno — the sole
man on the known group of
candidates — is the newest
name to emerge.
The president is widely
expected to choose a woman
for a Supreme Court that has
nine members but only one
female justice, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg. He is also under
pressure from some Latino
officials to name the nation’s
first Latino justice. Moreno
and Sotomayor are Latino.
Obama is likely before
month’s end to name a nominee to replace Souter, who is
retiring when the court term
ends this summer. He is part
of the court’s liberal wing, and
his replacement by the new
Democratic president is not
expected to change the high
court’s ideological balance.
Obama met Wednesday
with senators who will have
huge influence over the pace
and tone of the confirmation
process.
“I don’t envy him the decision, but I think he’s going to
make it soon,” Judiciary
Committee
Chairman
Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., said
after the private White
House session.
Obama met with Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev.; Sen. Jeff Sessions of
Alabama, the top Republican
on Judiciary; Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell;

and Leahy. Vice President
Joe Biden, a former Judiciary
Committee chairman and
veteran of confirmation hearings, also attended.
The Republican senators
underscored that they would
not seek a rushed confirmation process, noting that it
typically takes 60 days for
confirmation once a nominee
has been announced. Pressed
on a timetable, Leahy told
reporters: “We’ll work out a
decent schedule. Let’s get the
nominee first.”
Obama wants his nominee
confirmed before the Senate
recess in August, which
means he would need to
name one soon.
“I think he’s still in the initial evaluation process,” Sessions told reporters later in
the day. “That’s pretty clear, I
think. He’s not settled on one
name.”
The senators who met with
Obama said he did not discuss specific names with
them.
Moreno was nominated by
President Bill Clinton in
1998 to serve as a U.S. District Court judge and the
Senate unanimously confirmed him. In 2001 he raised
a few eyebrows when he gave
up his lifetime federal judgeship to accept Democratic
Gov. Gray Davis’ nomination
to the state’s high court.
Moreno is the only Democrat on the California
Supreme Court and is widely
regarded as its most liberal
voice. Last year he signed on
to the court’s 4-3 ruling that
legalized gay marriage in the
state. Voters later banned
gay marriage in a ballot initiative.
The other known candidates under Obama’s review:
• Granholm, a former federal prosecutor and Michigan
attorney general. She has
been a fierce spokeswoman
for her state’s struggling auto
industry and was a strong
advocate for Obama during
his presidential campaign.
• Napolitano, who stepped
down as Arizona’s governor to
join the administration and
was quickly tested as homeland security chief when the
swine flu outbreak hit.
• Wood, an appeals court
judge who has worked at the
State Department, the Justice Department and in private practice. Like Obama,
she is a former professor at
the University of Chicago.
• Kagan, who stepped
down as dean of Harvard
Law School to become the
nation’s first female solicitor
general. Like Obama, she is a
graduate of Harvard who
later taught at the University of Chicago law school. She
clerked for Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall
and worked in the Clinton
White House.
• Sotomayor is an appeals
court judge and former New
York prosecutor and private
lawyer. President George H.W.
Bush nominated her as a federal judge; Clinton nominated
her to the appeals court.
AP writers David Espo, Philip Elliott, Paul
Elias, Ben Evans, Chuck Babington, and
Lolita Baldor contributed to this report.
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Officials not seeing
delayed retirements
delaying their retirement
because of the current economic situation, and their
retirement accounts are
shrinking,” he said. “The
trend we are seeing right
now appears to be the same
as it has always been, but
maybe next year, it might be
different.”
The state Board of Regents
recently approved two retirement initiatives — early
retirement and phased
retirement — in an attempt
to avoid staff layoffs.
The new early retirement
plan is available for any staff
member over the age of 57,
but employees must fully
retire by June 30, 2010. Any
participating staff member
will continue to receive all
health and dental benefits,
Saunders said.
A new phased retirement
plan — available to those
aged 57 and older who have
also worked at the UI for
more than 15 years — allows
employees to work part-time

for up to two years while
receiving a 25 percent salary
incentive.
The UI already has around
140 staff members participating in a five-year-maximum phased retirement plan
w ith a 10 percent salary
incentive, Saunders said.
The main reason for the
new incentives is to save
money and prevent cutting
staff, he said, rather than
trying to prevent delayed
retirements and a tighter job
market for young Ph.D.s.
But Associate Provost
Susan Johnson said the tight
budget could limit the funding available to hire new faculty, which might lead to
reduced turnover.
“It’s not so much a matter
of wanting people to retire,
but departments really have
gained a lot from bringing in
new people,” she said. “A certain vitality comes with new
hires and not having that
will reduce the natural input
of new thinking and ideas.”
She has heard staff members considering a delayed
retirement, she said, and
officials are becoming more
aware of the possibility.

Rittenberry married Jeffery Scott
Phillips, 36, in November 2007.
Kelly Farmer, director of communications at the Davidson County Clerk’s
Office, said Tennessee authorities will
not honor the marriage because
Rittenberry was not born a woman.
Tennessee does not permit samesex marriage and does not recognize
gender change even after sex reassignment surgery.
“The marriage is real to me,” said
Rittenberry, also known as Terri Jo
Colby. “It wasn’t anything planned to
be deceptive. I’m not gay, and Jeff
ain’t either.”
The Canadian clinic where

Rittenberry claims to have had gender
reassignment surgery says she was a
patient there but no operation was
performed. Rittenberry disputes that.
Authorities began raising questions
of gender after Rittenberry was
booked into jail in March, charged with
domestic assault against a relative
and criminal impersonation stemming
from allegations of credit card fraud.
Montgomery Sheriff’s Department
spokesman Ted Denny told the
Associated Press on Wednesday that
Rittenberry is being housed with men
and was patted down by both male and
female officers because Rittenberry
has breasts and male genitalia.

UI officials are cautious but not
worried about delayed retirements.
By CLARK CAHILL
clark-cahill@uiowa.edu
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President Obama makes a statement on the administration’s newfound opposition to releasing photos of prisoner abuse
on Wednesday before departing for a trip to Phoenix, Ariz.

Obama switches on
releasing abuse photos
By JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Obama declared Monday he
would try to block the courtordered release of photos showing U.S. troops abusing prisoners, abruptly reversing his position out of concern the pictures
would “further inflame antiAmerican opinion” and endanger U.S. forces in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
The White House had said
last month it would not oppose
an appeals-court ruling that set
a May 28 deadline for releasing
dozens of photos from military
investigations of alleged misconduct. But American commanders in the war zones have
expressed deep concern about
fresh damage the photos might
do, especially as the United
States tries to wind down the
Iraq war and step up operations
against the Taliban and Al
Qaeda in Afghanistan.
When photos emerged in
2004 from the infamous U.S.run Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq,
showing grinning American soldiers posing with detainees —
some of the prisoners naked,
some being held on leashes —
the pictures caused a huge antiAmerican backlash around the
globe, particularly in the Muslim world.
Obama, explaining his
change of heart on releasing the
other photos, said they had
already served their purpose in
investigations of “a small number of individuals.” Those cases
were all concluded by 2004, and
the president said “the individuals who were involved have
been identified, and appropriate
actions have been taken.”
The Pentagon conducted 200
investigations into alleged
abuse connected with the photos in question. The administration did not provide an immediate accounting of how they
turned out.
“This is not a situation in
which the Pentagon has concealed or sought to justify inappropriate action,” Obama said of
the photos. “In fact, the most
direct consequence of releasing
them, I believe, would be to further inflame anti-American
opinion and to put our troops in
greater danger.”
Spokesman Robert Gibbs
said release of photos from the
cases would merely “provide, in
some ways, a sensationalistic
portion of that investigation.”
Obama said later, “I want to
emphasize that these photos
that were requested in this case
are not particularly sensational,
especially when compared to
the painful images that we
remember from Abu Ghraib.”
Still, he said he had made it
newly clear: “Any abuse of
detainees is unacceptable. It is
against our values. It endangers
our security. It will not be tolerated.”
The effort to keep the photos
from becoming public represented a sharp reversal from
Obama’s repeated pledges for
open government, and in particular from his promise to be
forthcoming with information
that courts have ruled should be
publicly available.

As such, it invited criticism
from the more liberal segments
of the Democratic Party, which
want a full accounting — and
even redress — for what they
see as the misdeeds of the Bush
administration.
“The decision to not release
the photographs makes a mockery of President Obama’s promise of transparency and accountability,” said ACLU attorney
Amrit Singh, who had argued
and won the case before the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
New York. “It is essential that
these photographs be released
so that the public can examine
for itself the full scale and scope
of prisoner abuse that was conducted in its name.”
On Capitol Hill, Republicans
welcomed the change, however.
A military group also said it was
relieved.
“These photos represent isolated incidents where the
offending servicemen and
women have already been prosecuted,” said Brian Wise, executive director of Military Families United. “There is no good
that can come from releasing
these photos.”
The reactions were a reverse
of what happened after
Obama’s decision last month to
release documents that detailed
brutal interrogation techniques
used by the CIA against terror
suspects. Those also came out in
response to an ACLU lawsuit,
and his decision then brought
harsh and still-continuing criticism from Republicans.
This time he’s kicking the
decision back into court, where
his administration still may be
forced into releasing the photos.
Indeed, there is some evidence that the administration
has little case left.
Gibbs said the president
instructed administration
lawyers to challenge the photos’
release based on the national
security implications. He said
that argument was not used

before.
But the Bush administration
already argued against the
release on national security
grounds — and lost.
“It is plainly insufficient to
claim that releasing documents
could reasonably be expected to
endanger some unspecified
member of a group so vast as to
encompass all United States
troops, coalition forces, and
civilians
in
Iraq
and
Afghanistan,” the three-judge
appeals panel wrote in September 2008.
The Justice Department had
concluded that further appeal
would probably be fruitless, and
last month, Gibbs said the president had concurred with that
conclusion, though without
commenting on whether Obama
would support the release if not
pressed by a court case.
Thus, the administration
assured a federal judge that it
would turn over the material by
May 28, including one batch of
21 photos and another of 23
images. The government also
told the judge it was “processing
for release a substantial number of other images,” for a total
expected to be in the hundreds.
The court also has already
rejected another argument the
president and his spokesman
made, that the photos add little
of value to the public’s understanding of the issue. “This contention disregards FOIA’s central purpose of furthering governmental accountability,” the
appeals court panel concluded
in the same decision.
Obama’s own Jan. 21 memorandum on honoring the Freedom of Information Act also takes
a different line. “The government
should not keep information confidential merely because public
officials might be embarrassed by
disclosure, because errors and
failures might be revealed, or
because of speculative or abstract
fears,” it said.
AP writers Anne Gearan, Devlin Barrett, Lara
Jakes, and Pauline Jelinek contributed to
this report.

At a time when the UI is
facing budget shortfalls and
may be forced to reduce faculty and staff, some university officials say they’re not
concerned about the possibility of professors delaying
retirement.
A s ur vey r eleased by
TIA A -C R E F l a st w eek
showed many professors are
pushing back their plans for
retirement, and colleges may
need to provide more incentives for retirees or see fewer
people leave. The survey also
suggests with many schools
already holding back hiring
new staff, retirement delays
could make the job market
for new Ph.D.s even tougher.
Richard Saunders, the senior associate director of UI
Human Resources, said he
hasn’t seen a trend indicating the UI is experiencing
this problem.
“You hear about individuals

NATION
Tenn. nixes marriage
of transgender
woman, man
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee authorities have invalidated the 18-month marriage of a transgender woman and a man, saying the
state considers them both men.
Jo T. Rittenberry, 46, was born a
man and claims to have had sex reassignment surgery in Canada. The
Clarksville Leaf Chronicle reported
that she had officials legally change
the gender on her Kentucky birth certificate and Tennessee driver’s license.

Sports

SCOREBOARD

BASEBALL
The Cleveland Indians shut out the
Chicago White Sox at Progressive
Field on Wednesday, 4-0.

MLB
Atlanta 8, N.Y. Mets 7, (12)
Washington 6, San Francisco 3
Pittsburgh 5, St. Louis 2
L.A. Dodgers 9, Philadelphia 2
Milwaukee 8, Florida 6
Houston 15, Colorado 11
Cincinnati 10, Arizona 3

2B

Chicago Cubs 6, San Diego 4 (8)
Cleveland 4, Chicago White Sox 0
Tampa Bay 8, Baltimore 6
N.Y. Yankees 8, Toronto 2
Texas 6, Seattle 5, 11 innings
L.A. Angels 8, Boston 4
Oakland 7, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 14, Detroit 10 (13)
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HOCKEY
Not even close:
Penguins beat Caps
6-2 in Game 7
WASHINGTON (AP) — So much
for all of the hype about Sidney
Crosby vs. Alex Ovechkin,
Penguins vs. Capitals, Game 7.
This second-round series ended
with a thud, thanks to a perfect
performance by Sid the Kid’s
Penguins — and a lackluster one
by the Capitals.
Crosby scored twice to take
his NHL-leading playoff goal
total to 12, and Pittsburgh
chased rookie goalie Simeon
Varlamov early in the second
period while shutting down
Ovechkin most of the night in
a 6-2 victory over Washington
on Wednesday.
Everyone chipped in for the
Penguins, from the stars to the
second thoughts, from regularseason scoring leader Evgeni
Malkin’s two assists, to fourthline forward Craig Adam’s first
goal in 42 career postseason
games. Second-year defenseman Kris Letang, 38-year-old
Bill Guerin and Jordan Staal
scored, too. Marc-Andre Fleury
made 19 saves and didn’t allow
a goal until his team led 5-0.
Pittsburgh’s 4-3 series victory after trailing 2-0 moves it
closer to a second-consecutive
trip to the Stanley Cup finals,
something the team last did in
1991 and 1992.

BASEBALL
Baseball faces
Ohio State in
Columbus
The Iowa baseball team
heads to Columbus, Ohio, to
take on No. 27 Ohio State in its
final series of the year, beginning at 5:30 p.m. today.
The Hawkeyes (16-32, 4-16)
are in ninth place in the Big
Ten, one-half game in front of
last-place Northwestern, and
they will
try to play
the role of
spoiler
against the
Buckeyes.
Ohio State
(36-15, 156) has the
secondbest record Dahm
in the con- Coach
ference and
is only one-half game behind
first place Minnesota.
Iowa is not in contention to
move up in the standings — it
is three games behind eighthplace Penn State. However, it
is possible to finish in last,
with Northwestern hosting
seventh place Michigan to
close out its season.
On the hill for the
Hawkeyes tonight will be
freshman Nick Brown, who is
2-3 with a 5.58 ERA.
The Hawkeyes have not
played since their 5-3 victory
over Penn State on May 10. The
victory snapped an eight-game
Big Ten losing streak.
— by Jeff Pawola

TV TODAY
NHL PLAYOFFS
• Western Conference semifinals,
Game 7, Anaheim at Detroit, 6
p.m., VERSUS
NBA PLAYOFFS
• Eastern Conference semifinals,
Game 6, Boston at Orlando, 6
p.m., ESPN
• Western Conference semifinals,
Game 6, LA Lakers at Houston,
8:30 p.m., ESPN
MLB
• San Diego at Chicago Cubs,
1:20 p.m., CSN

Run,
HOOP DREAMS
run,
BURN BRIGHT
throw
The Iowa men’s
track and field
team heads to
Columbus, Ohio,
for the Big Ten
outdoor
championships.
By ZACH SMITH
zachary-smith@uiowa.edu

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

Iowa basketball forward Jarryd Cole laughs during a photo shoot on May 4. A team cocaptain, Cole will be one of the Hawkeyes’ leaders in the
2009-10 season.

Head coach Todd Lickliter doesn’t want to dwell on the past.
Instead, he hopes the seven current players and four incoming
recruits will be the foundation for getting Iowa back in the
hunt for a conference title.
By SCOTT MILLER
scott-t-miller@uiowa.edu

When Jarryd Cole talks about
the future of the Iowa basketball
program, he sounds a bit like a
motivational speaker.
The sophomore Hawkeye forward seems not only like a man
obsessed with getting the team —
his team — out of the Big Ten
basement, but also like a person
so convinced of the program’s
coming transformation that he
needs to get everyone around him
to believe.
He needs everyone to believe

that losing four players to transfers in the off-season doesn’t
matter. He needs everyone to
believe that having only seven
players currently on the roster is a
positive, not a negative. He needs
everyone to believe that two years
of toiling in mediocrity will all be
worth it when the team breaks
through.
“Good things happen to those
who wait, I do believe,” Cole said.
“Our time’s coming, and it’s
almost overdue, but it’s going to be
here.
“I’m confident. I’m confident in
my players. I’m confident in the

coaches. Now we have people who
want to believe, people who want
to prove something, people who
actually want to be in this system,
who want to do what’s right. I
think we’ll go a long way with
that.”

The current state of the
program
Don’t let Cole’s confidence fool
you: This off-season has been
anything but ordinary for the
Hawkeyes, who finished the
year 15-17, 10th in the Big Ten.

Second in a two-part
series
It has been a tumultuous off-season
for the men’s basketball team, with
four players transferring and head
coach Todd Lickliter scrambling to
fill holes on his roster. The DI takes
an in-depth look into the state of
Iowa basketball program.
Wednesday: Dipping attendance and
a new facility in the works.
Today: The current roster and the
future of the program.

ON THE WEB

SEE BASKETBALL, 3B

Go to dailyiowan.com for
exclusive video featuring Iowa
head coach Todd Lickliter.

John Hickey has accomplished a lot in his four years
as a varsity thrower for the
Iowa men’s track and field
team.
Hickey
the
holds
school record
in the shot put
after breaking
Jeremy Allen’s
8-year-old
mark last February. He has Hickey
been the Big senior
Ten shot put
champion twice in his career.
The Piermont, N.Y., native
won the Big Ten outdoor title
as a junior and the indoor
title as a sophomore, then finished as the runner-up earlier
this season at the Big Ten
indoor meet.
But the senior said he is
h av i n g “ m i x e d e m o t i o n s ”
a b o u t h i s f i n a l c r a ck a t
claiming the conference shotput crown at the Big Ten outd o o r ch a m p i o n s h i p s i n
Columbus, Ohio.
“I haven’t really thought
much about it,” Hickey said.
“But it’s always been in the
back of that this is my last
shot to, you know, make my
mark on the Big Ten. I’m just
trying to stay calm and do
what I know how to do.”
SEE MEN'S TRACK, 3B

ON THE WEB
Go to dailyiowan.com to hear more from
the Iowa men’s track and field
team as it prepares for the 2009
Big Ten outdoor championships
in Columbus, Ohio.

Tracksters try to Brands atop wrestling
climb out of last
After pushing the Iowa wrestling team to two-straight Big
Ten and NCAA titles, Tom Brands is DI Coach of the Year.

The Iowa women’s track and field team
will compete at the Big Ten
championships this weekend in Columbus.
By JAKE KRZECZOWSKI
jacob-krzeczowski@uiowa.edu

The Iowa women’s track and
field team will leave for Columbus,
Ohio, on Friday to compete in the
outdoor Big Ten championships,
wrapping up the second half of the
2009 campaign.
The Hawkeyes will try to improve
their last-place finish at the indoor
championships in February.
Iowa had troubles filling all the
events for the meet, and that will
continue this weekend — many
slots will be left without a Hawkeye competitor.
“We have the same difficulties as
the indoor season,” Iowa head
coach Layne Anderson said. “A lot
of empty events.”
Iowa will only be taking 19 of
the possible 34 athletes to the
meet, but Anderson isn’t worried

about the team he has assembled.
“I think the people we are bringing have performed their best all
season,” he said.
With finals this week, the stress
of studying and test-taking overcoming their day-to-day routine is
not lost on the women.
Anderson doesn’t like to overload his athletes with the strains
of a strict training schedule,
instead opting for a less authoritarian approach.
“We’re just trying to get through
the week as relaxed as possible,” he
said. “We try to give them more
freedom this week to get everything sorted out.”
After taking a week off to get
themselves ready for the hectic
week, Iowa should be more than
ready to compete at a high level.
SEE WOMEN'S TRACK, 3B

Fourth in a five-part
series
It’s that time of year again, when
the DI sports section reveals its
winners for the following awards.
Monday: Freshman of the Year — Matt
Gatens
Tuesday: Male Athlete of the Year —
Shonn Greene
Wednesday: Female Athlete of the
Year—Lauren Pfeiffer
Thursday: Coach of the Year
Friday: Story of the Year

JULIE KOEHN/THE DAILY IOWAN

ryan-c-young@uiowa.edu

Brent Metcalf talks to coaches Tom Brands and Mike Zadick during the
NCAA wrestling championships on March 21. For the secondconsecutive year, Brands takes the title of DI Coach of the Year.

In three years, no other current
Iowa coach has accomplished
more than Tom Brands.All others
dwarf in comparison.
Twice named Big Ten Coach of
the Year, the 41-year-old has

molded two national champions,
three conference champions, and
11 All-Americans while guiding
the Hawkeyes to back-to-back Big
Ten and NCAA titles.
But Brands’ reach as a coach

ByRYAN YOUNG

extends further than his accolades, junior 133-pounder Daniel
Dennis said. The former Olympic
gold medalist has an uncanny
SEE COACH, 3B
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SPORTS ’N’ STUFF
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct
GB
New York
18 15 .545
—
Philadelphia
16 15 .516
1
1
Atlanta
17 17 .500
1 ⁄2
1
Florida
17 17 .500
1 ⁄2
1
Washington
11 21 .344
6 ⁄2
Central Division
W L
Pct
GB
Cincinnati
20 14 .588
—
Milwaukee
20 14 .588
—
St. Louis
20 14 .588
—
1
⁄2
Chicago
19 14 .576
1
Houston
15 18 .455
4 ⁄2
Pittsburgh
14 19 .424
51⁄2
West Division
W L
Pct
GB
Los Angeles
23 12 .657
—
San Francisco
18 15 .545
4
1
Colorado
13 19 .406
8 ⁄2
1
San Diego
13 21 .382
9 ⁄2
Arizona
13 22 .371 10
Wednesday’s Games
Atlanta 8, N.Y. Mets 7, 12 innings
Washington 6, San Francisco 3
Pittsburgh 5, St. Louis 2
L.A. Dodgers 9, Philadelphia 2
Milwaukee 8, Florida 6
Chicago Cubs, 6, San Diego 4, 71⁄2 innings, rain
Houston 15, Colorado 11
Cincinnati 10, Arizona 3
Today’s Games
L.A. Dodgers (Billingsley 5-1) at Philadelphia
(Hamels 1-2), 12:05 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 3-0) at Milwaukee (Bush 1-0),
12:05 p.m.
San Diego (Gaudin 0-2) at Chicago Cubs (Dempster
2-2), 1:20 p.m.
Houston (W.Rodriguez 3-2) at Colorado (Hammel 01), 2:10 p.m.
St. Louis (Boggs 1-0) at Pittsburgh (Karstens 1-1),
6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Maine 3-2) at San Francisco (J.Sanchez
1-3), 9:15 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pct
GB
Toronto
23 13 .639
—
Boston
21 13 .618
1
1
New York
16 17 .485
5 ⁄2
1
Tampa Bay
16 19 .457
6 ⁄2
Baltimore
14 20 .412
8
Central Division
W L
Pct
GB
Detroit
17 15 .531
—
Kansas City
18 16 .529
—
Minnesota
17 17 .500
1
1
Chicago
15 18 .455
2 ⁄2
1
Cleveland
13 22 .371
5 ⁄2
West Division
W L
Pct
GB
Texas
19 14 .576
—
1
17 15 .531
1 ⁄2
Los Angeles
16 18 .471
31⁄2
Seattle
Oakland
13 18 .419
5
Wednesday’s Games
Cleveland 4, Chicago White Sox 0
Tampa Bay 8, Baltimore 6
N.Y. Yankees 8, Toronto 2
Texas 6, Seattle 5, 11 innings
L.A. Angels 8, Boston 4
Oakland 7, Kansas City 2
Minnesota 14, Detroit 10, 13 innings
Today’s Games
Detroit (Verlander 3-2) at Minnesota (S.Baker 1-4),
12:10 p.m.
Seattle (F.Hernandez 4-2) at Texas (Harrison 3-2),
1:05 p.m.
Boston (Penny 3-1) at L.A. Angels (Santana 0-0),
2:35 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Sabathia 2-3) at Toronto (Tallet 2-1),
6:07 p.m.
Cleveland (Carmona 1-4) at Tampa Bay (J.Shields
3-3), 6:08 p.m.
Baltimore (Guthrie 2-3) at Kansas City (Meche 2-3),
7:10 p.m.

NHL DAILY PLAYOFF GLANCE
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS (Best-of-7)
Wednesday’s Game
Pittsburgh 6, Washington 2, Pittsburgh wins series
4-3
Today’s Games
Anaheim at Detroit, 6 p.m., series tied 3-3
Carolina at Boston, 7 p.m., series tied 3-3

NBA DAILY PLAYOFF GLANCE
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS (Best-of-7)
Wednesday’s Games
Denver 124, Dallas 110, Denver wins series 4-1
Today’s Games
Boston at Orlando, 6 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Houston, 8:30 p.m.

Sunday, May 17
Houston at L.A. Lakers, 2:30 p.m., if necessary
Orlando at Boston, 7 p.m., if necessary

BIG TEN BASEBALL
Conference
W L Pct.
15
5 .750
15
6 .714
15
6 .714
14
6 .700
12
9 .571
9 11 .450
8 13 .381
7 14 .333
4 16 .200
3 16 .158

Minnesota
Ohio St.
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan State
Purdue
Michigan
Penn State
Iowa
Northwestern
Today’s Games
Iowa at Ohio State, 5:35 p.m.
Michigan State at Indiana
Illinois at Purdue
Michigan at Northwestern
Minnesota at Penn State
Friday’s Games
Iowa at Ohio State, 5:35 p.m.
Michigan State at Indiana
Illinois at Purdue
Michigan at Northwestern
Minnesota at Penn State
Saturday’s Games
Iowa at Ohio State, 12:05 p.m.
Michigan State at Indiana
Illinois at Purdue
Michigan at Northwestern
Minnesota at Penn State

All Games
W
L Pct.
33 14 .702
36 15 .706
32 16 .667
26 24 .520
22 27 .449
22 23 .489
29 23 .558
24 24 .500
16 32 .333
12 34 .261

NCAA COLLEGE SOFTBALL
Atlanta Regional Double Elimination
Friday, May 15
Game 1: Iowa (42-14) vs. Auburn (29-27) 4 p.m.
Game 2: Boston University (41-16) vs. Georgia
Tech (41-13) 6:30 p.m.

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Assigned OF Brian
Anderson to Charlotte (IL) for a rehab assignment.
CLEVELAND INDIANS—Assigned DH Travis
Hafner to Columbus (IL) for a rehab assignment.
National League
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS—Purchased the contract of RHP Bryan Augenstein from Mobile (SL).
Recalled OF Gerardo Parra from Mobile (SL).
Designated SS Josh Wilson for assignment.
Optioned RHP Clay Zavada to Mobile.
NEW YORK METS—Optioned LHP Jonathon Niese
to Buffalo (IL). Purchased the contract of RHP
Nelson Figueroa from Buffalo.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—Named Bryan Price
minor league pitching consultant.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS—Placed OF Ryan Ludwick
on the 15-day DL. Recalled OF Nick Stavinoha from
Memphis (PCL).
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS—Agreed to terms with RB Fred
Jackson on a contract extension.
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed LB Jason Taylor to a
one-year contract.
Canadian Football League
EDMONTON ESKIMOS—Signed QB Lester Ricard.
MONTREAL ALOUETTES—Signed DE Nickolas
Morin-Soucy to a three-year contract.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
BOSTON BRUINS—Signed C Jamie Arniel.
MONTREAL CANADIENS—Signed D Andre Benoit
to a one-year contract and D P.K. Subban to a
three-year contract.
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Signed C Mitch Fadden
to a three-year contract.
COLLEGE
WEST COAST CONFERENCE—Named David
Libbey coordinator of mens basketball officials.
ARKANSAS—Announced junior F Michael
Washington withdrew from the NBA draft.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN—Signed women’s basketball
coach Sue Guevara to a five-year contract through
the 2013-14 season.
CINCINNATI—Named Susan Seaton women’s outdoor track and field coach.
NEW ORLEANS—Announced junior basketball G
Darrian McKinstry lost his scholarship and will leave
school.
RUTGERS—Announced G Earl Pettis will transfer
from the men’s basketball team.
SEATTLE—Named Darren Talley men’s assistant
basketball coach and Mike Jones director of men’s
basketball operations.

dailyiowan.com for more news

Taylor rejoins
the Dolphins
By STEVEN WINE
Associated Press

MIAMI — Jason Taylor’s
newest step has him back
where he started. The dancing linebacker signed a $1.5
million, one-year contract
Wednesday with the Miami
Dolphins.
Taylor
played his
first 11 seasons with
M i a m i
before being
a
traded
year ago to
the Wash- Taylor
ington Red- linebacker
skins — a
fallout from
his stint on the TV show
“Dancing With the Stars.” He
was released by Washington
in March after one injuryplagued season.
The New England Patriots
courted the 34-year-old Taylor
in recent weeks, but he wanted to return to South Florida,
where he still lives.
“My heart has always been
in Miami, and so I’m truly
excited to call myself a Dolphin once again,” Taylor said
in a statement. “I was presented with a number of different opportunities, but in
the end the combination of
this being the best situation
for my family, my love for
this community and my
tremendous loyalty to a great
organization made this an
easy decision.”
Taylor made the Pro Bowl
six times with Miami and was
NFL Defensive Player of the
Year in 2006.
The Redskins released Taylor after he turned down a
chance to play another season with them for $8.5 million. Taylor didn’t like being
away from his wife and three
children last season and

wanted to rejoin the Dolphins
regardless of how much
money they offered, said his
agent, Gary Wichard.
“Jason told me, ‘Tell the
Dolphins whatever fits their
budget, I’m ready to play,”’
Wichard said. “There were no
negotiations. It was always
going to be Miami.”
Wichard said he also
turned down a couple of
movie offers because Taylor
didn’t want to be away from
his family. Taylor has been
plotting a Hollywood career
since joining the Dolphins as
a rookie in 1997, and he envisions himself in the kind of
action roles that made
Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
a movie star.
“Dancing With the Stars”
intensified Taylor’s celebrity
last year but soured his relationship with new Dolphins
boss Bill Parcells, who fumed
that Taylor was in Hollywood
rather than spending the offseason working out with
teammates. In response, Taylor accused Parcells of giving
him the silent treatment.
The soap opera ended last
July with Parcells trading
Taylor for a pair of draft
picks, but the two have since
patched up their rift. Taylor
raves about coach Tony
Sparano, who in his first
season led the Dolphins to
the AFC East title and
ended the team’s six-season
playoff drought.
While the Dolphins enjoyed
a turnaround in 2008, Taylor
struggled to stay healthy
after missing only four games
in 11 years with Miami.
He sprained his knee during the Redskins’ preseason
and hurt his calf in a win over
Arizona on Sept. 21. Taylor
required an operation to have
blood drained from his calf
and a second procedure a
month later.

Lee tosses beauty, Indians win
Associated Press

CLEVELAND — With the
bases loaded and two outs in the
sixth inning, Cliff Lee threw a
called third strike past Jermaine Dye, who then flipped his
bat and slammed his helmet to
the ground.
It was the hardest contact the
White Sox made all day.
Lee extended his mastery
over Chicago with seven strong
innings, outpitching Mark
Buehrle in the Cleveland Indians’ 4-0 victory Wednesday.
The Indians took two of three
from Chicago, their second
series win this season. They also
won two of three against Kansas
City at home April 21-23.
Lee (2-5) hadn’t won since the
Yankee Stadium opener April
16, and he began the day tied
for the AL lead in losses despite
a 1.70 ERA in his last five
starts. The four runs Cleveland
scored Wednesday doubled its
output in Lee’s previous four
starts combined.
“He’s been about as good as
we’ve seen him. He’s been
very consistent,” Indians manager Eric Wedge said. “He’s
gone through a stretch here
where we haven’t scored any
runs for him, but he hasn’t
given in to that.”
Lee struck out a season-high
nine while working out of two
bases-loaded jams and has
pitched 20-consecutive scoreless
innings against the White Sox
dating to July 1. It was the first
shutout by Indians pitching this
season and already the sixth
time Chicago has been blanked.
“They have a good lineup.
There’s plenty of power there,”
Lee said. “With a team like that,
if you can keep the ball in the
ballpark, you’re doing a pretty
good job.”
The reigning AL Cy Young
Award winner, Lee allowed six
hits — all bloops, bunts, and
squibs. Since allowing 11 runs in
his first two outings, he has a
1.43 ERA.
“My past few outings have

AMY SANCETTA/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cleveland Indian pitcher Cliff Lee (right) is congratulated by teammates Ryan Garko (left) and catcher Kelly Shoppach
after the Indians beat the Chicago White Sox, 4-0, in Cleveland on Wednesday. Lee was the winning pitcher.
been really good,” Lee said. “I
feel like I’ve given the team a
chance to win basically every
time I’ve pitched. We haven’t
gotten those wins, but I feel like
I’m doing my job and doing what
I can to help the team win. Obviously it’s nice to get wins, but I
can only control what I can control. That’s really all I focus on
and everything else I don’t
worry about too much.”
Victor Martinez homered on
Buehrle’s seventh pitch and
Ryan Garko added a two-run
shot in the fourth. Garko is 11
for 23 against Buehrle (5-1), who
had won five straight starts. He
is 9-13 against the Indians.
“He’s a strike thrower, and
we’re a pretty aggressive team,”
Garko said. “We can run a lot of
righties out there against him

and a guy in your division you
see all the time. He’s gotten us
plenty of times, but I think seeing him so much, we’re more
familiar with him.”
Three Chicago singles loaded
the bases in the sixth, but Lee’s
strikeout of Dye ended the
inning. Dye was ejected after
flipping his bat in disgust and
slamming his helmet down
while arguing with plate
umpire Mike DiMuro. The helmet bounced off the ground and
hit DiMuro.
Before play resumed,
White Sox manager Ozzie
Guillen was also ejected by
DiMuro for shouting from the
dugout. It was the 17th ejection of Guillen’s career, the
first this season.
“I just told the guy the pitch

was low at the knees,” Guillen
said. “I didn’t like the way he
was calling strikes and balls. It
was kind of weird. I wasn’t even
adamant about my players. I
was adamant about both sides. I
think he was a little inconsistent behind the plate.”
Chicago again loaded the
bases in the seventh, but pinchhitter Carlos Quentin’s soft fly
to center ended the threat.
Buehrle lost for the first time
since Sept. 24. The four runs
were the most he has allowed in
a start since Aug. 30, when he
gave up seven at Boston.
“I made one bad pitch to
Garko,” Buehrle said. “Lee’s
been pitching pretty well
and he’s had success against
us, so you know it will be a
tough game.”

BASEBALL
Streaker charged with
disrupting
Braves-Mets game
NEW YORK (AP) — A streaker who

disrupted a New York Mets’ game by
jumping onto Citi Field naked except
for a stuffed monkey tied around his
waist pleaded not guilty to trespassing charges, prosecutors said
Wednesday.
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Hawkeye players remain upbeat
BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM 1B
Two weeks after the Hawkeyes’
season-ending loss to Michigan
in the Big Ten Tournament,
Iowa lost its leading scorer
(Jake Kelly; transfer), rebounder (Cyrus Tate; graduation),
and assist and steal man (Jeff
Peterson; transfer).
But perhaps most importantly, with the transfers of Kelly,
Peterson, and reserves Jermain
Davis and David Palmer, the
team lost key depth on its
bench. As a result, without
enough people to play a typical
five-on-five pickup game, the
players have settled for playing
three-on-three contests in the
off-season.
“Yeah, it does seem a little
weird [to be without the four
who transferred],” said junior
Devan Bawinkel, who is the
team’s cocaptain with Cole.
“It just seems weird to have
only seven guys. At the same
time, we’re happy with who
we’ve got, and we’re going to

build with what we’ve got.”
On May 22, head coach Todd
Lickliter and his team will take
“what they’ve got” across the
Atlantic for a 10-day trip to
Europe.
Despite the relatively few
players who will make the journey across the pond, Lickliter,
who is going into his third year
at the head of the program, said
he’s looking forward to everybody getting a lot of repetitions
against some of the best teams
from Italy and Greece.
“It should be really good competition,” he said. “The women’s
[team] went a couple of years
ago and played the Greece
national team. It was excellent
competition. [Head coach] Lisa
[Bluder] said it was terrific
preparation [for the season]. I
think that’s what we’ll see also.”
The trip overseas will serve
as a barometer for how far the
Hawkeyes are from being successful. One area that will be
especially tested is the team’s
strength and conditioning —
something that has become a

Shot-putter eyes
championship
MEN'S TRACK
CONTINUED FROM 1B
Standing between Hickey
and his goal of claiming a
third individual title is
Minnesota’s Aaron Studt.
Studt was the 2009 Big Ten
indoor champion, as well as
the 2009 Drake Relays
champion.
Still, Hickey knows from
experience he can beat the
Golden Gophers’ big man.
“I’m not really going in
there thinking I’m going to
have to beat him,” Hickey
said. “He’s going to have to
beat me. I’m going to perform to the best of my ability, and he’s going to have to
be on top of his game if he
wants to walk home champion.
“I have no worries about
winning or losing. I’m just
goin g to go i n th e r e an d
make everyone beat me.”
Hickey, however, is just
one of a handful of Hawkeye
seniors looking to add some
Big Ten hardware to their
trophy cases for the last
time in their careers. Ryan
Kelly is looking to defend
his Big Ten outdoor high
jump title from a year ago.
A.J. Curtis will also hope to
nab some hardware in both
the shot put and the discus,
where his best throw in each
event ranks fourth in the
Big Ten.
Other Iowa athletes are
also in the hunt for individual titles. Junior Ray
Varner will be the frontrunner in the 400-meter

hurdles for the Hawkeyes.
The Wadsorth, Ill., native
ra n a 5 1 .0 0 a t t h e Jo h n
McDonnell Invitational in
Fayetteville, Ark., which
ranks third in the NCAA
Midwest Region and 18th in
the nation. Varner, who was
named Big Ten Track Athlete of the Week April 8, is
a l s o a m e m b e r o f Io wa’s
4x400-meter relay team of
sophomores Steven Willey
and Chris Barton and freshm a n E r i k S o wi n s k i t h a t
qualified for the regional
meet and ranks third in the
Big Ten with a season-best
time of 3:08.81.
“Ray Varner has been a
contender in the [400-meter]
hu rd l e s a n d h a s b e e n a
n a t i o n a l q u a l i fi e r,” h e a d
coach Larry Wieczorek said.
With several competitors
in the running for individual
titles as well as a strong stable of relay teams, Wieczorek said the Hawkeyes
should also be in the thick of
the team competition.
“Minnesota, unless something unforeseen happens,
they look to be just away
from everybody else,” Wieczorek said. “But after that,
we have about 83 points on
paper and that puts us fifth
— o n l y m ay b e 1 0 p o i n t s
from third and also not too
far from the other end of the
spectrum either. It seems to
be a real balanced Big Ten
championship.
“I think we’re right in the
thick of it for an upper-division finish.”

top priority for Lickliter and
his staff.
“We’ve made terrific progress
in my opinion,” Lickliter said.
“[New strength coach Rusty
Burney] has been able to kind
of streamline his workload and
focus on men’s basketball more.
… Strength gives you confidence. I’ve known from early on
in my career how important it
is, so I’m glad that we’re on the
right track.”
Freshman Matt Gatens
noted the Hawkeyes’ progress
on this front, saying he has seen
a different attitude in the
weight room.
“It seems as though we work
hard in the weight room, and
we don’t really complain about
it,” said Gatens, who is the
team’s leading returning scorer. “In the past, we’ve seen
guys [when] things get hard,
they start to complain, and
they just pretty much give up.
With this group of guys, you
don’t see that.
“It’s a great quality for this
team to have.”

When the Hawkeyes get back
from their Europe excursion,
they will have a batch of four
hungry first-year players on
campus. Recently inked point
guard Cully Payne (Schaumburg, Ill.) headlines the incoming class, which also includes 64 guard Eric May (Dubuque),
junior-college transfer Devon
Archie (Vincennes, Ind.), and 69 forward Brennan Cougill
(Sioux City).
“With our recruits coming in,
we’re hoping that they’re going
to buy into the same mentality
and the same system and
they’ll gel with us,” Cole said.
“That’s how we’re planning on
getting through the season.”
This past weekend, point
guard Trumaine Johnson, who
averaged nearly 12 points a
game last year at San Diego
State as a sophomore, visited
Iowa City. If he were to commit
to the Hawkeyes, Johnson
would have to sit out a season
before being eligible.
While it remains unclear
whether Johnson will attend

Iowa, it’s apparent that Lickliter and his staff have 10 of
their allotted 13 scholarships
locked in for next season. The
head coach said he’s open to
signing one or two more players
“if we find the right guys.”
“We’ve signed four who I
think fit exactly what we’re
looking for,” Lickliter said. “The
guys who are here — the combination [with the recruits]; the
way that they fit together — I
think is really good.”

Looking ahead
Lickliter wants it to be
known that he’s not happy.
He’s not happy that his team
finished the season with a 28point loss to Michigan in the
Big Ten Tournament. He’s not
happy with two consecutive
sub-.500 seasons, in which the
Hawkeyes have finished near
the bottom of the Big Ten. He’s
not happy with four players
leaving the program for various
reasons after last year.
But at the same time,
he’s not ready to con-

cede anything just yet.
“I’m not pleased with where
we were the last two years,” he
said. “I want to move forward.”
And that’s the thing: While
Lickliter — who has five years
remaining on his contract with
the university that pays him
$1.2 million annually — is vocal
about his displeasure with the
past, he also wants it to be
known he has never been more
eager about the future.
“I’m the most excited I’ve
been since I’ve been here,” he
said. “Now, I’ve been excited. It’s
exciting to be at Iowa and to be
in the Big Ten. … But as far as
the direction of the program, I
like the personnel in the program — a lot.
“I think we’re moving in the
right direction now.”
Lickliter often says, “You get
bitter or you get better,” and
right now, he’s convinced the
program will get better.
“Oh, we’ll be successful,” he
said. “And it’s not a blind faith.
I’ve seen it. … It’s been done,
and we’re going to do it.”

Brands top Iowa coach again
COACH
CONTINUED FROM 1B
knack for motivational speaking.
“Tom keeps us grounded
when we’re getting too high
up and we’re getting talked
about too much,” Dennis said.
“Which is extremely important because if we get too
high, we’re going to let our
guard down, and we’re going
to get beat.”
Nearly two months ago at
t h e N CA A ch a m p i o n s h i p s
i n S t . L o u i s, t h a t a l m o s t
happened.
Iowa entered the final day
of c om pet i t i on down 3.5
points with four wrestlers in
the consolation bracket, one
in the finals, and Ohio State
threatening to unseat the
Hawk eyes fr om t hei r t opranked perch.
But a serendipitous turn
helped Brands and company
claim the school’s 22nd team

title by 4.5 points without
crowning a single individual
champion. Iowa hadn’t accomplished that feat since 1978,
when l egendar y H awkeye
coach Dan Gable stood at the
helm of the program.
“We were very open to lose
the national tournament this
year, and [B r ands] let us
know that,” Dennis said. “He
was going into that tournament knowing it was going to
be a fight, and it’s always
going to be a fight. He knows
that more than everyone else,
and sometimes, I think we as
athletes forgot that.”
Brands communicates more
than winning, though. He
c om m uni c at es l iving a
lifestyle that produces success in all facets of life, which
begins in the practice room.
“As far as getting the most
out of guys, you just have to
get them excited to come into
that room every day,” Brands

said. “As a coach, you have to
help facilitate that, and that
means you’re throwing a lot of
things at them that builds
their confidence and that test
them every day.”
Early in the season, he
certainly tested heavyweight Dan Erekson, who
struggled against top-tier
competitors until his head
coach intervened.
Af ter talking w ith the
junior’s parents, Brands
found a way to break through
Erekson’s mental barriers.
And by the end of the fourmonth season, the Eagle,
Idaho, native was able to contend with the nation’s best,
winning an individual Big
Ten title and placing fourth at
the NCAA championships to
earn All-American status.
It’s an accomplishment
Brands attributes to both
Erekson and the assistant
coaching staff. Although, he

recognizes the rewards are
deeply personal.
“To be able to get through to
him, it’s incredible,” Brands
said. “And not because you’re
doing your job at a higher
level, but more because you’re
seeing success. That’s really
what it’s all about.”
The effects didn’t go unnoticed by Erekson, either. He
remembers finishing several
end-of-practice workouts last
season and being amazed by
his own performance.
In turn, that’s sparked an
undying devotion.
“He pushed me to a limit
that I didn’t know I could go
to until I hit it,” Erekson said.
“It’s almost like he knew me
more than I knew myself, and
that just helped me for the
rest of the season. He helped
me realize that I was a lot
tougher than I thought I was.
“I’ll do anything he tells
me now.”

Tracksters to try to climb out of cellar
WOMEN'S TRACK
CONTINUED FROM 1B
Since the meet venues shifted
to the outdoors, several stars have
emerged for Anderson’s squad.
Sophomore Karessa Farley has
performed spectacularly all season, and this weekend’s meet will
be a chance for her to avenge her
fall in the 100-meter hurdles at
the indoor championships.
“If she stays on her feet, Karessa will be a force to be reckoned
with,” said Anderson.
Assistant coach Clive Roberts

said the biggest thing that Farley
can do to improve on her race earlier this year is to simply “keep
her cool.”
She has done just that this season, and her confidence has
grown with each race. Going into
the Drake Relays, she had no
doubt in her abilities.
“Going into the race, I felt pretty confident, as though I should
win,” Farley said.
Farley won’t be the only one
eyeing a big weekend. Sophomore
Hannah Roeder has worked hard
all season, and that showed in her

gutsy run in the steeplechase at
the Drake Relays, which she took
fifth in despite a nasty fall over
the first barrier.
The middle- and long-distance
portion of the team will play a
large part of the team’s success
yet again, with freshmen Betsy
Flood, McKenzie Melander, and
junior Jolly Burke being looked to
for some points.
Renee White, a standout
throughout the outdoor season,
has a chance to place in the long
and triple jumps, as does fellow
field-event competitor Mandy

Chandler in the throws.
Minnesota took the indoor title
in Bloomington, Ind., followed
closely by Penn State and Michigan. This weekend, the
Hawkeyes will try to work their
way up the leaderboard, gaining
some respect along the way.
The Hawkeyes know that to
earn that respect they will have
to get through the tough finals
week and focus on the task at
hand.
“It’s going to take a better
effort to get ourselves in a better position,” Anderson said.
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Filly Preakness favorite
By BETH HARRIS

WEDDING

Associated Press

BALTIMORE — Rachel
Alexandra was made the early
8-5 favorite Wednesday for the
Preakness Stakes, the first filly
accorded that status since 1988.
She brings a five-race winning streak into Saturday’s 1
3/16 mile race at Pimlico.
Trained by Steve Asmussen
and ridden by Calvin Borel,
Rachel Alexandra drew the No.
13 post on the far outside.
“It’s b ea uti f u l — sh e ’ s
going to be able to get posit ion , ” sa id S c o tt Bl as i ,
Asmussen’s assistant.
Borel chose to stay on as
Rachel Alexandra’s regular
rider, switching off Kentucky
Derby winner Mine That Bird,
which gets Hall of Fame jockey
Mike Smith.
“Calvin knows this filly so
well, I don’t think we have to
tell him anything about where
he wants to be with her,” Blasi
said. “He’s very comfortable
with her and we’re very comfortable with him.”
No filly since Nellie Morse in
1924 has won the Preakness.
The last filly to go off as the
wagering favorite was Winning
Colors at 2-1 odds in 1988. She
finished third.
“I am trying to help the
industry,” said Jess Jackson,
the filly’s co-owner. “I hope this
helps revive horse racing in the
United States.”
Jackson, who founded
Kendall-Jackson winery, and
Harold McCormick bought
Rachel Alexandra for an undisclosed price last week. They
paid a $100,000 supplemental
fee — above and beyond the
entry fees — to get her into the
Preakness because she wasn’t
nominated for the Triple

WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY
Call Photon Studios for
professional wedding
videography.
(319)594-5777.
www.photon-studios.com

WORK-STUDY

THE Johnson County Historical
Society is seeking applicants for
a Guest Services Associate
work-study position.
Flexible schedule between 12- 5,
Tuesday- Sunday. $8/ hour.
To apply call (319)351-5738.

Advertise for
potential
employees in
The Daily Iowan
GARRY JONES/ASSOCIATED PRESS

Kentucky Derby winning trainer Bennie “Chip” Wooley Jr. watches the Preakness Stakes post position draw at Pimlico
Race Course in Baltimore on Wednesday. Wooley’s horse, Mine That Bird, will break from post position No. 2 on Saturday.
Crown races by her previous
owners. They had expected her
to only run against fillies.
“I think the fans deserve to
see the best horses compete
regardless of sex,” Jackson said
on a conference call. “This isn’t
about male or female, it’s about
the best athletes.”
Rachel Alexandra has a
front-running style, and hasn’t been farther back than second while running her last
five races.
“It’s a good spot for her,” said
Bob Baffert, who trains rival
Pioneerof the Nile. “She’s out

there in the clear. If you’re in
the middle and you don’t break
well, they can jam you up.
She’s going to be [running] one,
two or three; that’s a good spot
for her.”
Pioneerof the Nile, the Kentucky Derby runner-up, was
made the 5-1 second choice in
the 13-horse field by Pimlico
oddsmaker Frank Carulli. The
colt drew the No. 9 post.
Mine That Bird and
Friesan Fire were the cothird choices at 6-1. Mine
That Bird will break from
the No. 2 post, while Friesan

Fire is in the No. 5 spot.
Bennie Woolley Jr., who
trains Mine That Bird, was
happy with his colt’s post,
pointing out that speedster
Big Drama is in the No. 1 hole
and Musket Man will start
from No. 3.
“They should clear away
from us, put us in a nice spot to
coast down the front side,” he
said. “I like the fact that Big
Drama is inside of me. He will
move on. It should leave me a
little bit of a spot there.”
Musket Man, third in the
Derby, was 8-1.

(319)335-5784

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
Customer sales/ service
College Students
& ‘09 HS Grads
$14 base-appt., FT/PT
No exp nec, conditions
apply, all ages 17+.
(319)892-3343.

ÆÆÆ
EARN extra money. Students
needed ASAP. Earn up to $150/
day being a mystery shopper.
No experience required. Call
1-800-722-4791.
FAIRFIELD INN
Now Hiring
-Front Desk (part-time)
-Housekeeping (part-time)
Employment contingent on background check and drug test.
Apply in person: 214 W. 9th St.,
Coralville.
FULL-TIME or part-time cashiers needed at Suburban BP
Convenience Stores. 4pm-11pm
or 10pm-8am. Apply at 1905
Keokuk St. or 370 Scott Ct.
FULL-TIME Social Worker to
work with SCL clients. Excellent
pay and benefits. Apply at:
Chatham Oaks, 4515 Melrose
Ave., Iowa City.
PART-TIME Activities Assistant,
every other weekend. Degree
preferred. $10/ hour. Apply at
Chatham Oaks, 4515 Melrose
Ave., Iowa City.

PARTICIPATE in psychology
experiments! Pay is $8/ hour for
intermittent work, not steady
employment. To apply, email
coglabs-psychology@uiowa.edu CAMP COUNSELORS, male
and female, needed for great
overnight camps in the mounSTUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid survey takers needed in tains of PA. Have a fun summer
Iowa City. 100% FREE to join! while working with children in the
outdoors.
Click on surveys.
Teach/ assist with ropes course,
WANTED: 29 Serious People to media, archery, gymnastics, enWork From Home using a Computer vironmental ed and much more.
Up to $1500 - $5000 PT/ FT
Office, Nanny, Bus Driver (CDL
www.ValleyIncomeOnline.com required) positions also available. Apply online at
www.pineforestcamp.com.

EDUCATION

By CLIFF BRUNT
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Tony
Dungy is busier than ever, even
though he’s no longer coaching
the Indianapolis Colts.
In the past few weeks, he has
met with former Atlanta Falcon
quarterback Michael Vick at a
federal penitentiary in Leavenworth, Kan., been involved with
an education project in St. Louis,
and attended a Fellowship of
Christian Athletes function for
flood relief in Cedar Rapids.
On Wednesday, Dungy
returned to Indianapolis to be
the keynote speaker at a workshop for ex-offenders seeking
jobs. That’s a typical workload
for him since he stepped down
in January.
“I’m doing way more than I
thought I would be, and maybe
more than I should,” Dungy told
the Associated Press. “That’s
one of the fun things about not
being tied down to an NFL
schedule. You have time to take
a day to go wherever. To be able
to say I can go here on this day

them. Vick is serving a 23month sentence for bankrolling
a dogfighting conspiracy. Dungy
wouldn’t offer details about his
meeting with Vick, but compared the quarterback’s situation to many of the ex-offenders
at the resource fair Wednesday.
“I think Michael is just like so
many other guys that I have
seen, so many other people who
are nameless, faceless in that
environment,” Dungy said. “It’s
a young man that made a mistake and is looking for a chance
to recover and move forward.
That’s where he is and that’s
where so many of the men who
are here today are.”
Dungy has been so successful
in helping others that President
Obama wanted him to serve on
a 25-person roster that is part of
the White House Office of FaithBased and Neighborhood Partnerships. Dungy declined but
said he still will be involved
with Obama’s work.
“I think I’m going to be
involved on some family initiative projects,” he said. “It’s
something I really wanted to do,

but I kind of looked at the
schedule that I had and the
amount of time that I’m on the
road and the projects I already
lined up. That was the conflict.”
Dungy was honored to be
considered.
“I can’t even fathom it, really,” he said. “He [Obama] said
he wanted me involved in the
fatherhood part of the program because he knew I was
passionate about that. Just to
know that the president would
feel like you could be helpful
— that was quite humbling
and gratifying.”
Dungy’s invitation was questioned by some because he supported efforts in Indiana to ban
same-sex marriage in 2007,
prompting some criticism from
liberal groups when the invitation was made public.
Dungy iterated his beliefs
Wednesday when he spoke out
against criticism that Miss California, Carrie Prejean, has
received since she said during
the Miss USA pageant last
month that marriage should be
between a man and a woman.

Blackhawks wait for opponent
By RICK GANO
Associated Press

CHICAGO — On a night off,
Brent Seabrook and some of his
Chicago Blackhawks’ teammates made their way back to
the United Center. It was time
for relaxation and music, not
hockey. Bruce Springsteen was
in town.
Seabrook was asked to compare the decibel levels between
the Boss’ performance on Tuesday night and the Blackhawks’
series-clinching victory over
Vancouver in the same building
a night earlier.
“I think it was louder for
Game 6, to be honest,”
Seabrook said Wednesday. “He
put on a great show last night,
but I liked the show we put on
the other night.”
Chicago’s 7-5 victory that
featured a hat trick from
Patrick Kane was still ringing
in some ears Wednesday as the
Blackhawks took a second day
off from skating and worked

out in the weight room.
They still don’t know whom
they’ll meet in the Western
Conference finals because Anaheim sent the semifinals to a
Game 7 today by beating
Detroit 2-1 on Tuesday night.
“I’m not rooting for anybody,”
Chicago coach Joel Quenneville
said. “Last night, I might have
been. I was rooting for Game 7.”
The Blackhawks wouldn’t
mind if the Ducks or the Red
Wings are tired from banging
each other around and making
the long Michigan-to-California-and-back trips in the series.
But the Blackhawks don’t
have a preference on who
t h e y p l a y . A t l e a s t t hey
weren’t saying.
Chicago was 3-1 against the
Ducks this season and 2-4
against the Red Wings, including two losses in shootouts and
another outdoors in the Winter
Classic at Wrigley Field.
The Blackhawks won the
final two meetings against longtime rival Detroit on the final

two days of the regular season
when some top players rested.
Chicago would have home ice
against Anaheim but not
against Detroit.
“It’s a great thing to have an
extra couple of days to get
ready,” Chicago’s Jonathan
Toews said. “Let them beat
each other up in Game 7 and
see what happens.”
For Kane, the past two days
have been frenetic since his
first career hat trick helped the
Blackhawks make the conference finals for the first time
since 1995.
After Monday’s game, he
found nearly 70 phone messages waiting for him. And
there have been numerous
interview requests for the 20year-old, who was last year’s
Rookie of the Year.
“I’ve had to say ‘No’ a couple of times,” Kane said.
“Pretty crazy.”
Kane missed one game in the
opening-round series against
Calgary when he wasn’t feeling

well, but has eight goals and
four assists in his first 11 playoff games.
“For us at the beginning of
the season, I’d be lying to you if
I thought we’d be here right
now,” Kane said. “Either team
next series it is obviously going
to be a pretty fun series and
going to be a huge series. We
feel we can win against any
team we play. It’s good to have
that confidence.”
Kane and the 21-year-old
captain Toews have become the
faces of a franchise that has
turned itself around quickly
after missing the postseason for
most of the previous decade.
The Blackhawks are popular
again in their own city because
they’re winning. Everywhere
they go, people are noticing.
“I think we’re all embracing
it. We’re having fun with it,”
said Seabrook, a standout
defenseman. “Go out to dinner
or at the concert last night a
bunch of people recognize you.
That was pretty neat.”

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

NEED more income?
Operate a mini-office.
Free evaluation/ online training.
www.abundantgreenlife.com

BOOKS

SURE, we could buy a large,
flashy ad, but we’d rather give
you more money for your books.
Defunct Books
521 E.Washington,
across from the Co-op.
www.defunctbooks.com

Dungy managing to stay busy
and work on this project, that’s
been the fun part of it.”
Dungy became the first black
coach to win a Super Bowl, the
first coach to make 10-straight
playoff appearances, and the
first to win at least 12 games in
six-straight seasons. His regular-season winning percentage
of .668 is fifth all-time among
coaches with at least 100 wins,
and his 10.7 regular-season
wins per year is tops among
that group.
Dungy said he misses his
colleagues, but not coaching.
He visited the Colts’ practice
complex Tuesday to reconnect
with friends.
“You have about 75 people,
coaches, players, and staff, that
you talk to every single day,”
Dungy said. “They are friendships. You kind of miss having
that. But the actual practices
and all that — I’m sure I’ll miss
it in the fall, but right now, I’m
busy, and doing a lot of things
I’m enjoying.”
He enjoys helping troubled
young men, and Vick, in
Dungy’s eyes, is simply one of

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

PETS

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Full-time, non-smoker, experienced,
friendly,
organized,
multi-tasker, computer literate,
bookkeeping experience helpful.
Benefits. Tomlinson Cannon
(319)337-2225.
ATTENTION UI
STUDENTS!
GREAT RESUME- BUILDER
GREAT JOB!
Be a key to the University's
future! Join
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
FOUNDATION TELEFUND
up to $9.50 per hour!!!
CALL NOW!
335-3442, ext.417
Leave name, phone number,
and best time to call.
www.uifoundation.org/jobs

JULIA’S FARM KENNELS
Schnauzer puppies. Boarding,
grooming. (319)351-3562.

STORAGE
MEDICAL

PART-TIME RN/LPN
Crestview Nursing and Rehab
Center, West Branch, is accepting applications for a part-time
charge nurse on the night shift.
Iowa license is required, LTC experience is preferred. Excellent
pay, benefits and work environment. Apply in person or call for
additional information.
BARTENDING! $300/ day poCrestview NRC
tential. No experience neces451 West Orange Street
sary. Training provided.
West Branch, IA 52358
800-965-6520 ext. 111.
(319)643-2551

RESTAURANT

BUILD YOUR RESUME
with a Fortune 500 company.
Six figure income possibilities.
NOW HIRING:
Start selling Avon or Mark today. We are looking for lunch/ dinner
Sign up online:
servers. Must be a UI student.
www.start.youravon.com,
To apply, call
reference code: cernst
IMU Human Resources
or call Cindy (563)379-5960.
at (319)335-0121.

CAROUSEL MINI-STORAGE
Located 809 Hwy 1 Iowa City
Sizes available:
5x10, 10x20
(319)354-2550, (319)354-1639

U STORE ALL Self Storage
Individual units from
5’x10’ to 20’x20’.
Concrete buildings, steel doors.
Visit us online:
www.ustoreall.com
(319)337-3506.

MOVING

MOVING OUT?
Two guys with two trucks will
help you move. Affordable,
reliable, fast, and fun.
(319)341-3497 or
(319)400-7684, leave message.

Classifieds
319-335-5784

AUTO FOREIGN

TWO BEDROOM

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

MOVING

ROOM FOR RENT

MOVING, hauling, delivery,
large moving van.
Rent $75/ day, local.
We move (150 mile radius- Iowa
City)
(319)631-1447, (319)936-6385.

AVAILABLE now. Dorm style
rooms, $255/ month, water paid.
Call (319)354-2233 for showings.

LARGE two bedroom. Available
8/1/09. Porch, quiet, no pets,
dishwasher, one parking space.
Pay own utilities. 715 Iowa Ave.
$950/ month. (319)356-0961.

REAL ESTATE
PROFESSIONALS
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TWO bedroom, three blocks
from downtown,
behind Lou
Henri Restaurant. $550- $750.
(319)330-2503.

THREE / FOUR
BEDROOM

ALWAYS ONLINE
www.dailyiowan.com

PRIVATE room on busline with
shared bathroom and kitchen.
Free
parking, on-site laundry,
MOVING?? SELL UNWANTED
utilities, cable. Less than one
FURNITURE IN THE DAILY
mile from campus. $275/ month.
IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS.
Call (319)337-8665.

HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS

WANT A SOFA? Desk? Table?
Rocker? Visit HOUSEWORKS.
We've got a store full of clean
used furniture plus dishes,
drapes, lamps and other household items. All at reasonable
prices. Now accepting new consignments.
HOUSEWORKS
111 Stevens Dr.
(319)338-4357

HEALTH &
FITNESS

ROOMMATE
WANTED
MALE

$425, utilities, gym and private
room included. Share newer
condo with two easygoing fellas.
Bus stop nearby. Located at
2707 Triple Crown Lane.
(712)389-6954.

ROOMMATE
WANTED

Moy Yat Ving Tsun Kung Fu.
(319)339-1251

SUBLEASE one bedroom, 313
S.Gilbert, four roommates, $485/
month (negotiable). Questions,
call (708)256-9615.

BUYING USED CARS
We will tow.
(319)688-2747

$500/ month. Great one bedroom for June/ July.
620 S.Johnson. (319)939-7764.

CASH for Cars, Trucks
Berg Auto
4165 Alyssa Ct.
319-338-6688

6/1 to 8/15, one bedroom,
Church St. Close to campus,
off-street parking, $500/ month,
utilities included. (319)541-0337.

AUTO DOMESTIC SUMMER SUBLET

AUTO PARTS

14 N.JOHNSON, UNIT 6
Four bedroom apartment in large
co-op house. Heat, electric, water included. On-site laundry.
$1260/ month. Available 8/1/09.
www.buxhouses.com.
(319)354-7262.

SUMMER ONLY.
-One bedrooms at 624 N.Linn,
$550/ month.
PROMPT JUNK CAR
-338 and 404 S.Governor, $545/
REMOVAL. Call (319)338-7828.
month.
-Two bedroom at 106 S.Dodge,
$850/ month.
EXPERT low cost solutions to (319)337-7392
your car problems. Visa and ivetteapartments.com
Mastercard accepted.
McNiel Auto Repair.
(319)351-7130.

AUTO SERVICE

SUMMER SUBLET
ROOM FOR RENT FALL OPTION

3- 4 bedrooms on S.Lucas.
Free parking. Utility credit.
(319)321-7099.

EFFICIENCY /
ONE BEDROOM

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

ALWAYS ONLINE
www.dailyiowan.com
QUIET, clean efficiencies and
one bedrooms, H/W paid, laundry, busline, Coralville.
No smoking/ pets.
(319)337-9376.

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

APARTMENT
FOR RENT
ALWAYS ONLINE
www.dailyiowan.com

EFFICIENCY /
ONE BEDROOM

EMERALD CT APARTMENTS
has two bedroom sublets available in June $595 and $610
August 1, includes water and
garbage. (319)337-4323.

#019A. One bedroom, walk to
campus. August 1. Parking.
$510, water paid. No smoking,
no pets. (319)855-9463.

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

#612. One bedroom, close to
downtown, internet, $560, H/W
paid. k-rem.com. (319)354-0386.

121 N. VAN BUREN
Rooms for rent in large house.
Share kitchen/ bath/ laundry. All
utilities paid including cable.
Rents $350- $450/ month.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
14 N.JOHNSON, UNIT 4
Room available in large co-op
house. Separate bedroom. Private garage/ loft. Common
kitchen, laundry, and bathroom.
Heat, electric, water included.
On-site laundry. $600/ month.
Available 8/1/09.
www.buxhouses.com.
(319)354-7262.
14 N.JOHNSON, UNITS 2, 3, 5
Rooms available in large co-op
house. Separate bedrooms.
Common kitchen, laundry, and
bathroom. Heat, electric, water
included. On-site laundry. $350$445/ month. Available 8/1/09.
www.buxhouses.com.
(319)354-7262.
424 S.LUCAS ST.
Male graduate student rooms
available in large co-op house.
Separate bedrooms. Common
kitchen, laundry, and bathrooms.
Parking. All utilities, cable, internet included. $345- $425/ month.
Available 8/1/09.
www.buxhouses.com.
(319)354-7262.
942 IOWA AVE.
Female graduate student rooms
available in large co-op house.
Historic former sorority house.
Separate bedrooms. Common
kitchen, laundry, and bathrooms.
Parking. All utilities, cable, internet included. $410- $420/ month.
THE DAILY IOWAN
Available 8/1/09.
CLASSIFIEDS MAKE CENTS!!
www.buxhouses.com.
335-5784
335-5785
(319)354-7262.
Rm. E131 Adler Journalism

AUGUST 1. Clean, quiet,
close-in. Includes H/W, parking,
internet. $580-$610. References.
433 S.VanBuren.
(319)331-3523, (319)351-8098.
EFFICIENCY near UIHC/ Law.
H/W paid, no pets, off-street
parking.
www.northbayproperties.com
(319)338-5900.
1, 2 & 4 bedrooms, THE ONLY
BUILDING IN DOWNTOWN/
CAMPUS LOCATION WITH AN
OVERLOOKING
SWIMMING
POOL, very nice apartments,
free parking, great landlord.
www.asirentals.com
Call (319)621-6750.

FALL leasing. One bedroom,
218 S.Lucas, close-in, spacious,
off-street parking, laundry. No
pets. $625, H/W paid.
(319)330-2744.

HIGHLY SELECTIVE
Deluxe large one bedroom with
office (will also rent as two bedroom), $570- $670 includes
502 N.DODGEheat, water, parking. Close to
One and two bedroom, one bath, UIHC. No smoking, no pets.
close to downtown area, busline, Now leasing. On-site manager.
on-site laundry. $525/ $625, wa- (319)351-0942.
ter paid. RCPM (319)887-2187.
ONE bedroom apartment in
AD#209. Efficiency, one, and house, 233 S.Lucas St. $510
two bedrooms in Coralville. plus utilities. Pets allowed. W/D
Quiet area, parking, some with on-site. Call (319)325-2300.
deck, water paid. W/D facilities. ONE bedroom available now.
Possible flexible lease. Call M-F $596/ month through July. $674/
9-5pm, (319)351-2178.
month starting 8/1/09. Large,
newly remodeled, great location.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
Dishwasher, microwave, C/A,
IOWA CITY:
laundry
on-site.
No
pets.
1- 2 bedroom apartments,
(319)338-7058. jandjapts.com.
$450- $600.
Three bedroom house, eastside, ONE bedroom near UIHC/ Law.
H/W paid, no pets, off-street
$850.
OXFORD, IA: four bedroom parking.
www.northbayproperties.com
house, $750.
(319)338-5900.
(319)936-2184.
THE LODGE
The Finest in Student Living
OPEN DAILY!
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
(319)358-3500
www.thelodgeatui.com

ONE bedroom, quiet, non-smoking, 715 Iowa Ave. $500, heat
paid. Available 8/1/09.
(319)356-0961.
ONE bedrooms, August 1.
338 and 404 S.Governor. $565
plus electric. Laundry and parking on-site. Cat ok with fee.
(319)337-7392.
www.ivetteapartments.com

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

MOVING??
SELL UNWANTED
FURNITURE IN
THE DAILY IOWAN
CLASSIFIEDS
335-5784

TWO BEDROOM

TWO BEDROOM
612 S.DODGE ST.Two bedroom, one bath, close to
downtown. H/W paid, on-site
laundry, no pets. $650.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
625 S.GILBERTTwo bedroom, one bath, vaulted
ceilings, close to campus, laundry, no pets. $750 plus utilities.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
720 4TH AVE. PL.,
CORALVILLETwo bedroom, one bath, on-site
laundry, close to school and
park. $450-$550 plus utilities.
RCPM (319)887-2187.

918 23RD AVE., CORALVILLEClose to Coral Ridge, two bed#1124. Two bedroom, westside, room, one bath, busline, laundry,
internet, $590, water paid.
parking, NO pet.
k-rem.com. (319)354-0386.
$550/ $560, H/W paid.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
AUGUST 1. Close-in 4-plex,
$820 includes heat, internet,
parking. 429 S.VanBuren. No
pets, no smoking. References.
(319)331-3523, (319)351-8098.

HOUSE
FOR RENT

MOD POD INC.
219 S.SUMMIT ST., four- five
41 LINCOLN AVE. $1080 plus
Two bedroom, 1-3/4 bath duplex bedrooms, three bath. $1700
utilities, one block from UIHC,
with garage. Eastside Iowa City. plus utilities. (319)339-4783.
off-street parking available. No
Mod Pod Inc. (319)351-0102.
pets. (319)321-2239.
323 N.LUCAS ST.413 S. Johnson St. #013B. NEWLY painted, one bedroom, Four bedroom, two bath, baseThree bedroom, walk to campus. C/A, W/D, off-street parking. No ment, porch, one car garage.
August 1. 1100 sq.ft. Six closets, pets, no smoking. $550 plus utili- $1400 plus utilities. RCPM
(319)887-2187.
dishwasher, parking. $1020, ties. 523 S.Lucas.
(319)341-7984.
H/W paid. No pets.
403 N.LINN ST.(319)855-9463.
NICE one bedroom, off-street Five bedroom, two bath, close to
parking, residential, busline, downtown, basement, porch.
419 S.GOVERNORThree bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, dish- W/D, non-smoker, $500/ month. $2400 plus utilities. RCPM
washer, deck, W/D hookups, no (319)330-4341.
(319)887-2187.
pets. $960.
ONE bedroom and two bedroom
518
E.DAVENPORTRCPM (319)887-2187.
near UIHC/ Law. Off-street parkThree bedroom, two bath, base910 N.Dodge duplex, three bed- ing, no pets.
ment, one car garage. $1500
room, family room, two bath, www.northbayproperties.com
plus utilities.
W/D, A/C, garage. No smoking/ (319)338-5900.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
no pets. $1100/ month.
S.VAN BUREN ST., three bed(319)339-4865.
room, three bath, 2100 sq.ft., 805 BOWERYFour bedroom, two bath, close to
DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS dishwasher, microwave, W/D downtown, hardwood floors,
hook-ups, patio/ deck, two car
335-5784; 335-5785
C/A, W/D, pets negotiable.
garage. $1400 plus utilities.
e-mail:
$1200 plus utilities. RCPM
daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu (319)339-4783.
(319)887-2187.
SPACIOUS one bedroom, hardFALL LEASING
wood floors, C/A, W/D, off-street 811 WOODSIDETHREE BEDROOM
parking. No pets, no smoking. Three bedroom, two bath, some
CLOSE-IN!!
Big yard. 1204 E.Burlington. hardwood floors, C/A, W/D, pet
$900/ month, H/W included.
negotiable. $1100 plus utilities.
$590 plus utilities.
A/C, dishwasher, parking,
RCPM (319)887-2187.
(319)341-7984.
laundry. No pets.
(319)330-2100, (319)337-8544.
THREE bedroom, College Green 9, 6, 4, 3 bedroom houses for
LARGE three bedroom on area, $895 plus utilities and de- rent. Call Dave (319)430-5959
or email:
S.Dodge.
Available
8/1/09. posit. No pets. (319)321-2239.
foura_properties@yahoo.com
Clean, close-in, on free bus

CORALVILLE, two bedroom, route. Free parking, H/W. $975.
one bath condo, 725 sq.ft., new Call Jim (319)321-3822.
carpet, new paint. $625 plus utiliNEWER four bedroom apartties. (319)339-4783.
ment, walking distance to camDAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS pus, two full baths, parking, garage. For August 1.
335-5784; 335-5785
(319)358-7139,
e-mail:
daily-iowan-classified@uiowa.edu www.jandmhomeweb.com.
RENT SPECIAL!
DOWNTOWN apartment, two
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
bedroom, one bath, off-street
parking, on busline, walk to cam- Three- four bedrooms, two bath,
laundry room, free internet,
pus. $750. (319)631-3268.
within walking distance to camwww.barkalowhomes.com
pus. Available 8/1/09. $955FALL LEASING
$1215/ month plus utilities.
Two bedroom, one bathroom. Westwinds (319)354-3792.
Close to UIHC, law.
THREE bedroom apartment
Parking, laundry, on busline.
near UIHC, dental school. Avail-808 Oakcrest, $675, H/W paid
able 7/31/09. $1050 plus under1006 OAKCREST ST., two bed- -415 Woodside Dr., $675, H/W
ground parking. (319)936-6797.
room, one bath. Dishwasher, mi- paid
crowave, garage, patio/ deck. (319)430-9232
THREE bedroom, 1-1/2 bath,
H/W paid, $700- $775 plus electhree blocks from downtown,
HIGHLY SELECTIVE
tric. (319)339-4783.
Deluxe large two bedroom, $670 behind Lou Henri Restaurant,
$900
plus
utilities.
includes heat, water, parking. C/A,
1108 OAKCREST(319)330-2503.
Westside QUIET two bedroom, Close to UIHC. No smoking, no
one bath, close to UIHC and pets. Now leasing. On-site man- THREE bedroom, two bath,
Law. $615, H/W paid. RCPM ager. (319)351-0942.
$1050. W/D, free parking, pets
(319)887-2187.
LARGE two bedroom apartment allowed. 322 S.Lucas St.
(319)631-3337.
near UIHC. $615.
1305 SUNSETWestside Iowa City. Two bed- (319)594-0722.
UTILITIES PAID. Three and four
room, one bath, on-site laundry. www.HiloManagement.com
bedroom apartments, free ga$615/$625, H/W paid. RCPM
rage, A/C, W/D, dishwasher,
LARGE two bedroom in Coral(319)887-2187.
new windows, near downtown,
ville. Available August. Heat inhardwood floors. (319)341-9385.
cluded. No smoking, no pets. On
14 N.JOHNSON, UNIT 1
Two bedroom apartment in large busline. Call (319)351-8901 or WESTSIDE DR. Beautiful three
co-op house. Heat, electric, wa- (319)330-1480.
bedroom, two bath, laundry in
ter included. W/D, dishwasher.
unit, large master with walk-in
LARGE
two
bedroom
on
$750/ month. Available 8/1/09.
closet, deck, built-in microwave,
S.Johnson.
Available
8/1/09.
www.buxhouses.com.
$1000. (319)377-0967,
Clean,
close-in,
on
free
bus
(319)354-7262.
(319)431-3361.
route. Free parking, H/W. $720.
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 bal- Call Jim (319)321-3822.
conies, 2 walk-in closets, THE
ONLY BLDG IN DOWNTOWN/ NICEST two bedroom in Iowa
CAMPUS LOCATION WITH AN City, $720/ month. Call Casey
OVERLOOKING
SWIMMING (319)631-5574.
POOL, free garage parking, RUSHMORE DR., two bedroom, 1225 E.DAVENPORT, two bedgreat landlord, laundry, elevator, one bath condo. W/D, dish- room, one bath, $900- $995 plus
utilities. (319)339-4783.
all appliances.
washer, microwave, fireplace,
www.asirentals.com
garage, patio/ decks, busline. 204-1/2 PARK RD.Call (319)621-6750.
$830 plus utilities.
Two bedroom, one bath, close to
(319)339-4783.
3455 E.COURT/
City Park, small pet. $800 plus
411 PETERSONTWO bedroom sublet AVAIL- utilities. RCPM (319)887-2187.
Two bedroom, one bath, on-site
ABLE IMMEDIATELY and fall, BRICK, historic three bedroom,
laundry, convenient location to
three blocks from UIHC. W/D, hardwood floors, garage, W/D,
I-80. $585/ $605, tenant pays
parking. $650/ month, H/W paid. dishwasher, A/C. 1001 Kirkwood
electric. RCPM (319)887-2187.
No pets/ smoking.
Ave. Available 8/1/09. No pets/
(319)337-8488.
412 HIGHLAND AVE.no smoking. $795 plus utilities.
Large two bedroom, one bath,
(319)530-0305.
TWO bedroom in Andover
central heat/ air, laundry, parkSquare on Haywood Dr., in- BRIGHT and sunny one beding. $675- water paid. RCPM
cludes garage. $625- $675 plus room, dishwasher, A/C, close to
(319)887-2187.
electric. Available now and fall. law school/ UIHC. 920 Hudson
413 S. Johnson St. #013A. Two (319)337-7392.
Ave. No pets/ no smoking. Availbedroom, walk to campus. www.ivetteapartments.com
able 8/1/09, $490 plus utilities.
August 1. 860 sq.ft. Four closets,
(319)530-0305.
TWO bedroom on Newton Road.
dishwasher, parking. $780, H/W
Off-street parking, no pets.
LARGE three bedroom, two
paid. No pets. (319)855-9463.
www.northbayproperties.com
bath, split level, two car garage,
421 BOWERY ST.(319)338-5900.
W/D,
A/C,
$900/
month.
Two bedroom, one bath, close to
(319)330-4341.
TWO
bedroom,
1-1/2
bath
in
downtown, W/D. $745 plus utiliAndover Garden on Haywood LARGE two bedroom, 1-1/2
ties. RCPM (319)887-2187.
Dr., carport option. Quiet, bath, garage, fireplace, W/D pro430 S. VanBuren St. -Two bed- wooded area. $625- $675 plus vided. Grads/ professionals prerooms, walk to campus. August gas and electric. Available now ferred. References. No smoking/
1. Parking. $690, H/W paid. No and fall. (319)337-7392.
pets. 2271 Taylor Dr. $695.
pets. (319)855-9463.
(319)330-0220, (319)354-5631.
www.ivetteapartments.com

DUPLEX
FOR RENT

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

DUPLEX
FOR RENT

CONDO
FOR RENT

AVAILABLE 8/1/09. Executive
home, four bedroom, 3-1/2 bath,
fireplace, two car garage, on
Coralville Reservoir in North Lib101-181 S.SCOTT BLVD.erty. No pets. $1500/ month plus
Two bedroom, one bath, pets
utilities.
negotiable, W/D, fireplace, one
Call (319)331-9030.
car garage, secure building.
$700-$735 plus utilities. RCPM
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1
(319)887-2187.
8-10 Bedrooms:
-17 S.Governor
$3475
1506 OAKWOOD VILLAGE,
-909 E.Burlington
$4399
CORALVILLE(319)354-8331
One bedroom, one bath, pool,
www.aptsdowntown.com
clubhouse, no pets, on-site laundry. $550 plus utilities. RCPM AVAILABLE now. Five bed(319)887-2187.
room, two bath, fireplace, atBEAUTIFUL two bedroom, two
bath condo located in the Idyllwild community, this 1800 sq.ft.
condo is a must see!! Separate
dining room, fireplace, eat-in
kitchen, laundry room and one
car garage. Walking distance to
UIOWA and located on the bus
route. Available for immediate
move in. $1350 per month.
Please contact (319)331-7487
for a viewing.
BENTON MANOR CONDOSOne and two bedroom, one bath,
busline, dishwasher, laundry,
W/D or hookup, small pet negotiable. $515/ $595-$650, water
paid. RCPM (319)887-2187.
MEADOWLARK CONDOSEastside- two bedroom, one
bath, secure building, carport,
storage, W/D hookup plus
on-site laundry. Small pet negotiable. $600 plus utilities. RCPM
(319)887-2187.
WINDSHIRE CONDOSTwo bedroom, one bath, W/D,
cats
negotiable,
fireplace,
off-street parking, deck. $695
plus utilities.
RCPM (319)887-2187.

HOUSE
FOR RENT

tached garage, eastside. No
pets. $1500/ month plus utilities.
Call (319)331-9030.

FOUR bedroom and efficiencies,
close-in, pets negotiable.
(319)338-7047.

FOUR bedroom, new listing.
W/D, dishwasher, C/A, parking,
two bath, deck, close to campus.
www.hawkeyehouses.com
(319)471-3723.

SMALL two bedroom, one bath,
on busline. Pets? $675/ $725.
(319)339-4783.

THREE bedroom, $950, free
parking, wood floors, pets welcome, 331 N.Johnson.
(319)530-2734.

THREE bedroom, 1-1/2 bath,
dishwasher, W/D, busline, westside. $995/ $1300.
(319)339-4783.

THREE bedroom, 1-1/2 bath, on
busline, off-street parking, W/D
provided. No pets. Grads preferred. August 1. $750/ month.
(319)330-0220, (319)354-5631.

THREE bedroom, two bathrooms, W/D, free parking, $900.
1020 E.Jefferson. Pets welcome.
(319)530-2734.

THREE bedrooms upstairs, two
bigger rooms downstairs. De#1 best deal in I.C. Large. Less
tails, call (319)338-8798. $1050.
than $100/ month gas, electric.
8/1/09.
2000 sq.ft. $1150/ month.
(319)621-6213.
THREE, 3 bedroom houses:
$990, $1400 and $1500 plus
utilities. One, 1 bedroom house:
$890 plus utilities. No pets.
(319)631-0535.

1027 SHERIDANFive bedroom, two bath, dishwasher, patio, hardwood floors.
$1500 plus utilities.
RCPM (319)887-2187.
1800 sq.ft., energy efficient four
bedroom, 1-1/2 bath. All appliances, parking. Reasonably
priced.
No
pets.
8/1/09.
(319)683-2324.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

WHITE HOUSE OR
BRICK HOUSE
Three bedroom, three bathroom,
Muscatine Ave. Wood floors,
laundry, fireplace, C/A, buslines,
off-street parking. Pet deposit.
$1000 OR $1200/ month plus
utilities. (319)338-3071.

CONDO
FOR SALE

EXCELLENT, clean two bedroom, Oakwood Village. Really
nice. $62,000. Crane Realtors
(319)354-4100.
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the ledge
This column reflects the opinion of the
author and not the DI Editorial Board, the
Publisher, Student Publications Inc., or the
University of Iowa.

HITTING THE TRAIL

andrew-juhl@uiowa.edu

Shakespeare’s
most famous
quotations, in a
Hollywood
screenwriter’s
words

— Andrew R. Juhl wants to clarify that he is
not being chauvinistic in this Ledge; he is
lampooning the chauvinistic tendencies of
many of today’s most prominent Hollywood
screenwriting bitches.
Think you’re pretty funny? Prove it.
The Daily Iowan is looking for Ledge
writers. You can submit a Ledge at
daily-iowan@uiowa.edu.
If we think it’s good, we’ll run it — and
maybe contact you for more.

— Josh Billings

horoscopes

ANDREW R. JUHL

• “But soft, what light
through yonder window
breaks? It is the east, and
Juliet is the sun.” = Hey, look!
There’s Juliet.
• “The lady doth protest too
much, methinks.” = Bitch,
please.
• “Good night, good night!
Parting is such sweet sorrow,
that I shall say good night till
it be morrow.” = Laters!
• “Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears!” =
Listen up, bitches!
• “Love looks not with the
eyes but with the mind.” =
You look hot.
• “A horse, a horse! My kingdom for a horse!” = Step out
of the car, please.
• “Something is rotten in the
state of Denmark.” =
Something ain’t right up in
this bitch.
• “If music be the food of
love, play on.” = Crank it up!
• “Yond Cassius has a lean
and hungry look, he thinks
too much; such men are dangerous.” = That bitch Cassius
be crazy!
• “O happy dagger! This is
thy sheath; there rust, and let
me die.” = Today really sucks.
• “Alas, poor Yorick. I knew
him, Horatio.” =
Noooooooooooo!
• “Frailty, thy name is
woman!” = Bitches, Man.
Bitches.
• “A plague a’ both your
houses!” = Screw all y’all!
• “Cowards die many times
before their deaths, the
valiant never taste of death
but once.” = Don’t be such a
little bitch, bitch.
• “Et tu, Brute?” = Dick
move, Brutus.
• “There are more things in
heaven and earth, Horatio,
than are dreamt of in your
philosophy.” = Shit is deep,
Bro.

“

As scarce as truth is, the supply has always been in
excess of the demand.

DAVID SCRIVNER/THE DAILY IOWAN

UI freshmen Stephanie Johnson (left) and Katie Hynes (right) pack their car on Wednesday. Johnson and Hynes are roommates in Currier.

CAN’T GET ENOUGH SUDOKU?
CHECK OUT DAILYIOWAN.COM FOR MORE PUZZLES

UITV schedule
12:30 p.m. News from Québec, in
French
1 “Prairie Lights” Archive, Modern
Love
2 News from Germany, in German
3 “Java Blend,” Catfish Keith
4 UI Lectures
5:30 Incompetent Sports Talk, season final
6 College of Pharmacy Commencement Ceremony 2009

Campus channel 4, cable channel 17

8 “Java Blend,” Catfish Keith
9 Incompetent Sports Talk, season
final
9:30 Daily Iowan TV News, final
newscast
9:45 Piano Sundays Concerts Highlights
10 College of Pharmacy Commencement Ceremony 2009
11:45 Daily Iowan TV News, final
newscast

today’s events

”

Thursday, May 14, 2009
— by Eugenia Last

ARIES March 21-April 19 Don’t mix up your plans because someone is causing you grief. A
problem will result if you let your personal life have an effect on your professional or
vice versa. Putting pressure on someone you love will backfire
TAURUS April 20-May 20 Stop being passive when you need to be aggressive. Waiting for
someone else to make a decision will not result in what’s best for you. If you aren’t willing to compromise or take on something new, you will be passed by.
GEMINI May 21-June 20 Show your worth by expressing your ideas, and before you know it,
you will be calling the shots. Someone you have wanted to work with will notice what
you are doing and will make a beneficial suggestion. A business trip or networking will
pay off.
CANCER June 21-July 22 You may feel like hiding out but that won’t resolve any of the
issues you’ve been facing. Take a hands-on approach. Now is not the time to put up with
people or situations that are not working for you.
LEO July 23-Aug. 22 Don’t give in or let others take the lead on a pending project or concern. You may be too busy having fun to notice that someone is taking advantage of you.
Don’t spend cash unnecessarily.
VIRGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22 Take action before it’s too late. Fight for your rights and for what
you want. You can come out on top but only if you have the gumption to place your name
in the hat. Participation will allow you to reach heights that otherwise would elude you.
LIBRA Sept. 23-Oct. 22 Honesty with regard to your abilities will help you find your niche.
Trying to buy your way into something won’t work. You have to have what it takes to get
there with talent, skill and knowledge.
SCORPIO Oct. 23-Nov. 21 A creative or unusual project that you have been developing needs
changes in order to make it mainstream and user friendly. Talks will go well and contracts can be negotiated and signed. Keep personal and professional matters separate.
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec. 21 You must spend more time building your equity. Letting
things ride or stay the same will not bring the profits you need to sustain your lifestyle.
If you have described what you have to offer inaccurately, expect a deal to be rebuked.
CAPRICORN Dec. 22-Jan. 19 Focus on loved ones, hobbies or socializing. Change your location or visit a place you’ve never been before. The learning experience will be worth it
in terms of the people you meet.
AQUARIUS Jan. 20-Feb. 18 Rethink past relationships and weed out the people who aren’t
giving back. Consider who best fits your lifestyle. Don’t lose sight of your goals because
someone discourages you. A new friendship will give you hope for things to come.
PISCES Feb. 19-March 20 Lend a helping hand to a group you believe in. It’s a new beginning,
so don’t waste time on what’s behind. Focus on the future. You can turn something you
volunteer for into a paying contract.

Want to see your super special event appear here?
Simply e-mail the name, time, date, and location
information to: daily-iowan-calendar@uiowa.edu

• Commuter Breakfast, 7 a.m., Sugar Bottom Bikes, 325 N. Front St., North Liberty
• College of Pharmacy Commencement,
10 a.m., Marriot, 300 E. Ninth St., Coralville
• Preschool Bus Story Time, 10:30 a.m.,
Iowa City Public Libary, 123 S. Linn
• Iowa United Nations Associate: Blood
Drive for AIDS Awareness, noon-4 p.m., Old
Brick, 26 E. Market
• Bike Rodeo, 2 p.m., Longfellow Elmentary,
1120 Seymour Ave.
• Piano Recital, 2 p.m., Senior Center, 28 S.
Linn
• Bike Rodeo, 2:30 p.m, Coralville Community Aquatic Center, 1513 Seventh St.
• Art Adventure: Museum Monster, 3
p.m., Iowa Childrens’ Museum, Coral Ridge Mall
• Teen Tech Zone, 3 p.m., Iowa City Public
Library
• Open House, Hardin Library, 4:30-7:30
p.m., Hardin Library fourth floor
• Coralville Farmers’ Market, 5-8 p.m.,

Coralville Community Aquatic Center, 1513 Seventh St.
• Thursday Theatre Talk, 5:30 p.m., Riverside Theatre, 213 N. Gilbert
• Multi Cultural Graduation and Recognition Banquet: Dinner and Program, 6:15
p.m., IMU Main Lounge
• City Circle Acting Company Kickoff
Party, 6:30 p.m., North Ridge Pavillion, 2250
Holiday Road, Coralville
• The Class, 7 p.m., Bijou
• Web Basics, 7 p.m., Iowa City Public
Library
• Writer’s Workshop, 7:30 p.m., Barnes &
Noble, Coral Ridge Mall
• Camp Euforia Battle of the Bands, 7:20
p.m., Yacht Club, 13 S. Linn
• Kelly Joe Phelps, 8 p.m., Mill Resturant,
120 E. Burlington
• Wolves in the Throneroom, 8 p.m., Picador, 330 E. Washington
• Waltz with Bashir, 9:30 p.m., Bijou

0402

Living History
A new exhibit showcases
Johnson County’s history
through its citizens.
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DI RECOMMENDS

Film as genre cocktail
The Englert will
host a movie
première for
locally filmed
Resist Evil on
Saturday night.
The free event will
show the first part
of a difficult-toclassify trilogy.

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Touring veteran Kelly Joe Phelps logs
more miles today when he hits Iowa
City for his performance at the Mill.

The long
and
heartfelt
road

By RACHAEL LANDER
rachael-lander@uiowa.edu

Today, Kelly Joe
Phelps will bring
his musical insight
to the Mill.
By REBECCA KOONS
rebecca-koons@uiowa.edu

Since 1995’s Lead Me On,
singer/songwriter Kelly Joe
Phelps has created a number of
solo efforts that provide intimate glimpses into his heart
and soul. His latest album, Western Bell, released on March 24,
has done more of the same
through a different vein. Western
Bell is Phelps’ first fully instrumental studio effort, which
seems fitting for a man with an
extensive musical history.
“Instrumentals are how I
started learning music,” he said.
“The album
embraces both
how I started
a musician,
CONCERT as
as well as my
35 years of
Kelly Joe
experience.”
Phelps, with
Phelps will
perform
at 8
Ben Schmidt
p.m. today at
When: 8 p.m. today the Mill, 120
Where: Mill, 120 E. E. Burlington
Burlington
St., with speAdmission: $10 cial guest Ben
Schmidt.
A Washington
state
native, Phelps’ decision to make
his living as a musician was a
bold but natural step. Both of his
parents are musicians, and that
environment provided plenty of
education and exposure to the
craft’s various elements.
“Because my mom and dad
both played music, I began to love
it enough where it was the only
thing I wanted to do,” he said.
While he is occasionally
accompanied by other musicians, he heavily prefers to be a
solo artist.
“It was a conscious decision for
me to be solo, and that’s how I
have enjoyed it the most,” Phelps
said. “I like playing on my own,
for some reason; I like the space
of being a solo performer.”
After 15 years of touring, he
is used to life on the road. Over
the years, he has learned just
how he likes to travel, and he
said touring’s special brand of
solitary existence “suits him.”
While it can be exhausting, he
said, he definitely finds the
energy to perform each night.
SEE PHELPS, 3C

JOE SCOTT/THE DAILY IOWAN

Actress Rachel Howell stands outside her house in Iowa City on Tuesday. She plays Samantha in Resist Evil Part
One: Dropping Evil, which will première at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Englert Theatre.

Those who believe Field of
Dreams is the only flick Iowa is
known for may get another one to
add to the roster. Although it’s an
independent movie, Resist Evil
could end up as a breakthrough.
The trilogy
was mainly
shot in Iowa
City, and it SCREENING
features
many cast Resist Evil Part
and crew One: Dropping
members
Evil
who once When: 8 p.m. Saturday
attended the (doors open at 7:30 p.m.)
UI.
Where: Englert
Resist Evil
Theatre, 221 E.
Part One:
Washington
Dropping
Admission:
Free
Evil will première Saturday at the
Englert Theatre, 221 E. Washington St., at 8 p.m.; doors open at
7:30 p.m. Former UI student
Adam Protextor directed the film,
and UI alum Louis Doerge wrote
the script.The duo took its inspiration from their former jobs at a
popular local movie-rental store.
“I was working at That’s
Rentertainment with Louie, and
we had discussed making a movie
for a really long time,” Protextor
said. “He had this idea for this
trilogy of horror movies, and we
kind of decided to get our act
together when we were at the
video store one night watching
Evil Dead II.”
SEE EVIL, 3C

A trek among the stars
Filmmaker and UI alum Nicholas Meyer
sees life as one long fall to the ground,
and it’s all about how you spend the trip
down.
By BRIAN DAU
brian-dau@uiowa.edu

Counterphobia: A psychological condition in which the
object feared becomes the
object loved. For UI (and
Daily Iowan) alum Nicholas
Meyer, it’s a diagnosis he uses
to explain his passion for
making movies. As a child, his
parents took him to a showing
of The Beggar’s Opera, starring Sir Lawrence Olivier.
Meyer, 63, said he “completely
freaked out” and subsequently fell for film. However, it
didn’t immediately occur to
him that filmmaking was a
real career.
“I never dreamed of becoming a writer or making
movies, because I didn’t know
they were made,” Meyer said.
“I thought they were dreams

you could pay to see.”
It took a UI playwriting
course for him to understand
that people could make a living solely off writing. A former
film reviewer at The Daily
Iowan, he has since written
three Sherlock Holmes novels
and screenplays for more than
a dozen films, including Star
Trek 2, 4, and 6. He also
directed Star Trek 2 and 6,
among other films, and he is
generally considered responsible for beginning the pattern of even-numbered Star
Trek movies receiving greater
critical acclaim than their
odd-numbered counterparts.
“Iowa jump-started everything for me,” Meyer said. “It
was the blank slate I needed.” He repaid the favor by
establishing a scholarship
for dramatic writing avail-

Thursday
• Do you have lots of angry
man-feelings? Do you need to
thrash some testosterone out
of your system? Then head to
the Picador, 330 E. Washington,
today at 8 p.m. for one of
America’s best black metal
acts, Wolves in the Throne
Room, and get your patriotism
and Satanism all in one place.
• Clean your room. Whether
you’re moving out of your
apartment and back to your
parents’ place to begin life as
an “adult,” or you’re sticking
around Iowa City to enjoy a
dewy, summer, nothing is
better than a clean room for a
clean start.

Friday
• Have the last hurrah. Kiss
that guy (or girl) you’ve
always liked, tell your
roommates how sloppy you
think they are, or do some
serious dance damage
downtown. Make it look good,
because the semester is
finally over.
• Enjoy Nick Jaina’s sweet
sounds. Along with Lute
Tucker and Telescope, Jaina
will entertain at Public Space
One, 129 E. Washington,
beginning at 9 p.m.

Saturday
• Graduate. After four (or five,
possibly even six) years as a
Hawkeye, it is finally time to
move on. Stop holding out for
a slot in World of the Beatles
and don the robe, cross the
stage, and say “Hello” to
unemployment.
• Check out the Pines, a duo
of two musicians with some
serious Iowa ties. Pines
member Benson Ramsey is
the son of accomplished
popular local performer Bo
Ramsey. The folky, bluesy pair
hits the Mill, 120 E. Burlington
at 8 p.m.

Sunday
BENJAMIN ROBERTS/THE DAILY IOWAN

Former DI movie reviewer Nicholas Meyer sits in the Adler Building on May 8.
Meyer has directed and written many films, including three installments in the
Star Trek series.
able to UI theater students.
He returned to Iowa City
last weekend as the featured
speaker at the UI President’s
Club meeting. UI Foundation
Vice President Dave Dierks
said Meyer still has a “true
passion” for the university.
“I consider him part of the

conscience of Hollywood, in that
he makes films that speak to
the lost art of filmmaking,”
Dierks said. “They’re more
about sophisticated plot lines
than technologically stunning
effects or big-name actors.
SEE MEYER, 3C

STEP-BY-STEP COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

ON THE WEB

D(EYE) ON ARTS BLOG

No one can survive on popsicles alone. Let dailyiowan.com help you
introduce solid food to your summer diet with a video menudemo. This
week’s dishes are cedar-plank salmon, lemon-seasoned asparagus, and a
spring greens salad.

Dying to know more about the Flavor Savers, or at least hear
what the band has to offer? Click over to dailyiowan.com for
two tasty tracks from the act.

80 Hours might be going on vacation for a few weeks, but The Daily Iowan’s Arts staff
never sleeps. Find all the sass of 80 Hours with none of the waiting at
dailyiowanarts.blogspot.com. The blog will tide you over until 80 Hours gets back
from rehab.

• Can’t get enough cap and
gown? Trembling for more
tassel? Trek to Preucil School
of Music, 524 N. Johnson, at 7
p.m. for its senior graduation
ceremony. While it isn’t
Carver-Hawkeye, the event
probably won’t take three
hours. If it does, at least there
will be melody.
• Go back in time. Now the
euphoria of graduation has
passed, and all that’s left is a
pile of regret. So go back to
those “eek!” moments and fix
them. Maybe this isn’t totally
plausible. Try watching “Being
Erica” instead. She goes back
in time, changes her life, and
learns a lesson all in 44
minutes. Erica also does it
with a precious Canadian
accent.
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NEW MOVIES
OPENING THIS WEEKEND

80 hours

Today 5.14
Quinton’s, 215 E. Washington

MUSIC

Angels and Demons
Coral Ridge 10, Sycamore Cinema 12

Tom Hanks reprises his role as
Harvard religious expert Robert
Langdon in this prequel to The
Da Vinci Code. The ancient
brotherhood, otherwise known
as the Illuminati, has
resurfaced, and with its return
comes threats from the group’s
most famous enemy — the
Catholic Church. Langdon must
stop the Illuminati before the
brotherhood ruins the Vatican.
Vittoria Vetra (Ayelet Zurer)
joins Langdon in his quest to
destroy the Illuminati.

TRACKS
FROM THE PAST
A place to remember all those
albums we actually bought,
memorized, and obsessed
over. You loved it then, and
you’ll still love it now.
I’ve spent years trying to figure
out how to be Darling Nikki for
Halloween. I figure I can carry a
dirty magazine and wear some
sort of S&M outfit, and four years
of bar crawls ending on the 3rd
Base dance floor has prepared me
for all of the hard-core grinding
that the role requires.
Unfortunately, it always comes
down to the fact that I feel like I
would be
forced to
spend all
night in a
hotel lobby
— a real hindrance to
serious trick Purple Rain, by
or treating. Prince and the
But I
Revolution
digress.
Released
“Purple
July 27, 1984
Rain” may
be the bestknown track from Prince’s epic 1984
soundtrack to his film of the same
title, but I’ve always felt a special
connection with the über-sexual
femme fatale of “Darling Nikki”
(probably because her song sparked
a very awkward conversation with
my parents about the meaning of
the word “masturbating”).
But no bond is more sacred
than the one I share with the Kid
himself. Prince and the Revolution
kick all kinds of Apollonia ass on
Purple Rain, from the hella-funky
synth on “When Doves Cry” to the
killer guitar solo at the end of
“Let’s Go Crazy.” Admittedly, the
movie component may not feature Oscar-worthy acting, but
Purple Rain as a grandiose concept transformed the music
industry and more importantly,
made all of us want to purify ourselves in the waters of Lake
Minnetonka.
Dear Prince: I would die 4 u.
— by Melea Andrys
Remember John Mayer before
he became all whiny and obnoxious? Going that far back might
take some work, but there was a
time when the singer/songwriter
actually warranted a listen.
Back in 2001, Columbia
Records
released
Room for
Squares,
Mayer’s
major-label
début.
Room for
Eventually,
Squares,
by
the album
John Mayer
peaked at
No. 9 on the
Released
Billboard
Sept. 18, 2001
200 chart.
Mayer’s sultry hit “Your Body Is
a Wonderland” pushed him into
the limelight, and in front of the
paparazzi’s flashbulbs (legend has
it Jennifer Love Hewitt inspired
Mayer to write the track). “Your
Body is a Wonderland” is a
dreamy, feel-good tune that will
always leave girls wondering if a
man will ever really care enough
to not let her “head hit the bed
without [his] hand behind it.” Sigh.
— by Rachael Lander

dailyiowan.com for more arts and culture

• Camp Euforia Battle of the
Bands, 7:20 p.m., Yacht Club, 13
S. Linn
• Kelly Joe Phelps, with Ben
Schmidt, 8 p.m., Mill, 120 E.
Burlington
• The White Tornado and
Ephraim Zenh Graduation
Party, 8 p.m., Industry, 211 Iowa
• Wolves in the Throne Room,
with Krallice and Nethervoid, 8
p.m., Picador, 330 E. Washington
• Big Z’s Experiment, 9 p.m.,

LECUTRES
• Thursday Theatre Talk, 5:30
p.m., Riverside Theatre, 213 N.
Gilbert

MISCELLANEOUS
• Coralville Farmers’ Market, 5
p.m., Coralville Community
Aquatic Center, 1513 Seventh St.
• Bicyclists of Iowa City
Thursday Night Leisure Rides,
6 p.m., College Green Park

• City Circle Acting Company
Meeting and New Season
Kickoff Party, 6:30 p.m., North
Ridge Pavilion, 2250 Holiday
Road, Coralville
• Creative Photo Seminar, 7
p.m., Senior Center, 28 S. Linn
• Writers’ Workshop, 7 p.m.,
Barnes & Noble, Coral Ridge Mall
• Karaoke and Tacos, 8 p.m.,
Fiesta Mexican Restaurant, 320
E. Burlington
• Big D’s Karaoke, 9 p.m., Gus’,
2421 Coral Court Suite 4,
Coralville

weekend
calendar
of events

Friday 5.15
MUSIC
• Adult Piano Lessons, 8:30
a.m., Senior Center
• Java Blend,
noon, Java
1
House, 211 ⁄2 E. Washington
• Ying Quartet and Wu Han,
benefit for Hancher
Auditorium, 7 p.m., Brown Deer
Golf Club, Banquet Hall, 1900
Country Club Drive, Coralville
• Cacaw, with Wet Hair, Cave,
and Super Sonic Piss, 9 p.m.,
Picador

• Diplomats of Solid Sound
featuring the Diplomettes and
Death Ships, 9 p.m., Mill
• Nick Jaina, with Lute Tucker,
and Telescope, 9 p.m., Public
Space One, 129 E. Washington
• Uniphonics and Mad Monks, 9
p.m., Yacht Club

MISCELLANEOUS
• English Conversation Group,
10 a.m., Iowa City Public Library,
123 S. Linn

• Knitting Nurse, 2 p.m., Home
Ec. Workshop, 207 N. Linn
• Ellen Buchanan: One of a
Kind Reception, 4:30 p.m., Iowa
City Public Library
• Friday Night Lights, 5 p.m.,
Brothers, 125 S. Dubuque
• Park It at the Movies, WallE, 8:30 p.m., 1506 Eighth St.,
Coralville
• Karaoke Night, 9:30 p.m.,
Saloon, 112 E. College

Sunday 5.17
MUSIC

LECTURES

MISCELLANEOUS

• Senior Graduation Ceremony,
7 p.m., Preucil School of Music
• Thomas L. Davis Biennial
Percussion Concert, 8 p.m.,
Theatre Building Mabie Theatre

• Weber Days: Genealogy, by
Rosemary Tiwari, 1 p.m., Iowa
City Public Library

• “Iowa Birds of Prey” with
the Macbride Raptor Project, 3
p.m., Macbride Hall Biosphere
Discovery Hub
• Study Hall (the Game), 9
p.m., Mill

Saturday 5.16
MUSIC
• Student Recital, 2 p.m.,
Preucil School of Music, 524 N.
Johnson St.
• Student Recital, 4 p.m.,
Preucil School of Music
• Student Recital, 7 p.m.,
Preucil School of Music
• The Pines, with Shame
Train, 8 p.m., Mill
• Nomo, with River and the
Tributaries, and Rally For
One, 9 p.m., Picador
• Sublime Tribute with
Secondhand Smoke and
Flavor Savers, 9 p.m., Yacht
Club

MISCELLANEOUS
• Iowa City Farmers’ Market,

7:30 a.m., Chauncey Swan parking ramp
• Master Garderner’s Flea
Market, 8 a.m., Johnson
County 4-H Fairgrounds, 4265
Oak Crest Hill Road S.E.
• Knitter’s Breakfast, 10 a.m.,
Home Ec. Workshop
• Seed Bead Weaving 101, 10
a.m., Dawn’s Hide and Bead
Away, 220 E. Washington
• Community Stories Project
Opening, 2 p.m., Johnson
County Historical Society, 860
Quarry Road, Coralville
• Media Literacy Workshop, 2
p.m., Iowa City Public Library
Meeting Room B
• Screening, Resist Evil, Part
One: Dropping Evil, 8 p.m.,
Englert, 221 E. Washington

NOMO shows there’s way more soul
Big Ten sports fans seem to think Ann Arbor is a whore, but one
band proves Ann Arbor is also a place full of rhythm and soul.
By COURTNEY SPEARS
courtney-spears@uiowa.edu

How many instrumental concerts feature bands mixing invented instruments, medical equipment, and traditional brass?
NOMO’s do.
NOMO, an Ann Arbor, Mich.based Afro-beat band, will bring its
innovative and funky sound to the
Picador, 330 E. Washington St., at
9 p.m. Saturday. River and the

Tributaries and Rally for One are
slated to open, and admission to
the concert is $7.
NOMO is coming to Iowa City
for its second stop on a threepart tour, which includes shows
in the Midwest, along the West
Coast, and in Europe. NOMO
released its latest album, Invisible Cities, May 5.
While six members of the
instrumental group are on the
tour, the band’s frontman, Elliot

Bergman, said as many as 10
members might play at any
given show.
“For our first show in Ann Arbor,
I was challenged to get as many
people on stage as possible,” he
said. “We had 15 musicians on
stage that first show.”
NOMO’s albums include
numerous performances from
other artists, but not all of the
collaborators can make it to
the shows.

“We try to get as many contributors as we can,” saxophone, brainwaves, and electric kalimba player
Bergman said. “But I mean, we
can’t really tour with a harpist.”
NOMO’s musicians each have
other projects going when they’re
not touring or doing other shows.
Many have solo projects or play
with other bands. Aside from
Bergman, the group’s lineup
includes Erik Hall (guitar/nutones/drums), Quin Kirchner
(drums/percussion), Dan Bennett
(baritone saxophone/percussion),
Justin Walter (trumpet/percussion), and Warren Defever (bass).

NOMO has enjoyed success in
various parts of the world, but
Bergman said playing elsewhere
has made him appreciate being
an American.
“I feel privileged to be able to do
this,” he said. “Touring has given
me a better understanding of
America and what a privileged
nation it is.”
Bergman described NOMO’s
music as lifting, danceable,
and joyous.
“Our music has a dance party
vibe,” Bergman said. “It’s
upbeat and high energy, but
also introspective.”

The history of where we are
The Johnson County Historical Society
will soon display the area’s history in the
most intimate fashion — through the
eyes of the residents who lived it.
By KATIE HANSON
katherine-hanson@uiowa.edu

The northeast section of Iowa
City is known as Goosetown,
once a mostly Czech neighborhood distinguished by the geese
that would waddle in a gaggle to
the market. The southeast section of town was once home to
jewelry and glove factories. And
the Oakdale Research Park?
Roughly a century ago, it was a
tuberculosis sanitarium.
These three nuggets are just
a smattering of Iowa City’s history. The Johnson County Historical Society will display
facts such as these when the
Community Stories Project
opens Saturday at 860 Quarry
Road, Coralville.
Wendy Henerlau, the community and special-events coordinator for the historical society,
said the project was a way to
expose every hamlet and city in
the county, from Windham to
Iowa City. Windham, by the way,

was planned as a 12-block city
to accommodate the coming railroad, but the original idea was
scrapped when the railroad ran
through Oxford instead. Today,
Windham is a one-road town.
“We wanted to show that
Johns on C ount y i s n’t j us t
Iowa City and Coralville,”
Henerlau said. “We are a county historical society.”
The Community Stories Project is an exhibit several years
in the making, she said. The
organization had the desire but
not the assets to make its dream
tangible, but funding from the
Iowa Community Cultural
Grant Program allowed the
society to add her position and
make the idea reality.
Even then, Henerlau said, she
had to think creatively to get to
the roots of some communities.
“ I n S h u e y v i l l e, I d i d n ’ t
have any contacts, so the first
thing I did in that town was
walk through the cemetery to
find names that came up

EXHIBIT
Community Stories Project
Opening
When: 2 p.m. Saturday
Where: Johnson County Historical
Society, 860 Quarry Road, Coralville

again and again,” she said.
A certain last name in particular — Bowersox — led her
to the house previously owned
by one of the Shueyville’s original settlers.
Through oral histories and
phone conversations, the society has recreated each town’s flavor by showcasing daily life and
major events for its residents.
“It’s a little misleading with
the word ‘stories’ in the project,” Henerlau said. “We’re
using the broader sense of
story. It’s more like, ‘How are
you connected to this town?
How do you feel about this
town?’ It’s a story in the emotional and historical sense.”
The exhibit will feature a
computer-generated slide for
each of the county’s 18 cities
and towns, along with a sepa-

WHITNEY WRIGHT/THE DAILY IOWAN

Wendy Henerlau, the community outreach coordinator for the Johnson County
Historical Society, hangs pieces for the Community Stories Project at the
Antique Car Museum of Iowa on Wednesday. The exhibit will open on Saturday
at 2 p.m. at the Johnson County Historical Society in Coralville.
rate screen devoted to Johnson
County’s roughly 40 ghost
towns. The slides offer basic
information including how
each town was founded, significant residents, and churches
include elements that make
each area distinct.
While Henerlau hails from
the West Coast, she said she
fell in love with Iowa after
moving to the state in 1998.

Visiting each town and meeting its dwellers kept her
enthusiastic about the project.
“One of the things I’ve
noticed is that every town has
a certain personality,” she
said. “There’s a real variety of
the feels of different towns,
and that has kept me from
making the generalization
that rural towns are all one
certain way.”

A FILLET FINALE

ON THE WEB
Want to make the meal but
still needing training wheels?
Dailyiowan.com has a video
tutorial featuring this week’s
menu.

Summer is all but here.
Heat and humidity can
make a full tummy unhappy.
Lighten up with this easyto-fix entrée and two complementary sides. A meal of
cedar-plank salmon, lemonseasoned asparagus, and a
spring greens salad will
make taste buds scream
without compromising that
swimsuit-ready bod.

CEDAR-PLANK SALMON
What you need:
Cedar grilling plank
Salmon fillet
Olive oil
Garlic salt
Pepper
Lemon juice
Melted or spray butter
What to do:
1. Submerge cedar grilling plank in

water for at least one hour. Heat oven
to 350 degrees.
2. Lightly brush olive oil on top side of
plank.
3. Place salmon fillet on plank, skindown.
4. Brush melted butter on fillet.
5. Season with garlic salt, fresh ground
pepper, and lemon juice.
6. Place in oven and bake approximately 15 minutes per inch of fillet’s
thickness.

LEMON-SEASONED ASPARAGUS
What you need:
Fresh asparagus
Garlic salt
Pepper
Lemon juice
Olive oil

baking sheet.
3. Drizzle asparagus with olive oil.
4. Sprinkle with garlic salt, fresh
ground pepper, and lemon juice to
taste.
5. Bake for 15 minutes. Serve immediately.

What to do:
1. Rinse and trim asparagus ends. Heat
oven to 350 degrees.
2. Place asparagus in a single row on

SPRING GREEN SALAD
What you need:
1 bag mixed spring greens
1 bag dried cranberries

3 oz. pine nuts
Raspberry vinaigrette dressing
What to do:
1. Place 1 to 2 cups of mixed spring
greens on a plate.
2. Add dried cranberries and pine nuts
to taste.
3. Drizzle with raspberry vinaigrette
dressing. Serve.
— by Courtney Spears
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New film has Meyer recalls The Day After
many UI ties
MEYER

CONTINUED FROM 1C

EVIL
CONTINUED FROM 1C
Though their intent initially leaned toward horror, the
outcome was a little less gory
but still thrilling.
“We’ve had a really difficult time classifying it into
one specific genre,” Protextor
said. “At first, we started off to
make a horror film, but it really changed once we started
working on the sequels and
kind of realized that we didn’t
necessarily want to make a
horror film. The first movie
starts as a teen comedy and
turns into a political thriller,
and there are horror elements
that get it there.”
So, essentially, the Resist
Evil trilogy is what happens
when American Pie meets All
the President’s Men, and The
Blair Witch Project then joins
the fun. Yeah, for real. Or it
could be something else entirely. In lieu of a more specific
synopsis from the filmmakers,
one is left to decipher Resist
Evil’s plot for oneself.
Perhaps the film’s tagline
can solve the mystery.
Despite the deity-focused
subhead “God is missing,”
Doerge doesn’t call Resist Evil
Part One: Dropping Evil a religious movie per se. He said the
film explores numerous religions and deals with issues of
spirituality and belief.
“It’s so hard to describe,”
said actress Rachel Howell,
who plays Samantha in the
trilogy. “I think I was talking
to Louie once about it and how
hard it is to summarize
because there’s so much going
on. It’s like horror and sci-fi
and drama and comedy. I
wouldn’t know where to put it
as far as putting a label on it.”
So apparently, Howell’s
view means people wouldn’t
be far off in assuming the
three Resist Evil films are a
Psycho/Contact/Revolutionary Road/Wayne’s World cocktail, or at least something
resembling that hybrid.
A plot does exist in the thick
net of genres. Kind of. Resist
Evil focuses on four friends:
Mike (Tom Taylor), Samantha, Nancy (Coolzey), and
Becky (Cassandra Powell),
who produce abnormal ultrasounds while in utero. This
leads a corporation, ValYouCorp, to place the young
adults under surveillance.
Dropping Evil follows Mike,
Samantha, and Becky as they
take their nerdy friend Nancy
camping with them. Trying to
get him — yes, Nancy’s a guy
— to calm down, the three slip
him some LSD, and he begins
to hallucinate that everyone
is evil.
“[The camping trip] just
blows everything wide open,”
Howell said. “It just changes
the fate of everything and
everyone on the planet, which
is pretty drastic.”

Howell said that despite the
plethora of genres, Doerge’s
writing was remarkable.
“What Louie created was
really spectacular,” she said. “I
don’t know how he thought of
all that shit, but he thought of
a bunch of shit that’s just
crazy.”
So now, coat the rim of the
Resist Evil plot cocktail in One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
to taste.
While many of the creative
minds behind Resist Evil have
trouble articulating the trilogy’s plot, the concept has occupied Doerge’s mind for
a while.
“It was an idea I actually
had my freshman year of college, so it goes way back to
that,” he said. “I didn’t really
do anything with it then, and
then I wrote the first one. I
would say it probably took —
to actually sit down and write
it all out — it probably took
about three months, but I’d
say it was about three years of
actually thinking about it
seriously.”
Resist Evil began as a 30minute piece. After shooting
the short, the filmmakers
decided they wanted to create a full-length feature and
expand the story lines. In
2007, the crew began filming all three movies simultaneously.
“We kind of discovered
that everyone had gotten a
lot better at what they were
doing [after the short], and
we decided we wanted to go
back and remake them seriously as three features,” Protextor said.
Much of the cast and crew
were in school, so they didn’t
shoot continuously, and it took
the team two years to complete the three flicks.
Resist Evil’s Iowa City roots
extend beyond the principal
filmmakers. Local band Lipstick Homicide makes an
appearance in the film, with
Howell singing lead on its two
songs. Protextor took these
connections into account
when deciding to première the
film in Iowa City.
“The idea of getting to show
a movie for the Englert, for all
the Iowa City people who
made it possible, was really
how we wanted to do our first
screening,” he said.
Protextor and Doerge are
editing the remaining two
films in Austin, Texas, and
hope to find a distributor for
all three after Saturday’s
event.
“I’m excited to see what people think of it,” Doerge said. “I
mean, we’ve had like little
screenings here in Austin, and
there have only been a few
people here and a few people
there. I’m excited to see how a
big crowd reacts to it.”

He makes films the way people
used to make them.”
Although Meyer is likely
most well-known for his revival
of the Star Trek franchise,
which was nearly axed after the
first film flopped at the box
office, he doesn’t consider those
films his proudest accomplishments. Instead, that goes to the
time he saved (well, helped to
save) the world from nuclear
holocaust.
Among his directorial credits
is the 1983 made-for-TV film
The Day After, starring Jason
Robards and JoBeth Williams.
The film premièred to an estimated audience of 100 million
viewers (a mark that remains

unmatched in TV movie ratings) and depicts the effects of a
nuclear war on Lawrence, Kan.
Meyer said Ronald Reagan
credits the film in his memoir as
the catalyst for his realization
that no country could win a
nuclear war. This led to the
Reykjavík Summit with
Mikhail Gorbachev, which in
turn led to the IntermediateRange Nuclear Forces Treaty
of 1987.
“It’s probably not the best
movie, but it changed the
world,” Meyer said. “It’s counterintuitive, because if the
movie was too good, it wouldn’t
get people talking about nuclear
war. It had to be kind of like a
public-service announcement.”
These days, he struggles to
produce his kind of film when
“nobody wants to see movies
about people.” In what he

‘We’re all thrown off the Empire State Building at birth.
The question is what are you doing on your way down?
Do you spray paint “Fuck You” on the side, or do you
paint a picture of a sunset?’
— Nicholas Meyer, UI alum

describes as the “anti-communal, viral, cyberspace” world, he
worries about the disappearance of the shared experience
provided by movie theaters,
when people can just see new
movies from home.
“The world is in such deep
shit, we’d rather just see slasher
flicks,” Meyer said. “Anything
but more reality.”
His candid cynicism seems an
appropriate response to the
superficial reputation of Los
Angeles filmmakers. With his
upcoming memoir, The View

Creating Euforia and music
Tonight, five bands compete for the opportunity to perform at
this summer’s Camp Euforia music festival.
By NICK FETTY
nick-fetty@uiowa.edu

Summer is the season of
beaches, barbecues, and baseball. It is also the prime time for
rock festivals. Between Coachella, Bonnaroo, and Lollapalooza
comes Iowa’s own musical gathering: Camp Euforia.
This evening, the Yacht Club,
13 S. Linn St., will host a battle
of the bands, with five acts jockeying for a spot on the Camp
Euforia bill. The White Tornado
Outbreak, Johnny on Point, 5 in
a Hand, Slip Silo, and River &
the Tributaries are all competing for the opportunity to play
the Lone Tree festival, held in
July. The battle will begin at
7:20 p.m., and admission is $5.
“The Camp Euforia battle is a
little different from other battles
hosted here,” Yacht Club owner
Scott Kading wrote in an e-mail.
“Usually, crowd votes determine
the winner here, but for the
Camp Euforia battle, that is
only a part of the equation. [The
judges] also look at the style of
music and how well it is played
and combine that with how well
the band fits in with everything
at Camp Euforia.”
Camp Euforia touts itself as
“A Celebration of Community
and Music.” With last year’s

attendance estimated at around
1,400, the festival is much
smaller than its peers.
In 2004, Camp Euforia started out as the one-day Euforquestra Fan Appreciation Party, and
it has since doubled in duration.
The festival is named after local
afro-beat/reggae/funk septet
Euforquestra, and it takes place
at Jerry Hotz’s farm near Lone
Tree, roughly 20 miles south of
Iowa City. Euforquestra performs at the festival annually,
and the group will perform on
the main stage both nights this
year. Iowa City acts Public Property and the Gglitch are both
Camp Euforia regulars, and
they have performed every year
since the festival’s start.
“It’s good for the local music
scene,” Hotz said. “We try to get a
few outside bands in, but we
really try to cater to a lot of local
bands. It’s hard to get all of
them, but we do the best we can.”
Although his nearest neighbors are a quarter of a mile
away, he said, they have always
been very supportive of the
event by offering their land as
additional space for camping.
While Hotz’s neighbors are older
and don’t actually attend the
festival, he said, they can still
hear the music from their porch.
Fans who might have to miss

CONCERT
Camp Euforia Battle of the
Bands
When: 7:20 p.m. today
Where: Yacht Club, 13 S. Linn
Admission: $5

tonight’s show shouldn’t fret; the
Yacht Club will host another battle of the bands for Camp Euforia
on June 13. So far, Nifty Mountain PowWow, Substatic, Filling
Space, and Big Funk Guarantee
are scheduled to compete.
Past battle winners include
the Uniphonics, Dead Larry,
and Samba Nosso. All three of
these groups are scheduled to
perform at this summer’s Camp
Euforia, which will take place
on July 17 and 18.
“Most people have a hell of a
good time, and I enjoy it,” Hotz
said. “It’s a bunch of good people
who work on it all year long. It
is fun.”
Kading’s selling point for
Camp Euforia is just as
emphatic but a whole lot dirtier.
“Last year, this guy out of his
mind on mushrooms took a shit
on stage after the festival, and [I]
don’t want to miss stuff like that.”

Phelps passionate about music
PHELPS
CONTINUED FROM 1C
Phelps’ passion certainly
comes across in his music, and
his audience has grown steadily
since he began his career 15
years ago. For him, creating perfect songs is definitely not a
matter of immediacy. He is able
to take his time to craft a piece

of music, making sure it says
what he wants it to say.
“The process is usually a long
one — I can’t put a song together quickly,” he said. “I’ll work on
it for several weeks or months,
trying to figure out what I’m
after. That’s not quick or easy.”
Through music, Phelps has
gained a great appreciation for
what he and other creatively

inclined people contribute to society. Artists are able to share their
emotions and experiences, he
said, which many other people
can ultimately embrace as well.
“Music is my way of doing my
own part to explore parts of the
world that are hard to reach for
most,” he said. “It’s up to the
people on the other side to
invite themselves in.”

From the Bridge: Memories of
Star Trek and a Life in Hollywood, scheduled for an Aug. 20
publication, he’s in a reflective
mood. He’s even willing to offer
a bit of advice for the current
generation’s creative force.
“We’re all thrown off the
Empire State Building at birth,”
Meyer said. “The question is
what are you doing on your way
down? Do you spray paint ‘Fuck
You’ on the side, or do you paint
a picture of a sunset?”
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Leaving it all
on the stage
The Flavor Savers
brings its own
variety of sexiness
to Iowa City on
Saturday.
By REBECCA KOONS
rebecca-koons@uiowa.edu

PUBLICITY PHOTO

All it takes is $250 to get a earful of the Ying Quartet Friday night at a benefit for Hancher Auditorium. The event will
double as a commemoration of Artistic Director Judith Hurtig’s service to Hancher.

Hancher throws a
goodbye party for Hurtig
The Ying Quartet and pianist Wu Han
plan to send off Hancher Artistic
Director Judith Hurtig with the chamber
music she loves and support the
auditorium in the process.
By BRIAN DAU
brian-dau@uiowa.edu

In the 23 years Judith Hurtig has worked on Hancher
Auditorium’s staff, she has
seen many different acts pass
through Iowa City. From the
acclaimed Joffrey Ballet’s
statewide tour in 2007 to Bill
T. Jones’ nude choreography of
the early ’90s, Hurtig will have
plenty of memories to last
through her retirement.
Although last year’s flood may
have dampened some of her
final days as a Hancher
employee, she said her experience overall was overwhelmingly positive.
“This was not the way I’d
hoped my last year would be,”
said Hurtig, who spent most of
those 23 years as Hancher’s
artistic director. “I had planned
to retire at this time several
years ago but only spent about
10 minutes reconsidering.”
In honor of Hurtig’s departure, Hancher will host a benefit concert at 7 p.m. Friday at
the Brown Deer Golf Club,
1900 Country Club Drive.
Tickets are $250, with $210
considered a donation toward
bringing chamber music to
Hancher. The Ying Quartet
will perform alongside pianist
Wu Han.
The Ying Quartet has a special connection to Iowa, in that
it’s where the members got
their starts as performers.
After graduating from Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, N.Y., the group
spent two years living and performing in Jesup, Iowa, on a
grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts.

Hancher hosted many acts the
quartet members found inspiring, violist Phillip Ying said,
and he credits Hurtig for those
bookings.
“We’d drive down to Hancher
to hear these world-class
artists,” Ying said. “[Hurtig]
was incredibly supportive of
what we were doing. I’ve
always been so impressed not
only with her artistic judgment and taste but also her
imagination and willingness to
take on projects that bring
music into the community.”
Ying said the quartet will
perform work by ChineseAmerican composers Vivian
Fung and Lei Lang. Wu will
play
a
selection
of
Tchaikovsky before the two
acts combine for a piece by
Anton Dvorák, a collaboration
Ying eagerly anticipates.
“Anytime we work with
great musicians is so exciting
for us because you play off
them, you hear how they shape
sounds, where they push and
pull, and the experience of
making music with them is
really exciting,” Ying said.
“[Wu’s] terrific, and that
[Dvorák] piece is right up
there with anyone’s list of
great chamber music.”
Hurtig’s work bringing great
chamber music to Hancher is
not the only thing she’s proud
of, however. When she heard
about the “One Community,
One Book” program first instituted by a woman in Seattle,
she mentioned the idea to
Burns Weston, senior scholar
at the UI Center for Human
Rights. Weston latched onto
the idea and quickly established the program in Iowa

CONCERT
Ying Quartet and Wu Han
When: 7 p.m. Friday
Where: Brown Deer Golf Club, Banquet
Hall, 1900 Country Club Drive, Coralville
Admission: $250 (benefit)

City, focusing on books dealing
with human-rights issues.
“I thought it was fabulous
that everybody read the same
book and you could talk about
it with all kinds of people,”
Hurtig said. “It’s really about
how literature can be a force in
shaping the community.”
Just because Hurtig won’t
bring the acts to Hancher anymore doesn’t mean she plans
to quiet down during her
retirement.
“I have a lot of thoughts; I’m
not leaving Iowa City,” she
said. “I’ll be looking for projects. I’m not going to disappear; I am going to stay active
and be involved with things. I
don’t have any big plans, but
I’ll get involved with yoga,
that’s for sure.”

Beat-based act the Flavor
Savers is all about putting
itself out there and encouraging others — fans and
newcomers alike — to do the
same. The Flavor Savers
brings its extroverted attitude to the Yacht Club, 13 S.
Linn St., on Saturday at 9
p.m. The band is opening for
well-known Sublime tribute
band Secondhand Smoke.
“ B as i c al l y, w e want to
write music that makes people feel sexy and gives them
the confidence to get up and
dance,” said band member
Ian Kibbe. “One of the ways
we do that is through our
performances, by doing a lot
of dancing ourselves and by
getting people laughing.”
Much of the Flavor Savers’
rap/club sound is influenced
by such artists as Peaches,
and the members also listen
to a great deal of new indie
and dance-rock music. Yet
they are also comedically
influenced by bands including Tenacious D.
When it comes to the creative process for Kibbe and
fellow musicians Matt Cornelison, Josh Cornelison, and
Nate Merrill, it is certainly
not a matter of strict planning. Improvisation and
impromptu ideas are common
for the group, and Matt Cornelison said a lot of the band’s
music is not planned out.
“Somebody will have a riff
or melody in mind, a general
idea, and then we program
s om et hi ng out,” he said.
“We’ll all add something to
that and work on it from
there. I write most of the
music, but we all pitch in on
the lyrics.”
T hi s k i nd of f reestyle

PUBLICITY PHOTO

More than just erotic slang for a mustache, the Flavor Savers will rock out
Saturday night at the Yacht Club.
method of creating music
and lyrics translates seamlessly into the band’s live
performances. It can also be
said the group’s “sexy” factor
has its origins in the legendary swaggers of Freddie
Mercury, Prince, and David
Lee Roth. The energy of the
group members, their music,
and the crowd prove a successful formula for an allout good time.
“One thing that stands out
about us I think is our live
performances,” Matt Cornelison said. “Combining our
hopefully really great music,
dress, and four people able
to move around on stage
makes it more than just a
typical concert.”
The Flavor Savers especially looks forward to playing in Iowa City, because the
band has always had good
experiences here.
“I love the atmosphere that
college towns have: vibrant,
full of life, and a real feeling
of community,” Kibbe said. “As
far as college towns go, Iowa
City is up there at the top.”
Ambition runs rampant
among the Flavor Savers
members, and the quartet
will try to take its work to
another level. In addition to
recording a new full-length
studio album, the group sees
the silver screen in its
future. Because the Flavor
Savers is a very visual group

of guys, it
aims to put
its musical
identity
onto film — dailyiowan.com
think TenaGIVE A
cious D ’s
The Pick of
LISTEN
Destiny.
The Flavor
“The Flavor Savers
Savers
members
are charac- Featured Tracks:
• “People”
ters, and
that lends • “Moustache Ride”
to
itself
If you like it:
videos,”
See THE FLAVOR
Matt CorSAVERS with
nelison said. Secondhand Smoke,
“We already at the Yacht Club, 13
have fun
S. Linn,
making
9 p.m. Saturday, $8.
shorter
videos, but
our goal is a full-length, independent feature film.”
band
members
The
remain driven to getting
their own kicks as well as
providing audiences with
high- energy and highquality shows. The musicians enjoy nothing more, it
seems, than leaving it all
out on the stage.
“We hope and intend that
our performance is something you wouldn’t see anywhere else,” Matt Cornelison
said. “Two worlds collide:
our ridiculousness and our
music. It really is something
we take seriously.”
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Spring 2009 graduation ceremonies
BREAKING NEWS

Here’s a list of the commencement programs this weekend:

Phone: (319) 335-6063
E-mail: daily-iowan@uiowa.edu
Fax: 335-6297

Date

Time

College

Where

Friday

10 a.m.

School of Management

Coralville Marriott

Call: 335-6030

Friday

6:30 p.m.

UI Carver College of Medicine

Coralville Marriott

Policy: The Daily Iowan strives for accuracy and
fairness in the reporting of news. If a report is
wrong or misleading, a request for a correction or
a clarification may be made.

Saturday
Saturday

9 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11 a.m.

Carver-Hawkeye Arena
Coralville Marriott
IMU Main Lounge

Saturday

3 p.m.

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
College of Law
College of Nursing
Graduate College

May 17

College of Engineering
Tippie College of Business

IMU Main Lounge

May 17

1 p.m.
1 p.m.

June 5

3 p.m.

College of Dentistry

Coralville Marriott

CORRECTIONS

PUBLISHING INFO
The Daily Iowan (USPS 143.360) is published by
Student Publications Inc., E131 Adler Journalism
Building, Iowa City, Iowa 52242-2004, daily except
Saturdays, Sundays, legal and university holidays,
and university vacations. Periodicals postage paid at
the Iowa City Post Office under the Act of Congress
of March 2, 1879.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Call: Pete Recker at 335-5783
E-mail: daily-iowan-circ@uiowa.edu
Subscription rates:
Iowa City and Coralville: $20 for one semester, $40
for two semesters, $10 for summer se ssion, $50 for
full year.
Out of town: $40 for one semester, $80 for two
semesters, $15 for summer session, $95 all year.
Send address changes to: The Daily Iowan, 100
Adler Journalism Building, Iowa City, Iowa
52242-2004.

Saturday

Carver-Hawkeye Arena
Carver-Hawkeye Arena

Ceremony rules
• No alcoholic or inappropriate clothing worn under gowns allowed
• Cell phones should be turned off in the student seating area
• No gifts, such as purses, balloons, flowers, or bags are allowed in the student seating area.
• Intoxicated students will not be allowed to participate in the ceremony
• No air horns, large bags, or backpacks are allowed, and officials may inspect any bag carried into the ceremony.

Photos
Professional photos from the ceremony are available for purchase. Students who completed the address
information on the back of their name card — which they filled out when they purchased commencement caps
and gowns — will receive proofs by mail within a week of the ceremony. Two photos of each candidate are
available — a formal “posed” photo and a “candid” photo of the student shaking hands with a university official. Those with questions can contact Flash Photography through their website, www.flashphotography.com.

ON THE WEB
To check out the DI’s Graduation Edition — along with more local news, photos, and videos — visit dailyiowan.com.

UI boasts many famous alums
For those with Fortune 500
dreams:
Patrick Baird, who graduated from
the UI with an accounting degree in
1976, went on to become president and
CEO of AEGON USA, the fifth-largest
insurance
company
in
the
United States.
Baird has achieved international
success, and he still donates to the UI
with events such as the AEGON
Advantage Golf Tournament, which
most recently raised $400,000 for the
Karro Athletics Hall of Fame and the
Finkbine Golf Course.

For those who can carry a tune:
Famous jazz musician Al Jarreau
graduated from the UI in 1964. He
is a seven-time Grammy Award winner for his jazz, pop, and R&B vocal
performances.
His fame and success in the music
world have made him one of the UI’s
most well-known alumni, said
Kathryn Howe, associate editor for the
UI Alumni Association.

For those looking to the big screen:
Mark Johnson graduated from the

UI with a master’s degree in communications and theater arts in 1973. Since
then, he has gone on to produce majormotion pictures, including Rain Man,
which won the best picture Academy
Award.
Some of his other well-known films
include Tin Men, The Notebook, and
The Chronicles of Narnia: the Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe.

For those aiming for political office:
Former U.S. Rep. David Bonoir graduated from the UI with a B.A. in political science in 1967. He served as a
Democratic member in the House of
Representatives from 1976 to 2002.
The UI recently appointed Bonoir to
“visiting professor” status, and he has
maintained a positive and rewarding
relationship with the UI, said politicalscience Professor Tom Rice.

For those looking to the stars:
Van Allen Hall, home to the physics
department, was named after one of its
most famous alumni. James Van Allen
received a master’s degree in 1936 and a
doctorate in 1939. He became a worldrenowned physicist for his discovery
of
the
two
Van
Allen

radiation belts that surround the Earth.
“It’s pretty cool that one of the scientists we learn about in class actually
went to the university,” said Amy Warshaw, a UI student who learned about
Van Allen in her Physics for Everyday
Experience course.

For those behind the pen:
World-renowned author and
screenwriter John Irving graduated
from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop in
1967. He has written novels such as
The World According to Garp and
The Cider House Rules.
Irving has sporadically accepted
short-term teaching positions in the
Workshop the throughout the years.

For those with a scalpel at
hand:
Edward Mason, sometimes dubbed
“the father of obesity surgery,” graduated from the UI in 1943 and got a
master’s degree at the UI in 1945.
Mason began conducting gastric
bypass surgeries at the UI in 1966.
He spent nearly his entire medical
career at the UI, contributing to the

Carver College of Medicine and to
the legacy of the UI.

For those obsessed with the
game:
Lou Holtz began his coaching
career at the UI, where he received a
master’s degree in physical education
in 1962. Since then, Holtz has become
the only football coach in NCAA history to lead six different college football programs to bowl games.
Before he retired, Holtz coached at
the University of South Carolina, the
University of Notre Dame, and University of Minnesota. Holtz works as
a college-football analyst for ESPN.

For those with an eye for news:
Broadcast journalist John Cochran
received a master’s degree in journalism and mass communications in
1967. Since graduating, he has
established a successful 30-year long
broadcast career, including his role
as chief Washington correspondent
for ABC News.
Cochran has received three Emmy
awards for his reporting, one of
which was for his coverage of the
9/11 terrorist attacks.
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STORIES FROM THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2008-2009

The Flood, Obama, & marriage

Then-candidate Barack Obama waves to the crowd with his wife, Michelle Obama, and
daughters Malia (left), and Sasha upon their arrival at Des Moines’ Hy-Vee Hall on Jan.
3, 2007.

From legalizing gay marriage, to the
firing of two UI officials and the
flooding on campus, graduates’ final
year was a tumultuous one.
Flood damages UI campus, city

Flooding in 2008 wasn’t predicted to
be worse than the historic flooding of
1993. But days after the waters began
to rise, that all changed.
The UI campus suffered the brunt of
the damage. The Iowa River flooded at
least 20 university buildings, though
volunteers and National Guard soldiers set up thousands of sand bags.
Water flooded the Arts Campus,
scattering students to every corner of
the city. It displaced residents from
Mayflower Hall and Hawkeye Apartments on the West Side. The IMU’s
lower level is still closed.
In the aftermath … well, the community is still dealing with it. For
what it’s worth, the flood brought former President George W. Bush to the
Iowa City area.

Analysts: UI botched sex-assault
investigations
Ex-Hawkeyes Abe Satterfield and
Cedric Everson await trials for allegedly assaulting a woman in Hillcrest.
Subsequent investigations by the university — deemed “simply not adequate” by independent analysts —
ended with the firing of two top UI officials.
Satterfield and Everson were
charged with second-degree sexual
abuse months after a UI student
reported an incident. UI President
Sally Mason answered to the state
Board of Regents in September 2008
about the botched investigations.
She fired UI Vice President of Student Services Phillip Jones and UI
General Counsel Marc Mills for their
roles in the investigation.

Volunteers help fill and fasten sandbags near the Main Library on June 13, 2008.

Two faculty members commit suicide
Arthur Miller, a political-science professor, disappeared mid-August 2008
after he was charged with accepting
bribes. Four female students accused
him of trying to exchange higher
grades for sexual favors.
Miller, whose work had appeared in
notable scholarly magazines, took a
high-powered rifle and vanished into
Hickory Hill Park, according to police.
After several days of searching, the
investigation closed Aug. 28. Police said
Miller had shot himself in the head.
A few months later, a former music
student served Professor Mark Weiger
with a sexual-harassement lawsuit.
Not long after, he committed suicide in
his home.

Obama elected, students volunteer
President Obama’s supporters are
still filling e-mail inboxes across the
nation, but the college-aged generation
— wooed with promises of “change” —
was at least partially responsible.
OK, mostly responsible — young
people arguably carried the 2008 election. UI students campaigned hard for

all parties; they traveled the country,
buttonholed undecided voters, and
rounded up precinct statistics until 9
p.m. on the fateful day of Nov. 4.
Obama, until recently a freshman
senator from Illinois, inherited the
country as the economy crashed into a
recession. His first 100 days passed in a
blur of bailout and stimulus bills.

Gay marriage becomes legal
Iowa shocked the nation by becoming the third state to legalize same-sex
marriage in April. When the state
Supreme Court announced its decision, a rally on the Pentacrest drew
lawmakers, students, and activists to
Iowa City.
Before the court’s ruling on Varnum
v. Brien, Iowa law restricted marriage
to one man and one woman. Six gay
couples challenged the definition in
the District Court, which ruled in their
favor in 2007.
An appeal soon sent the case back to
the judges. The Iowa Supreme Court
unanimously decided a ban on gay
marriage was unconstitutional April 3.
Three weeks later, couples began filing
for marriage licenses.
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Alumni Advice
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A handful of UI alums offer their advice to this year’s graduates.
‘Nothing can take the place of
persistence.’

‘Look under rocks. There’s
always an opportunity.’

— Allen Brennecke, B.B.A 1959,
J.D. 1961

— Anne Rizzo, operations
management, 1989

‘Have fun, travel, and enjoy life,
because it might not be as easy
when you’re older. And hopefully,
that will all lead to success.’
— Josh Silver, communication studies, 1999

‘Create your own definition of
success.’
— Zach Goldsmith, education, 1999

‘Life’s not a dress rehearsal.’
— Marcia Hoffbauer-Brown, English
and secondary education, 1985

‘Stop drinking so much
whiskey.’
— Alex Kurzen, art, 2008

‘Even though times are tough
right now, stick with your
dreams.’

‘Don’t take everything so
seriously, and don’t forget to
have fun.’

‘Take the job search as seriously
as possible. Don’t wait to
graduate until you start looking.’

— Heidi Tangren, studio art and
entrepreneurship, 2008

— Mariah Ruyle, geography, 2003

— Travis Grier, marketing, 2008

‘Be adventuresome, enjoy the
moment, look to the future with
excitement.’

‘Things seldom turn out how
you think they’re going to turn
out. Be flexible.’

“Always be positive, and
something will turn up.”

— Jackie Jenkins Everett,
psychology and education, 1959

— Michelle Galvin, history, 2005

‘Take down all of your
inappropriate pictures on
Facebook.’

‘Your major doesn’t necessarily
determine your life’s work.’

— Tiffany Cohen, English, 2008

— Joni Schrup, psychology, 1987

— Mariam Chaudhry, art and
psychology, 2006

‘Take the skills that you’ve
acquired in college and apply
them to anything and everything
that you do.’
— Sam Schrup, electrical
engineering, 2006
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STORIES FROM THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2007-2008

Murder-suicide shocks city

Above: UI students waiting in line outside the Summit celebrate the defeat of the 21-only ordinance
on Nov. 6, 2007.
Top left: UI President Sally Mason is received by the state Board of Regents to accept the offer to
become the next UI president in the IMU Richey Ballroom on June 21, 2007.
Bottom left: The house of the Sueppel family in Iowa City sits empty in the Windsor Ridge neighborhood on Nov. 16, 2008. Steven Sueppel killed his wife and four children in the five-bedroom house
on March 24, 2008.

Iowa City family murder-suicide leaves
community shocked, and bar ordinance
fails in 2007-08.
Police deal with groper
Iowa City and UI police spent much
of the year dealing with a rash of
almost 40 attacks on women.
In response to the attacks — in
which a man would run up behind a
woman walking alone at night and
grab her, then run away — UI police
instituted Nite Ride in September
2007. The free service takes women
home after dark.
Police struggled for more than a
year to find the man, or men, responsible. They reallocated resources, paying
officers overtime, conducting extensive surveillance, and placing decoys
on the streets, as well as collaborating
with other departments.
Officers eventually arrested
Jonathan Shiefer on July 19, 2008, in

connection with an assault in a
woman’s home, but police say they
believe Shiefer is responsible for many
of the attacks. No similar attack has
occurred since Shiefer’s arrest.

UI sees new administration
UI President Sally Mason started
her first year in Iowa City when she
was hired the of spring of 2007 after
an extensive search.
Previously in the provost at Purdue
University, the second female UI president replaced David Skorton, who
had left the UI in 2006 to become president of Cornell University.
Shortly after former Provost
Michael Hogan left to head the University of Connecticut, UI officials

hired Wallace Loh to take over the
position in the spring of 2008, though
he officially stepped into the position
Aug. 1, 2008.

Sueppel murders shock Iowa City
Former bank executive Steven
Sueppel killed his wife and four children before committing suicide in a
crash on I-80 in March 2008.
Iowa City police found the bodies of
Sheryl Sueppel and four children in
the Sueppel home on the morning of
March 24, 2008. The cause of death
was later determined to be blunt force
trauma.
Just an hour later, 42-year-old
Sueppel crashed his minivan into a
median on I-80 killing himself.
The former vice president of Hills
Bank had been charged with embezzlement for allegedly stealing roughly
$560,000 from the bank.
The deaths of the seemingly happy
family shocked the community.

Attempt to make bars 21-only fails
After months of campaigning and
botched results, the 21-ordinance was
again defeated, with 57 percent of
votes against the proposal.
The ordinance — which would have
forced all local bars to be closed to anyone younger than 21 — had been proposed frequently in Iowa City but had
never passed. A high student turnout
arguably swayed the decision.
Many were shocked when initial
results showed the ordinance passing
by decisive margins. But soon election
officials realized the mistake and
released the corrected results.
This attempt at the ordinance was
unusual in how organized the opposition was. The group Bloc21 and student organizations rallied against the
plan. Voter-registration campaigns
encouraged many UI students to register in Johnson County, allowing
them to vote against the ordinance.
This effort also carried over to
encouraging students to caucus and
vote in Johnson County.
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STORIES FROM THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2005-2006

’05-06 a year of disasters

Above: Alpha Chi Omego sorority was gutted by a tornado that tore its way through downtown Iowa City on
April 13, 2006. The sorority was demolished later that year.
Right: The Iowa basketball squad celebrates after winning the Big Ten Tournament championship on March
13, 2006.

The 2005-06 school year started off with a natural disaster in
the southern United States and ended with a devastating
tornado in Iowa City.
The mother lode of natural
disasters
New Orleans residents felt the
wrath of Hurricane Katrina as homes,
cars, and businesses were demolished.
On Aug. 29, 2005, the storm damaged the levees and flooded New
Orleans, damaging large swaths of
the city.
In eastern Iowa, Iowa City residents
and UI students felt the hurricane’s
effects, too: The price of corn plummeted. More than 1,000 New Orleans residents found shelter in eastern Iowa;
250,000 altogether were displaced.
Dozens of UI students traveled to the
South to help rebuild the city and surrounding areas.

Today, the city is still rebuilding —
damages are estimated at more than
$100 billion.

Hawkeye basketball upset
The Hawkeye men’s basketball
team won the Big Ten Tournament
and earned a No. 3 seed in the 2006
NCAA Tournament.
However, the team lost in a firstround upset to No. 14 seed Northwestern State, 64-63. The Hawkeyes,
coached by Steve Alford, and led by
seniors Greg Brunner and Jeff Horner
and junior Adam Haluska, began the
second-half with a 17-point lead but
failed to keep the momentum.

UI President Skorton bids adieu
On Jan. 21, UI President David Skorton announced he was leaving for Cornell University. His wife, Robin Davisson, an associate professor of anatomy
and cell biology, also left the university
to join Cornell’s faculty.
Skorton had been a UI faculty member since 1980. In January 2003, he
was named the UI’s 19th president,
after serving as vice president for
Research since 1992 and vice president
for Research and External Relations
since 2002. He and Davisson remain at
Cornell University.
Sally Mason became the UI’s 20th
president in the beginning of the 200708 school year, after an extensive search.

Tornado rips through IC
An F-2 tornado hit Iowa City on
April 13, 2006, causing millions of dollars in damage to the Iowa City area
and UI campus.
More than 1,000 homes and apartments were destroyed, including the
Alpha Chi Omega sorority house.
Sorority members were forced to live
in a temporary home while they
rebuilt. The tornado ruined St.
Patrick’s Church, and officials were
forced to build a new church.
Fifteen Johnson County businesses
sustained major damage or were
destroyed. Iowa City public buildings
suffered an estimated $10 million in
damage, and the storm caused roughly $3 million of damage to
the university.
Roughly 200 students, 35 faculty,
and 81 staff members reported damage or loss, according to a UI
online survey.
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STORIES FROM THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2006-2007

The year of the forever search

Iowa men’s basketball coach Todd Lickliter signs an autograph for a young fan April 3, 2007, in Carver-Hawkeye Arena. Lickliter had just been named the 2006-07 Division 1
Coach of the Year by the National Association of Basketball Coaches.

The 2006-07 school year was marked by the controversy of
the UI presidential search.
Search for president irks regents

Virgina Tech shootings

In November 2006 the state Board
of Regents voted against a list of
four potential candidates for the UI
presidency, prompting a second
search.
Se vera l p art s o f th e B o ar d o f
Regents meetings were also held in
closed session, stopping the proceedings from reaching the public.
After the decision, the UI Faculty
Senate and other various groups
voted “no confidence” in the board.
Shortly after, the board put together a
new search committee with no regents
on the panel.

On April 16, 2007, Seung-Hui Cho
shot 32 staff and students on the Virginia Tech campus before killing himself. The massacre reminded many of
a 1991 shooting on the UI campus
when Gang Lu, a former UI graduate
student in physics, killed five UI community members on campus. He
wounded and paralyzed a student
before killing himself.

Campus sees several sex assaults
In the 2006-07 school year, 14 sexual
assaults were reported on campus.

In May 2007 then-15-year-old
Jonathan Powell — a suspect in three
of the cases — was convicted of seconddegree sexual abuse. Powell was
accused of sexually assaulting a
woman on-campus and two other
women out jogging.

Lickliter named new basketball
coach
In the spring of 2007, Todd Lickliter
became the newest addition to the UI’s
sports staff as head basketball coach.
Lickliter previously coached at Butler University in Indiana. Lickliter and
the men’s basketball team finished

their first season 13-19.
Before working at Butler, Lickliter
had been a high-school coach, health
and physical-education teacher, and a
social-studies teacher.

Hardin Library receives bomb
threat
On April 24, 2007, the Hardin
Library received a bomb threat, forcing
the facility to lockdown.
The threat also forced Jessup Hall —
across the river on the Pentacrest — to
go on lockdown because of a security
threat. Employees in Jessup Hall were
not notified of the bomb threat, and the
campus soon received an all-clear from
the UI police.
Many faculty and students called for
better response measures after
the incident.
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